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I have lived in writing, like a spoonful of water in a river.
— Mavis Gallant

Working with Mavis Gallant
Brick published an interview with Mavis Gallant in
issue 80 (Winter 2007/8) that was as endlessly layered
as any of her stories. It was conducted in French by
Contact presenter Stéphan Bureau and translated
by Wyley Powell, and we weren’t sure what direction, precisely, to take it—there was so much good
material, so many stories, and they fanned out across
pages and pages of dialogue that could have filled the
entire magazine.
In the interview, Gallant compares the way she
sees the beginning of one of her stories “to a play
when the curtain rises and you see the stage. You
don’t know what’s going to happen, but you know
somebody is going to come on stage. If it’s a light
comedy, somebody will walk on and answer a white
telephone. But that’s only the beginning, and you
know nothing yet about these characters.”
Well, we have a white telephone at the Brick
office, and one day in July 2007 it rang, and so began a
light comedy—comic mostly because we, the newly
arrived managing editor and assistant editor, were so
green, while our production manager, who did her

best to guide us, was given to fits of glee. Mavis Gallant
was the caller, and she had some things to say about the
interview, which we had sent to her for approval.
And so began, also, a treasured exchange. To
shape the interview, we took the steer from Mavis
herself. She sent in photographs with personal anecdotes written on the reverse and edited the pages
of the interview in a firm, flawless script. When we
had questions, Nadia called her on the phone, and
sometimes Mavis called us with stern queries and
corrections. One day Nadia announced she was going
to New York City and told Mavis that she would be
leaving the interview in the care of Tara Quinn.
“Tara Quinn, Tara Quinn,” mused Mavis. “I see
a girl leading a horse out of a barn that’s caught fire.”
There could be no more auspicious a start to life
at Brick than to be shown by Mavis Gallant how to
edit an interview. The experience informed how
we edited all interviews in issues to come. The voice
had to come through with a force equal to that of
Mavis on that first phone call. We’d all do well to
keep listening.
— Nadia Szilvassy & Tara Quinn

© Alison Harris

Mavis Gallant, August 11, 1922–February 18, 2014

For Mavis Gallant

Michael Helm
Mavis Gallant had no natural constituency. Her childhood transplantings left her without early
allegiances to population or place. At the time of her emergence as a writer, Canada had a small
serious readership and a low regard for women artists, which is partly why the ones it produced,
among them Gallant and Alice Munro, were impractical and single-minded. For having claim to
two continents, Gallant was for a time, at least, unclaimed by either, viewed from both perspectives
to be allied with foreigners. Though there came to be Gallantian characters, absurdities, turns of
thought and phrase that made even the rabbit holes in a story her rabbit holes, her subjects and settings could not be fit onto a postage stamp. She wrote about Quebec lumber camps and French tax
offices, about men, women, and children of disparate origins, never to gather except in her pages.
It’s hard to find a mass-reproducible adjective to describe her fiction even falsely. She was never
one of those good or great writers who become popular for the wrong reasons, the kind who are
well read narrowly and badly read widely. Decade to decade she wasn’t the subject of much serious
scholarly focus amid the myopias of academic criticism, though her work was anthologized in
Canada and so half-lost upon many dozen nineteen-year-olds every year, including, one year, me.
Those who read her collections and any of the more than a hundred stories she published in The
New Yorker tended to want to talk about them. A friend now long gone once said he’d found an
obscure but certain pattern of Proust allusions in one of the stories, and he just had to walk me
through them, and we walked, and I was convinced. (In one amber drop in the mind from the
mid-1990s I see a group of Toronto friends in their twenties and thirties, professionals and students,
whose tastes in fiction ranged from the realist-traditional, if not conservative, to the somewhat
studied avant-garde, to the outright anarchic, all of us conducting a years-long conversation about
Gallant. We’d drop by or phone one another—as I recall it we wore topcoats, wooden shoes—upon
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At Les Deux Magots
with Doyle Klyn, 1953

discovering newly published stories or books.) Like
the used bookstore I found it in, lost now too is an old
Best American Short Stories anthology from 1980, in
which guest editor Stanley Elkin offers no apology
for including two Gallant stories and insists that the
only tough call was whether to include a third. Her
best champions have tended to be writers. See Janice
Kulyk Keefer’s Reading Mavis Gallant, and the introductions to her work in print and on the internet, the
essays by Michael Ondaatje and Russell Banks
that preface Paris Stories and Montreal Stories, and
Francine Prose’s piece “Unknown Master” in Harper’s,
April 2003.
Given her decades of writing, there’s no easy
way of situating Gallant’s work within a tradition.
Some stories feel of their time; most, whatever their

historical setting, feel of the present, except for containing a worldliness lacking in most current short
fiction. Her work is realist, certainly, but “realism”
as a description of presumptions about art’s relation
to reality or conventions of presentation is so broad
a term as to lose useful meaning. In the company of
Munro, Joy Williams, Deborah Eisenberg, Jhumpa
Lahiri, and others, Gallant’s world is likely to seem
both unusually large and minutely fixed. What could
be called her “technical” aspects are comparatively
subtle. Whereas Munro, especially in the 1980s and
1990s, invents a very effective, feeling aesthetic of
wrong-footing the reader through the concealments of momentarily ambiguous pronouns and
shifting points of view and tenses, Gallant tends to
hold the reader steady, the better to appreciate an
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observational telling in which the subject is characterin-place, emotion rendered socio-historically. If one
of Munro’s great subjects is memory, one of Gallant’s
is the ways in which the past and present haunt one
another or, oddly, fail to haunt when they have every
reason to. Though she presents interiors, and readers
understand the trap of the mind, she’s interested in
what may be more accurately called “character” than
“psychology.” Her shifts can be extra-cranial. We
begin “The Remission” assuming that the protagonist is Alec Webb, a terminally ill Englishman who
moves with his wife and family into a community
of British expats in the south of France. By the end
of the story, even as Alec finally dies, his wife finds a
lover to replace him. The last paragraph:
Escorting lame Mrs. Massie to a sofa, Mr.
Cranefield said they might as well look on
the bright side. (He was still speaking about
the second half of the 1950s.) Wilkinson, sitting down because he felt sick, and thinking
the remark was intended for him, assured
Mr. Cranefield, truthfully, that he had never
looked anywhere else. It then happened
that every person in the room, at the same
moment, spoke and thought of something
other than Alec. This lapse, this inattention,
lasting no longer than was needed to say “No,
thank you” or “Oh, really?” or “Yes, I see,”
was enough to create the dark gap marking
the end of Alec’s span. He ceased to be, and
it made absolutely no difference after that
whether or not he was forgotten.

In Gallant, time is another perspective to be
broken. The five sections of “Baum, Gabriel 1935–( ),”
each corresponding to a period and episode in Gabriel’s adult life, would seem randomly selected and
juxtaposed except for the detail mentioned early but
in passing that his parents had failed to get “out of
Europe in . . . time.” This subordinated fact turns the
story’s ensuing comic notes slightly absurd. As film
extras in the 1970s, Gabriel and his friend Dieter read
the script of a television series about the occupation.
In one scene Resistance fighters about to be deported
jump from a train. “Three Jews will be discovered to
have jumped or fallen with them: one aged rabbi, one
black-market operator, and one anything.”
The one anything will be me, Gabriel decided,
helping himself to chestnuts. He saw, without
Dieter’s needing to describe them, the glaring
lights, the dogs straining at their leads, the
guards running and blowing whistles, the
stalled train, a rainstorm, perhaps.
Events, having given way to historical accounts,
are about to give way to blocked and paced entertainment. Time generates irony, which interposes
between the past and present neat, comforting forms
like the “thirteen hour television project.” What Gallant reveals are ways irony can be accommodated, as
in Gabriel’s case, by a soul blithely pained.
In these stories the same intuition that discovers
precise sympathies and antipathies determines the
turn of a line, a tonal shift, or an ending that looks
neither forward nor backward but into a blind spot
we didn’t know was there all along. As someone has
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written of Emily Dickinson’s poems, Gallant’s stories
have the art and dignity not to seek applause. What
they do seek is attention, and they reward it with a
view into worlds beyond simple seeming, that open
into the real, or at least the part of reality that is so
often funny, disappointing, strange, tough, and sad.
All these adjectives are thin and yet you could make a
train of them that at speed, passing by, would look like
the thing itself, the one word that does catch it all, and
that Gallant knows and we don’t but are in need of.
Not limiting ourselves to realists or English
language writers, let’s say we’ve come through a
thrilling period of reading Cortázar and Bolaño (the
good stories, not the toss offs), David Foster Wallace,
Jim Shepard, surrealists or fabulists, and wonderful
unknowns discovered in literary magazines. We’ve
read writers of formal daring and a degree of originality that register not just an idiosyncratic take on the
world, but a warp inherent in the world itself. It’s that
sort of particularizing strangeness that we find, too,
in many of Gallant’s stories, though compared to the
writers above it’s a muted strangeness, the low heat of
an altering force seen there in the bubble and pock.
Along with the best of the hard but not merciless
comic pieces, such as the Henri Grippe stories, my
favourite Gallant is “The Ice Wagon Going Down the
Street.” To the extent that a story is “about” any one
thing, here it’s the acquaintance of two Canadians in
post-war Europe, a hapless married man named Peter,
and his co-worker in Geneva, Agnes, a woman “from
a small town in Saskatchewan.” (I think only now that
the name might owe something to Agnes Martin, also
from a small town in Saskatchewan, and like Gallant
and Munro, at one point a young woman artist alone

in a cold landscape.) A few years ago I failed to convince the Brick editors to reprint the last paragraph of
“The Ice Wagon Going Down the Street” on a page
all to itself so that it looked like a production error.
(My editorial contributions are often enthusiastically expressed bad ideas.) Last year I was happy to
find that Francine Prose sent us a typically perceptive
piece about that very ending—see Brick 91; hell, see
the story—which she calls “wildly original, almost
‘experimental.’ I can’t think of anything else, in fiction, remotely like it.” Nor can I think of a story by
another writer that compresses so much living and
longing into so small a moment.
As the world blundered toward the new century
Gallant went silent. It was said she was working on
a long non-fiction book about the Dreyfus affair.
There were rumours she was still writing fiction
but not sending it out. She began finally to receive
lifetime achievement prizes in Canada, the United
States, and France, and there was generally a settling
of accounts. Versions of what amounted to selected
stories appeared and brought back into print some of
her work, reviving the body of it, but it came to seem
she’d stopped publishing, against her will, if not her
judgment. For the first time since she quit journalism, she accepted work back in Canada, teaching a
writing course, serving on a jury. People who knew
her told warm stories and polished, cautionary anecdotes. A Toronto couple I know invited her to dinner
at their house, and only at the end of the evening did
she present them the gift she’d brought, a copy of her
novel A Fairly Good Time.
I met her once at a literary event. Though I was
lately a hayseed from Saskatchewan of a kind she’d

written about, she treated me to champagne and ice
cream. There’s much more to this story but it’s hard to
write about here, and there are better ones out there,
some funny, some beautiful (search Lahiri, Banks). As
happens now when someone famous dies, the internet
fills with stories of the champagne and ice cream type.
But the memorial aspect of such anecdotes can too
easily cover the work. The danger of encomiums is
that against their intention they can entomb the very
achievement they celebrate. Try telling a young comic
why she simply must read Perelman. No one must read
Gallant. She herself wrote that we should only ever
read who we want to. But I’m grateful that when I was

one of those nineteen-year-olds someone assigned me
to read Gallant, a writer whose subjects outwardly had
nothing to do with me, who seemed wry and refined,
as I was not, and who produced notes of irony outside
my hearing range. A year or two later, on my first trip
to Paris, I found myself staring at her apartment building, with no intention of ringing her on the intercom
because I had nothing to say. I’d been unable even to
write a note that I might have dropped off. I’ve since
met four or five people, all young Canadians, who’ve
done the same thing, stare at that building. But forget
the edifice, the squat reputation. There are a hundred
better places to meet Mavis Gallant.
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Francine Prose
I’m rarely star-struck or mute, but the first time I met
Mavis Gallant, I was so overwhelmed by admiration—by fandom, if that’s a word—that I could
barely speak.
I could hardly believe my good fortune that
my brief visit to Paris in 2004 would coincide with
a chance to hear and meet a literary idol. Over the
past forty years, I’ve been to a lot of literary readings. A lot. Of readings. Even if I could, it would
be too terrifying to tally up the hours I’ve spent in
uncomfortable chairs, listening—for reasons that
range from genuine admiration and pleasure to professional obligation—to friends and colleagues read
from their work. And I can count on the fingers of
one hand the few readings that made me understand
the writer’s work in a new way—that made me see
things I wouldn’t have noticed on my own from
experiencing the work on the page.
Mavis’s did. Everything about it was a surprise,
beginning with her voice, which was higher and
somehow . . . brighter than I had imagined. She read
the opening section of “The Concert Party,” a story
I loved and thought I knew well; I’d even taught
it. It’s not as if I didn’t know that the story was
funny. But I never knew how funny it was—I never
fathomed the uniqueness and the ingeniousness of
the way that humour and irony and pathos are intermixed—until I heard her read it aloud. The crowd
got it, and laughed, and adored it.
Afterwards there was a dinner at a restaurant
nearby. I sat across from Mavis. I can’t remember
what anyone ate or what anyone said. I don’t think

I said much. Several times I tried to tell Mavis—for all
I knew, this might be my only chance!—how much I
admired her work. She batted my compliments away
the way one might try to rid oneself of a pesky mosquito, but an ever so slightly welcome mosquito, if
such a thing can be imagined.
Finally she said to me, “I have one bit of advice.”
I leaned forward. This was the moment. My life as
a writer—my life as a human being—might be about
to change. I remember how her eyes sparkled as she
said, “Here’s my advice. Don’t drink cheap wine. It’s
bad for your liver.”
In a way, it felt like a sort of coda to the reading:
that smart, that knowing, that ironic, that funny.
Mavis had intuited what I wanted from her, and she
had had fun with it.
“Okay,” I said. “I’ll try not to.”
And I did. I tried to drink good wine whenever
I could. Spending the few extra dollars on wine—
sometimes money we couldn’t afford—I’d think,
Hey, I’m only doing what Mavis Gallant suggested.
And now that I’ve mostly stopped drinking wine at
all, I often think of Mavis’s advice when I open a beer.
Obviously, that’s not the only time I think of
Mavis. I think of her when I read and reread her
astonishing, brilliant stories, when I assign my students to read them, when we talk about them in class,
when it occurs to me, as it so frequently does, that
she was one of the great—the greatest—writers of
our time. I think of Mavis often, when no wine or
beer is involved, when I cannot follow her advice, but
rather, I fervently hope, her example.
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© Alison Harris

Alison Harris
Portraiture is such a gamble. I never know how it is
going to turn out. Mavis called and asked me to take
her portrait for the 1996 publication of her Selected
Stories. We decided to meet at the Dome early in the
afternoon, just after the lunch hour. It is a time of day
when the terrasse is quiet and we could have our choice
of tables. I selected a table in the corner where the light
was even and the background uncluttered. Mavis commented that we were both wearing black turtlenecks.

It was only when I lowered my camera and the photo
session was over that conversation flowed.
The photo at the Dome, 1996, was a favourite and
the one she chose to “leave for the record” when the
National Austrian Library requested a photograph for
their archive. Herbert Friedlmeier, the curator of the
library collection, spelled out the copyright restrictions in his letter, which Mavis passed on to me along
with one of her wonderful surreal asides.
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Michael Ondaatje
Mavis Gallant published her first stories in 1944, a time
when, as Mordecai Richler writes, “there were no more
than fifty bookshops from coast to coast in Canada,
most of them no more than glorified stationery
stores.” Six years later, determined to become a fulltime writer, she moved to Paris, where she lived until
her death this year. Paris would be her home in every
way, emotionally, spiritually, physically, although she
was still very much a Canadian living abroad.
Gallant’s reputation and readership have always
been smaller than she deserved, though among writers she is a shared and loved and daunting secret.
I know authors who admit that the one writer they
do not read when they are completing a book is Mavis
Gallant. Nothing could be more intimidating.
Gallant always surprised us; she never bothered
with the dramatically obvious. As a writer she was
beholden to no one. And though her stories can be
dark and misanthropic, it is remarkable to see how
many of them are also gently, continually funny,
even abundant with farce. In a sentence she can tilt
a situation a few subliminal degrees so that we begin
to see her characters from a more compassionate or
more satirical position. And she does this so quickly
we often miss the technical craft of that journey. Her
tenderness arrives unexpectedly. Often she looks
into the deepest of motives without, it seems, getting
up from her chair. But if we reread her, we see how,
before we know it, she will have circled a person, captured a voice, revealed a whole manner of a life in the
way someone avoids an issue or discusses a dress.

Just listing a few of Gallant’s characters reveals
the range and diversity of her world—lost sons,
emigres, refugees from the nuclear family or the
establishment, all trying to scramble back but with
no weapons to do so. She catches the behaviour of
the out-of-place citizen who carries a single-minded
bundle of craft and belief. What she gives us, in fact,
is an underground map of Europe in the twentieth
century, and what feels like a set of dangerous and
unauthorized portraits. Her remarkable stories, often in shadow, move as quickly and clearly
as a glance. They are like a series of sketches that
somehow show every aspect of these incomplete
lives—surreal and comic, sometimes full of pathos,
sometimes vainglorious.
“Writers, I suppose, are like children imagining,”
Mavis Gallant writes. And in a way what we have in
her work is something of the quality of a child’s
strange clarity toward this shadowy, complex world
that she is witness to. She studies her characters’ behaviour with the toughness of that child looking at and
studying adults around her. What results is a wonderful truth and, at the same time, great self-revelation.
She makes us live within them and she shows us what
we never expected to see about ourselves.
“The long career of Marguerite Yourcenar,”
Gallant once wrote, “stands among the litter of
flashier reputations as testimony to . . . the purpose
and meaning of a writer’s life.” The remark is an apt
description of her own great accomplishment.

Amsterdam, 1960s

An Interview with
Aleksandar Hemon
ELEANOR WACHTEL

Aleksandar Hemon was born in Sarajevo in 196, the son of a Bosnian-Serb mother and a father whose background is Ukrainian. He has referred to himself as an atheist of Christian heritage, like his character Jozef
Pronek, who when asked, “Are you a Serb or a Muslim?” answers, “I am complicated.”
Hemon grew up in an upper-middle-class household, studied comparative literature at university, and then
worked for a radio station that morphed into a liberal newsmagazine. In 1992, with war brewing at home, he
accepted an invitation to the United States to be part of a cultural exchange program for journalists. He spent a
month in Chicago, and just as his visit was winding up, the siege of Sarajevo began. Hemon applied for political
asylum, stayed in Chicago, and took a variety of odd jobs. He didn’t yet realize how long he would remain in the
U.S., but he resolved not only to learn English but to write in English. He gave himself five years but was ready
after three.
His success was extraordinary: rave reviews for his debut book of stories, The Question of Bruno, in 2000,
and then his novel Nowhere Man in 2002. His work is published regularly in The New Yorker. He won a
Guggenheim Award and a $500,000 MacArthur “genius” grant. His experience of exile and then publishing
fiction in English has prompted comparisons with Vladimir Nabokov, among others. My favourite response to this
analogy is Hemon’s comment that “if Nabokov managed to make love with the English language, I’m happy
with heavy petting.” It’s typical of the sardonic humour that colours his work, alongside the darkness of war. This
is especially true of his book of stories, Love and Obstacles, which reveals diﬀerent angles on the trajectory of
Hemon’s own experience. Although there’s always been a blur between fiction and non-fiction in his writing,
Hemon calls his most recent work, The Book of My Lives, “a collection of true stories.” His publisher calls it
his first book of non-fiction.
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Wachtel: You’ve described yourself as a man whose
imagination is always on the go; constantly, compulsively thinking up stories. What’s that like? What
goes on in your head on any given day?
Hemon: Well, there has to be a syndrome that
describes that state, that compulsive narrativization
of experience. I operate as a typical human being
most of the time, but there’s a part of my brain that is
constantly converting experience into narrative, and
I do not have to think about it. I would imagine that
dancers, whenever they walk, can hear the rhythm
of their steps. When they move, they can imagine a
progression of moves that would follow from that
initial move, but then they just do whatever they
have to do. So there is a part of my brain always
narrativizing the experience that I’m involved in
and extending that experience into the realm of the
imagined, so that I can imagine a story that will come
out of this moment. But I almost never get around to
actually telling the story, never mind writing it. As an
example, I was once in a coffee shop idling, and then
I saw a bee buzzing around a woman’s head, and her
partner, or the man who was with her, chased the bee
away, and that was the end of the real experience. But
I sat there and imagined the beginning of a story in
which the bee stung the woman, and the man failed
to protect the woman from the bee, and then somehow some conflict came out of it. And within five
minutes I was churning up some kind of story . . .
Wachtel: Their whole relationship was unravelling
before your eyes.
Hemon: Right, because of the bee. And I only
remember this because I caught myself doing it.
I never did anything with it, I never made a note,
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I never used it in any other work of fiction. It was
there just as a possibility. This happens to me all day
long, all the time. But there’s also the part of imagining the possibilities inherent in the moment that’s
scary . . . I imagine catastrophes all the time, something that I have to learn to keep in check.
Wachtel: How do you manage to do that?
Hemon: It’s very difficult because I daily imagine
what the world will be like thirty, forty, fifty years
from now. And I have children now, and to me it’s
horrifying to think about what they will have to face
fifty years from now while we’re all going about our
business of ignoring climate change.
Wachtel: But how do you curb that catastrophe
syndrome?
Hemon: I don’t know. I just start thinking about
soccer or something. I focus myself on the real at the
moment. But it is something that just goes through
me; it never disables me. It is part of the way, or it is
the way, my mind works. I’ve learned to live with
that. Sometimes when it gets worse, when there’s a
real possibility, when I’m in the doldrums, I imagine
outcomes of this moment that are terrifying. But
one of the ways to manage this is to convert it into
fiction, or into actual narratives that can be written
down and passed around to other people so they can
share my concerns.
Wachtel: And the process of narrativizing, is it a
distancing process? Does it remove you?
Hemon: No, I don’t think it’s a distancing process.
In fact, in some ways it brings me closer to the experience. It’s a way to process the experience. If I don’t,
it’s chaotic and confusing and more scary. I’ve learned
in my life and in what I do that the most terrifying

thing is what you cannot imagine. However active
or inventive your imagination is, the scariest parts
are beyond that. People ask me, “Did you know that
the war was coming in Bosnia?” I did and I didn’t.
I worked as a journalist, all of my friends were journalists, we had all the facts that you needed to have
to know that war was practically, at a certain point,
inevitable. But what I couldn’t do—it was a failure on
my part—was imagine what it would be like. I began
to imagine it, but it was too late. The only people who
could imagine it were the people who were organizing it. They were deploying their imagination, as
it were, to organize the war. And even now, or even
then, in fact, it required a work of imagination to
know what was happening because I would get only
fragments and pieces of it and then had to reconstruct
it with my imagination into some sort of a narrative.
So to be able to imagine, to engage . . . I think it’s part
of our survival evolutional machinery . . . It’s not only
writers that do it. I think everyone does; it’s just that
I could make it into a living.
Wachtel: I always thought if you imagined the
worst, then it wouldn’t happen. It was a kind of
way to . . .
Hemon: No, if you imagine the worst, the worst
will happen, but then there is worse beyond that.
That’s the positive approach.
Wachtel: Sasha Hemon Tells You True and Untrue
Stories is the playful title of a radio show you hosted as
a young man in Sarajevo, and somehow this question
of true or untrue stories inevitably comes up in conversations about your work. Why is that? Did you
imagine when you dreamt up that series title that it
would come back to haunt you?
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Hemon: No, I suppose it determined or described
my interest, which has lasted since then. The trick of
media, particularly radio perhaps, is that however
outrageous the story you might be telling, the authority of the medium is backing it up and people will
believe you. To me that was very, very interesting.
One of the things that I did was come up with this
outrageous story about a character named Alphonse
Kauders, and then people believed that such a person
existed. But it was also the time in former Yugoslavia
when the most outrageous lies were the propaganda
that people believed, and that resulted in catastrophe.
The notion of relating a truth in narration or in narratives is something I have to deal with constantly. That
is, is there truth in fiction, or is it only the problem of
non-fiction? Is that the dividing line between fiction
and non-fiction? And how do you construct the truth
in fiction or non-fiction? How do you arrive at that?
It’s a technical issue for what I do because I cannot lie.
That is, I do not wish to lie when I’m writing fiction.
But I make it up, so how do you use lies, made-up
stories, to arrive at something that could be experienced by the reader as truthful? And similarly with
non-fiction. A reasonable person knows that whatever
experience you might be describing, it is never just
your experience. And certainly with my family, my
circle of friends in Sarajevo, nothing ever happened
just to me so that I was the only one who owned the
story. There were a number of pieces in my book that
I had to run by my friends and family—Is this what
happened? Is this how it was?—because we have different memories. So even in what could presumably
be self-evidently true, what we refer to as non-fiction,
that needed the validation of the truth.

Wachtel: But given that truth is so subjective and
everyone’s memories are different, how could you—
I mean, I understand your feeling of almost moral
responsibility because of the collective experience—
but how do you then determine what is true?
Hemon: Well, I’m not a postmodernist in the
sense that the truth is always slippery, that you never
know what it is. There’s history in the sense of a
documented consensus of what really happened. So,
the Holocaust is not up for discussion, nor is what
happened in Bosnia. But the truth in the sense of
organic connection with common reality—that is,
if we share this moment, we can go back to it and
find a consensual truth of it, what really happened in
this moment—to my mind, narrating this is one way
to arrive at it, and narrating it as a communal, or at
least not an individual, effort. It would require editing, but we would be able to cover all the moments
and all the experiences, and we would have to put it
into a sequence of events. We would convert it into
story, and in the process of narration, truth emerges,
I think—the truth of common experience—but
it has to be negotiated in the same process, it’s not
necessarily self-evident.
Wachtel: You’ve said there are no words in Bosnian to distinguish fiction from non-fiction. How do
you explain or understand the difference?
Hemon: There’s no word for fiction and there’s
no word for non-fiction, but there’s also no pair of
words that would match the distinction between fiction and non-fiction. It was a problem because my
translator asked me how to translate the acknowledgments at the beginning of the book where I talk
about my relation to fiction and non-fiction. And
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we decided to cut the acknowledgments because it
was too difficult. The closest that I could come up
with, and the truest—although personal essay is in
the running—to me, is true stories. So these are true
stories, with some essayistic parts perhaps, but even
that’s picky. They’re the stories that I had been telling to people and wanted to tell in various ways, but
they had this particular quality so that I didn’t have
to make up additional stuff. I could just lay down
what happened and ensure through the consensus of
people involved that this is actually what happened,
or it was close enough.
Wachtel: There’s also apparently no word in Bosnian for privacy. What are the implications?
Hemon: Well, there’s no privacy. Privacy, in this
Anglo-Saxon, Western sense, where you have this
sovereign territory around yourself, spatially speaking, that belongs to you and no one else and that you
determine who’s coming in and out of, that’s limited
in Bosnia. At the least your family has access to that
territory. Once when I was back in Belgrade waiting
in a line to get a bus ticket to Sarajevo, I left about a
yard between me and the person ahead of me, and
about four people moved into that space. You have
to rub your pelvises to ensure that no one will cut
in, because if there’s a yard, they think you’re not
interested in standing in line. Prior to communication, people touch one another, not necessarily
aggressively. I still do it, in many ways. But I still
maintain the sense that you do not generate yourself. Individuals, human beings, they do not invent
themselves. Self-invention is a standard notion in the
United States, it’s part of the notion of individual
sovereignty, which I admire and try to live by. But

you have to be part of a network of people to exist
at all. No one exists outside of a family, no one exists
outside of a neighbourhood, no one exists outside
of a larger group of people, of friends and acquaintances. So if you isolate yourself from that, then
you’re not really fully existing, you’re only partially
existing. That’s the upside of the absence of privacy.
The downside is, well, the absence of privacy.
Wachtel: The issue of truth versus fiction is central
to one of your stories in your collection, Love and
Obstacles. The narrator’s father, who sounds a lot like
your own father, is deeply and personally offended by
anything he considers unreal. He regards the whole
concept of literature as a scam. Do you get that? Do
you get his strong reaction to fiction, why he would
take that position?
Hemon: Well, that character is not my father.
My father doesn’t spend that much time on real and
unreal because he’s very immersed in the real all the
time. When you’re living with a group of people
who are close to you, physically and otherwise,
then you cannot simply step out of the reality that
you share and move into the realm of the imagined
without losing some legitimacy as a serious person.
So in some ways you have to constantly negotiate
what is your right to tell made-up stories. But for me,
it goes back to what I mentioned earlier, it’s a fundamental human question: How do you tell a story that
is true? Under what circumstances? And this works
in any situation with any life experience, but if you
are connected as I was with something like war, that
requires respect of truth—you cannot just make up
stories and numbers of people killed, or claim that
the Holocaust didn’t happen, or the siege of Sarajevo
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didn’t happen, or that people ran up the hills to attack
people who were besieging the city—you know, you
have to respect that truth, but at the same time that
truth is not necessarily self-evident.
And then part of the story of displacement,
whether you’re a refugee or just an immigrant, is that
your connection with your previous life becomes
tenuous or even lost, so that it’s hard to know what
stories about your previous life you invented and
what really happened. There’s a continuity between
stories, memory, and history in that cluster of issues.
So I had to deal with that on a personal level because
there was a time when I was in Chicago that this network of people that constituted me—my friends, my
family, anyone who knew me in fact—was beyond
my reach, and I realized I could make up my entire
life; there were no witnesses in the 1990s in Chicago
of who I used to be. In spy lingo this is called “the
legend.” Spies come up with the legend, with a fake
life, that they present to cover up their real life. And
so to revive the other reality of your life, to revive the
reality of the life that you shared with other people,
to arrive at the reality of the truth of history, it seems
to me you have to negotiate all those terms. This is
what fiction is great at, this is what fiction does.
Wachtel: During that time, did you feel unmoored
when you were in Chicago without, in a sense,
an identity?
Hemon: I did because only upon displacement did
I realize how much I was constituted by other people.
But this individualist notion, the individual sovereignty, is also something that literature deals with
and establishes really well because there has to be a
central consciousness, or at least a limited number of

them, in each work of fiction. It is what we really
engage with. I don’t know if this is the answer to
your question.
Wachtel: The literary enterprise itself is a theme of
your most recent story collection, Love and Obstacles,
and once again like some of your fictional alter egos,
the unnamed narrator of these interlinked stories follows something like your own journey: the coming
of age in Sarajevo, travelling to Chicago, finding his
life ruptured by the outbreak of war, struggling to
make a new life, new language, new culture. You’re
quite ironic about this fellow’s literary aspirations.
On the very first page there’s a reference to Joseph
Conrad. Why is that?
Hemon: Why am I ironic?
Wachtel: Yes.
Hemon: I don’t know if I would use the word
ironic. The thing is, the simple rule of writing, and
perhaps of writing life, is that it’s all shit until it isn’t.
The culture of writing programs results in a notion
that somehow if you work steadily and chip at it
slowly, then it becomes incrementally better and
little by little you’ll get to be good. But my experience is that I struggle along and then hope it turns
good enough for me, good enough to be published
and have a conversation like this one, but before
that it’s all embarrassing all the time. It’s true when
I write a book or a piece, and it’s also true over my
writing life. I wrote very, very bad stuff for many,
many years, twenty years at least. I had an entire life
of writing poetry that was in the running for the
worst poetry ever written. When I read that poetry
after years of not looking at it, it was so funny to me
that there were tears running down my cheeks. At
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he’s particularly interested in writing a poem called
“Love and Obstacles,” and in another story he tries to
impress girls by offering to recite his poem “Love and
Obstacles.” Later it became the title of a short story
in The New Yorker, and then you chose it as the title
of your collection of stories. What is it about the title
that appeals to you?
Hemon: Well, I like it. When I was writing all the
bad poetry, I had a rock band, and the only way to
deploy that poetry—because no one would read it,
let alone publish it—was to use it as lyrics for the
songs. But even then I had to at some point sit down
with the drummer and explain what it all meant,
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the same time I’m proud of those failed attempts. It
requires a particular kind of commitment, I think, to
constantly fail for many, many years, or at least even
for a period of time, for six months or nine months
or two years, while writing a book, and then it turns
good because in some ways you’ve made all the mistakes that you could possibly make, and then all that
is left are the right things to do. So in that sense, this
boy in the book is not like me in a number of ways,
but he’s close enough for me to understand him.
I enjoy making fun of him, but it is not disrespectful.
Wachtel : In your story “Everything,” there are
various misadventures your character follows, but
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except I didn’t know, so it was dazzling bullshit that
I provided for him. But I liked the titles, and one of
them was “Love and Obstacles.” I don’t remember
what the lyrics were or what this poem was about.
I just liked the title. It lays out an entire universe of
plots: Love and Obstacles. And so in the book it functions as a hint, as it were, or a symbolic hint. It is what
the boy deals with, this constant situation in which he
seeks love, but there are some obstacles. And that’s in
relation to girls or women, and then with some men
whom he admires for the wrong reasons, and also in
his relationship to the United States, which he wants
to love, but it’s not easy.
Wachtel: In another story in Love and Obstacles, the
narrator finds himself in the complicated position of
being a published author who feels like a fraud with
no right to talk about the suffering of others. He
says, “I was Bosnian, I looked and conducted myself
like a Bosnian, everyone was content to think that
I was in constant, uninterrupted communication
with the tormented soul of my homeland.” Did you
experience that?
Hemon: That I did experience, yes. I would be at
a dinner party, and they’d ask me, “Where are you
from?” And I’d say, “Bosnia.” And they’d say, “What
is going on there?” And then I’d have to, I guess, in ten
words or less lay out for them the entire history and
the complications there, and the individual stories of
all the people I know and love . . . the whole universe
going on there. So there was a time when if someone
asked me where I was from and I didn’t care to talk
about it, I would say I was from Luxembourg. They
would have heard about Luxembourg, but no one
really knows where it is, no one ever goes there unless

they’re money laundering. Now I do a little better at
that. I don’t know how to explain the situation, and
I still do avoid identifying myself, not because I’m
ashamed, far from it, but rather I don’t want to be a
cut-rate explainer for a very complicated thing.
Wachtel: Your story “The Conductor” introduces
a character, an associate of the narrator, who becomes
the greatest living Bosnian poet, Muhamed D.—he’s
nicknamed Dedo, old man. This poet survived the
siege and wrote about it. The narrator uses Dedo’s
poetry to get women into bed. You quote from it.
Did these poems exist? Was there a model for Dedo?
Hemon: No, no. To this day, many Bosnians don’t
believe that I did not refer obliquely to some other
poet. I wrote all the poetry for Dedo. I have a friend
who’s a very good Bosnian poet, and he liked the
poems, and he wanted to see the rest of them, but
there was no rest. He urged me to complete them,
but once I stopped writing Dedo, I had no position
from which to write poems. The thing is, it does not
hurt me in any way when people say that my fiction
is autobiographical, but I never see it that way myself.
I imagine the situations I was in with entirely different outcomes, so it does not comply with my life. But
also, I’m everyone in my books. That is, I had to put
myself in the head of Dedo and deploy parts of my
brain that would not have been deployed otherwise
to write that poetry.
Wachtel: You made Dedo a Bosnian Muslim. Does
that make a difference to his stature as a poet?
Hemon: The stature of the poet?
Wachtel: Does it add greater authority to his voice?
Hemon: Not necessarily, not directly, no. I can’t
remember why I did that. I mean, it was a poke in the
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eye of all the bigots who dismiss Muslims automatically as a lesser culture. There’s plenty of secular culture
or religious culture that is not fundamentalist that
came out of Islam, and it was evident to me throughout my life in Bosnia, and even after the war. So I think
that was part of it, because I wrote that book at the
same time as I was writing The Lazarus Project, and
I was very invested, or rather enraged, with what was
going on in the United States at that time.
Wachtel: You mean the war in Iraq.
Hemon: Right, the lies and . . . Talk about truth
in fiction. And so I think that was the reason, but
I would not think of it in terms of authority.
Wachtel: Your non-fiction collection, The Book of
My Lives, explores the before and after of your journey from Sarajevo to Chicago, your different identities as a son, a brother, a displaced person, a husband,
a soccer player. One of the most striking stories is
called “The Book of My Life,” and it describes your
obsession and later disillusion with someone who’d
been a role model for you at university. It’s a story
that shows the clash of literature and ideology. Tell
me about your literature professor.
Hemon: Well, my literature professor, Nikola
Koljević, was my favourite when I was in college.
I enjoyed his courses very much. I think the only
writing course I ever took was the one that he taught,
an essay-writing course. He was also my thesis supervisor. And then after I graduated, I called him up, and
we went for a walk by the river and discussed literature, and I actually showed my first literary attempts
to him. So he was the one, in some ways, before the
war, before it all happened, who led me into the
realm of literature, and I enjoyed being led by him.

But then at some point he joined and became a leading person in the Serbian Nationalist Party. He was
very close to Karadžić at the beginning of the war,
and he would have been more than likely indicted as
a war criminal had he not shot himself in 1997. Once
I saw him becoming a fascist, I had to question all the
things that I had learned from him, or in this realm
that he delimited by his presence, and I had to test the
whole notion of literature and the many, many books
against the fact of his fascism, against the fact that
being exposed to the noble project of literature in no
way stopped him from going in that direction. Before
the war, I believed, and many people still believe now,
that literature and art are ennobling. That is, if you
expose yourself to it, it’ll make you a better person.
And so the more you read, the more music you listen
to, the further away you are from being a war criminal or orchestrating a genocide, or just being a mean
person. But the sad and simple fact of life is that this is
not the case; and that the kindest people in war may
not be interested in reading books or caring about art
or literature in any way, and wars and genocide can be
orchestrated by well-read, educated people who can
quote Kant or Shakespeare no problem at all.
Wachtel: How do you unlearn what he taught you
in terms of . . . ?
Hemon: Well, I read and reread books. This
coincided with my project of acquiring English so
that I could write in English. So I read books with
this in mind. Many books would just not hold up to
the reality that I discovered once I abandoned this
dreamy realm of ennobling literature. But I also had
to answer: Why do this? I had been a writer before,
I wanted to be a literary writer, and I also worked as a
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journalist. Why do this? What is the point? If it’s not
ennobling, why do it?
Wachtel: And?
Hemon: Well, the alternative of not doing it is not
available, or not acceptable, for one thing. I think
what literature does is construct a field of human
experience in a language that people have access to,
and in that field you can have access to knowledge
that is not available otherwise, and the important
aspect of that knowledge, or the important factor
in having access to that knowledge, is imagination.
You can imagine your alternative lives, you can
imagine the lives of other people who have nothing
in common with you, and then you can stay engaged
with the world by means of literature in a way that is
not available otherwise. That allows fascists to enter
this field too. It does not keep them out, and they
might find things that they’re already looking for, so
it does not end up ennobling. But it is where we come
together to try to do some good things, and if we fail
at it, we fail at it. It’s a continuous project rather than
a production of masterworks that makes us better all
the time, and this continuous engagement, to me, is
what matters. It never ends. In some ways it’s a utopian project. I know rationally that it’s never going
to come off in a way that we’re all going to become
good people, but where else would you go? Where
else would I go? What else would I do? The other
possibility is just to sit at home and do nothing and
give up on humanity.
Wachtel: But you were obsessed with trying to
identify when . . . I mean, do you blame yourself
in some way for not noticing your professor’s genocidal proclivities?

Hemon: I did blame myself, and I thought about
this a lot. Everyone I know had an example of a
friend, or even family member, people who were nice
and pleasant and intelligent and honest, and suddenly
they turned murderous. And it’s a great problem
to deal with this if you assume psychological and
moral continuity in people. What a comfortable life
and stable society produces is a notion that we have
always been who we are now, that when I was four
or five, the person that I am now was beginning to
develop, and there’s this continuous trajectory of selfdevelopment. And it’s a comfortable, perhaps necessary, delusion. It necessitates mental and moral and
societal stability. But what happens at times of historical, societal rupture is that this continuity is blown
up, and people who could be good until the war starts
turn into killers, and once the war ends they turn back
into being nice people. This, to me, has become the
explanation for the situation: He was a nice person
until he wasn’t. He was not shit until he was. This does
not, of course, relieve anyone of responsibility for the
acts they may have committed in these extraordinary
circumstances, but it puts pressure on all of us to block
the possibility of people converting to murderous
individuals. In other words, this is the work of democracy; this is the work of engaging with other people
in the realm of equality and respect.
Wachtel: That sounds like a utopian project too.
Hemon: Ah yes, all I ever do, all day long, is utopian projects.
Wachtel: You’ve said that everyone in Sarajevo
has a story about betrayal. How have these wounds
been absorbed in the culture? Is it something that
you feel now?
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Hemon: I don’t because it’s been sorted out. People
who betrayed me, I got over that. But then there’s this
reinforced loyalty and closeness with people, whether
it’s my family or my friends. Everywhere I go, including Toronto, I have friends who are so close to me
they’re practically family. They are family. We behave
the same way, we stay in touch, we do things, and we
have such strong connections that this is beyond any
kind of damage. You lose some, you win some, as it
were. But the stories of betrayal . . . If you assume
moral and psychological continuity, then the alternative explanation for the switch from being nice to
being a killer is that they were always that way, but
we never knew. And “they” being, in Bosnia’s case,
ethnically defined, so you can never again trust them
even when they seem nice. And so the outcome of
that, unfortunately in many ways, is the segregation,
often the institutional segregation, between people of
different ethnicities. In Bosnia, this is what many of us
are struggling against, directly or intellectually.
Wachtel: In an essay called “The Lives of a Flâneur,”
you describe the Sarajevo you knew before the war
and your love of the city. You intended to tell stories
about it to your children and grandchildren, to grow
old and die there. Is it still a shock to you that your life
took this dramatic turn?
Hemon: Well, it’s not a shock. I got over that. I’m
inside my life, I don’t think of it phenomenologically,
as it were. But it is eventful in a way that I would not
have chosen before. I just try to make the best of it as
much as I can. But it’s also . . . In my family, on my
father’s side at least, no one has said, “I want to die in
the country where I was born” for a number of years,
a number of generations, maybe centuries; maybe my

children will just live one life in one place in a sense of
continuity, but that’s not something we carry around.
It’s not just my family; it’s a common story.
Wachtel: When you first arrived in Chicago in
1992, you were trying to learn English of course, but
you couldn’t write in Bosnian. Why?
Hemon: I couldn’t because a language encompasses
the experience of the people who use it, and it reflects
it. It reflects not just the experience of the past but the
experience of the present. Words emerge from the
experience, and I was cut off from that experience.
I wasn’t speaking the same language—or at least not
enough for me to write—as people who were under
siege or involved in the war. I had been writing for a
magazine in Sarajevo; the people who I was working
with continued publishing this magazine, and early in
the summer of 1992 when the war started, there were
two or three pieces that I wrote and then dictated to
them over the satellite phone. And they wanted me to
write, even to review movies. They wanted me to go
to a theatre in Chicago and see a movie. It was important to them to know that there were movies being
made, and that they would get to see them sooner or
later. But I simply was not comfortable using that language. They were inside, and I was outside. And so the
notion that I would be telling them what is right, what
is wrong, what is good, what is not, just about movies—I could not. To write and tell a story, you have
to assume a position of some sort of authority, not
necessarily superiority but just, “I know a little more
about what I’ve written in these pieces than you.” This
is the direction of the exchange, and then ideally the
reader responds, and then we get into a conversation.
But I could not start a conversation from that position
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of authority, because I was in a much better position,
on the one hand, in terms of safety and life because
no one was shooting at me, but also I had no access
to the language they were speaking. And so I stopped
writing for a few years in Bosnian and started writing
in English. But I’ve been writing a column in Bosnian
again on and off since 1996.
Wachtel: You came to America initially on a onemonth journalistic project, and the day you were supposed to return was when the siege of Sarajevo began.
When you left Sarajevo, did you have an inkling that
you might end up staying longer than you . . . ?
Hemon: No. I had written a book of bad stories,
and I’d submitted it to a publisher in Sarajevo, and
there was a book of stories that was supposed to come
out in the summer of 1992. Fortunately the publisher
vanished and so did the book, so you’re all safe from
that. But my plan was to somehow establish some
connections, people in universities or whatever, and
then I would come back to Sarajevo, publish a book,
and then with that book and those connections I could
perhaps try to find a way to the United States. So I did
not have money or clothes.
Wachtel: So this was an instance where you knew
and you didn’t know, as you mentioned earlier. You
knew war was coming, but there was a level . . .
Hemon: Right, you do not know when it’s coming
because you can’t imagine what it really is to know
when it’s there. I imagine wars, or most of us imagine
wars, as battles. We’re on this side and on that side,
and then we shoot at each other. But that’s not how
it works. War starts well before that, both in military
terms and also intellectual, emotional, and many
other terms.

Wachtel: You describe your return to Sarajevo in
the spring of 1997, a year and a half after the end of
the war, as an irreversibly displaced visitor. In what
way did you feel that most strongly?
Hemon: Well, the first few days that I was in Sarajevo, I walked around the city intensely before I talked
to any friends; I didn’t go out to places where I thought
I could find them; I didn’t contact them. I was alone
with the city first. Then I started re-engaging with
people I hadn’t seen for five years. The five years felt
like a very, very long time. And so . . . I mean, everything was the same and not the same. Buildings were
damaged, but they were in the same place. I knew the
geography of it all, I knew how to get from this point
to that point, but it was different in many ways. I ran
into an old friend of mine from elementary school. I’d
known her since the age of seven, and so I was so happy
to see her, and in this excitement I asked, “How are
you? How’s your mother?” and she said, “My mother
was shot by a sniper the first month of the war.” As
I was asking her, the tone, the approach that I had, was
as though nothing had happened. This was a default
way of speaking without the fact of war there. She was
not insulted, she was not upset about it, because we
were friends. We’re still friends. But I had to adjust to
that reality. She was the same friend as before the war,
she was the same person, but that fact, that her personhood existed in a particular context, I had to adjust to.
So she was the same but not the same at all.
Wachtel: At one time you described yourself as a
militant Sarajevan. You can now say the same, maybe,
almost, of your adopted hometown of Chicago?
Hemon: You could say that, yes. Militant is an
awkward . . .
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Wachtel: Maybe a bad choice of words.
Hemon: I was more militant about Sarajevo back
then, and exclusive. I made a distinction that was
a form of bigotry frankly, in which people who
were born in Sarajevo, the urban people, they could
understand the city in a way that non-urban people
couldn’t begin to comprehend, and so there was an
inherent superiority in my urbanness; it was indeed
militant. I do love Chicago very dearly, and I do still
love Sarajevo, but I would never again posit that I’m
better at being in a city than someone else and that
I’m more important in the city than someone else.
Wachtel: But, as you say, you
wanted from Chicago what
you’d gotten from Sarajevo,
which is a geography of the soul.
How does that work?
Hemon: In some ways I understood this in retrospect. Although
I was well on the way to understanding it, I needed to relate to
the city in nearly metaphysical ways. That is, on the
one hand, if who I was was constructed by this collective entity of the city—growing up in a particular
geographic, architectural, cultural, and human context—once I was taken out of it, I realized how much
I depended on all those exchanges and interactions
that were necessitated by the space of a city. I needed
to be in a city I understood not only to know who
I was, but also to be someone at all. And this, most
importantly, included being able to tell stories about
the city I was living in. The way I formulated my love
for Sarajevo before the war is that I wanted to tell stories to my grandchildren and children about things that

happened to me in the city—this is where I met your
mother, this is where we were making out the first
time, or whatever, this is where I was beaten up
once—to organize a physical space into a narrative
space, as it were. And to do that in Chicago I had to, on
the one hand, spend a lot of time there, and then also
I had to organize it narratively, to move to this space
and then find ways to tell stories in that space and out
of it. And to me that is the geography of the soul.
Metaphysical geography is laid down in language.
Wachtel: In your own language.
Hemon: Well, in this case the English language, in
Chicago. But in Sarajevo I did
the same thing in these columns
I wrote. And then after the war,
when I was writing in English,
I wrote a number of columns that
dealt with Sarajevo and Chicago.
Wachtel: And was that easy, to
transpose yourself . . . ?
Hemon: Well, it’s not easy,
but it’s not supposed to be easy. I don’t think literature or writing should be easy. In fact, I don’t think
that life should be easy. Of course, we want it that
way, but it never is somehow. So I think a part of
being a mature and adult person is not to be pissed at
life or whatever you do because it’s not easy.
Wachtel: I meant more from the perspective of
Chicago, to be writing in Bosnian about Sarajevo.
Hemon: It was difficult in that standard way of
things being difficult, but resolving those difficulties
is the creative part of any writing. Writing, to a large
extent, is solving problems that you created yourself.
And so to find ways to engage with Sarajevo from
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Chicago was the point of writing those columns.
I say a lot, in some ways, for some reason, that one
should go in only the difficult directions, in terms of
writing at least. Otherwise, why do it? You know,
watch movies or television, or do nothing at all.
Wachtel: What do you appreciate most today
about life in Chicago?
Hemon: I appreciate the network of people that
I organized for myself and put together without
people actually knowing they’re part of a network.
It’s like a perfect spy organization. Everyone is a
mole, and I can activate them at any point, but they
don’t know when. I have a barber, a butcher, soccer
players, bars. We live in a neighbourhood where you
can actually stop by a store and say, “Hi, how are
you today?” without buying anything, and they
know our names, our children’s names, our dog’s
name. I know a lot of people in Chicago, and this
is exactly the transposed structure of urban living
I practised in Sarajevo. I can play soccer with busboys and illegal immigrants, and then at some dinner
meet a billionaire who would never remember my
name, but for a writer that’s a perfect situation.
How would I know what a billionaire looks like?
I sneak up on them at various dinners and watch
what they do, what their shirts look like, and
what they do with their hands. So there is this vast
space that I have access to. Chicago is as big as the
whole country of Bosnia, pretty much—I mean,
the number of people. So I have this network, and
to me that’s an asset that’s not transferable to any
other place. If I had to leave Chicago right now for
some reason, that would be traumatic for me. Not
as traumatic as leaving Sarajevo because there was a

war involved, but I would have a feeling that I lost
something of great value.
Wachtel: The most powerful, painful story in your
latest book is “The Aquarium,” which deals with the
illness and death of your baby daughter, Isabel. You
said you wrote this story because you couldn’t not
write it. Why?
Hemon: I had to formulate why I would write
that story, because in terms of responsibility to
other people it’s my wife’s experience too, and
I knew that people would ask me, “Why would you
write this?” And it was not an easy thing to write,
as you might imagine. So why do it? If I failed to
write it, then I would have failed in two respects at
least. One of them, I fail as a father because thinking about my daughter’s life and death would have
been too difficult for me, and that means there is a
ceiling to my love for her. There would have been,
that is, and there’s no ceiling. So unfortunately, part
of her life and her being was her death, and for me
to step away from that would violate something in
our love for her, in my wife’s and my love. I would
also have failed as a writer because that means that
I would have chosen a path in which I avoided difficult things to deal with. I had thought this before
I found myself in the situation of writing about Isabel’s life and death—that literature allows access to
things that are not available otherwise, or knowledge
that is not available otherwise, and this is the reason
to go in difficult directions. So to avoid that direction
means turning in a different direction, the opposite
direction, of dealing with easy things. That means
I would’ve been a hack. I might as well write TV commercials. And so I saw no choice but to write about it.
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Wachtel: You describe Mingus—and you’ll
explain about Mingus—as imaginary and real at the
same time. Can you tell me a bit about him and the
role he came to play not just in your older daughter,
Ella’s, life but within the family?
Hemon: Mingus is my older daughter’s imaginary
brother, who emerged at the time of the diagnosis of
Isabel’s illness. Isabel had a brain tumour. Mingus’s
appearance coincided with it, and maybe it was accelerated by the diagnosis and the crisis our family was
going through. It’s honestly common with children
of that age to have imaginary siblings, but in my
daughter’s case, Mingus was growing as the crisis
was growing, as Isabel’s tumour was growing. And
so we paid attention to her as much as we could in
the situation, and we were worried about the way she
was handling the whole situation because we were
absent a lot. It was traumatic, and so I paid particular
attention to Mingus.
Wachtel: You even gave the name Mingus . . .
Hemon: When we asked her, “What is his name?”
she wouldn’t know or she would say “Goo-goo,
ga-ga,” which is something that her cousin used as
words for things he didn’t know the name of. So
we suggested, How about Mingus? after Charlie
Mingus. Her name is Ella, so it’s a whole jazz constellation. And so Ella accepted Mingus as the name,
and from there on in she talked about Mingus. The
first emanation of Mingus is this blue alien on the
cover of my book. At some point, Mingus was not
material. But she would talk to Mingus, she would
play with him, and he would have tumours, but
he would get better in two weeks. And she would
hear these things that we talked about in relation to

Isabel’s illness, and she would deploy them in the
stories about Mingus. At some point, I realized that
she was using Mingus and the stories about him as a
way to process her experience. She was making up
these stories that would never end—there was never
closure to any of them, just rambling-on stories as
children that age are prone to—but she was dealing with the whole situation, and I realized this is
what I do. I come up with stories and avatars. And
it was to the point that Mingus was so close to her,
as my characters are close to me, that she would sit
down and play with him. Once I asked her, “Where’s
Mingus now?” when we were sitting at the table
having dinner. And she said, “He’s in the other room
throwing a tantrum.” Simultaneously. And then
it got complicated. She said now Mingus has three
siblings and has a mother who makes movies and projects them on an imaginary television in Ella’s room.
It’s a whole universe. But the process of narrativizing
experience as a means of processing it, particularly if
it’s difficult, it’s evolutional, I realized. This is what
my daughter did at the age of three and a half, four
years old; this is what I do in books and complicated
narratives that have closure and arrive at something.
And to me it was a perfect and complete revelation.
I understood how it all worked, and I learned it from
my four-year-old daughter.
Wachtel: You’ve written elsewhere about the
distinctive Bosnian form of music called sevda, a kind
of Bosnian version of the blues, so sad that it makes
you free, and you’ve talked about its coming from a
cultural tradition that embraces moments of sorrow.
Is there any connection for you in your decision to
write about this event?
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Hemon: No, because there’s a pleasure in sevda. It
is something that you do at certain times with your
friends and some alcohol perhaps, and you relish the
controlled sadness of the experience. It’s a way to
process certain tragic aspects of life, like the passing
of time and the passing of youth, and the passing of
love and all that. Sevda is primarily practised in songs
called sevdalinka, so that when you sing, that sorrow
of existence is converted into a song. But I did not
feel pleasure writing this. I have a responsibility to
the piece, as I have a responsibility to my writing and
my daughter, but I do not enjoy reading it in a way
that I enjoy reading some other of my things. It does
not perform the function of sevda, no.
Wachtel: We talked earlier about your compulsive
imaginings, along with the what-ifs that spark your
stories. There is the larger what-if in your own life—
what if you hadn’t been in the States when the war
broke out in Sarajevo, what if you hadn’t mastered
English and learned to write in it and found an angle
on your own experience, your complicated identities, and so on—that continues to fuel your fiction.
Do you ever imagine “what if ”?
Hemon: That’s what I do all day long. That’s the
narrativization of experience, it includes imagining
the what-if moments.
Wachtel: But “what if ” in terms of the whole
shape of your experience?

Hemon: Yes, I mean, it can be applied at any
moment in your life, including now. It is a practice,
I think, that conditions or is conditioned by the fact
that I am a writer, but at the same time it is very
likely that I became a writer because I could never
not do it. It comes to me spontaneously. I don’t have
to will it. I once asked Ella, “How come I never see
Mingus? You talk about Mingus all the time. I would
like to meet Mingus.” And she laughed at me and
said, “Tata, Mingus is imaginary.” And of course,
I realized there was no contradiction, at least at that
moment, between the real and the imaginary. The
fact that he was imaginary did not mean that he was
not real. It just meant that I couldn’t meet him at
that particular moment. And so the reality of our life
requires imagining other lives, and within this life
imagining what would’ve happened if, for instance,
I had not said this to my wife at this particular moment;
it would have been so much better, this dinner or this
day. The imaginary delimits the real, but the imagination also allows us to construct, assemble, and turn the
real into a narrative that we can process. And so there’s
this dialectic between the real and the imaginary that
I cannot escape. This is why I do what I do. So my
entire life is the what-ifs of my life.
Wachtel: It’s great to have the chance to talk to you
again, and to meet you face to face. Thank you.
Hemon: Thank you very much.

An Encounter with
Theodore Dreiser
WILLIAM EVERSON

It was on my first furlough, the furlough of 1943. Harmon and I got leave to go down to San
Francisco. We took the coast stage south to Marshfield where we had to lay over in order to pick up
the Portland bus southbound for San Francisco the next morning.
As we boarded the bus in Marshfield I noticed a man who seemed familiar. I said to myself, “That man
looks like Theodore Dreiser.” Harmon said it couldn’t be, but Jeffers had spoken of Dreiser as a “tough
old mastodon,” and that’s just the way this character looked. Hulking shoulders. Slack jaws. Strangely
inattentive eyes that missed nothing. Even in his photographs his configuration was unmistakable.
During the war the bus travel was simply awful. In order to save rubber the law held their
schedule down to thirty-five miles an hour, but the drivers went like hell between stops and waited
at the next depot for time to catch up. So we had plenty of opportunity to look each other over.
At Gold Beach, Oregon, we pulled in for lunch. By this time I was sure it was Dreiser. As
Harmon and I got ready to sit down, Harmon forgot about lunch and followed the man into the
lavatory. He came right out as if he’d really found gold on that beach. “It’s him!” he exclaimed
excitedly. “It’s Dreiser, all right. Come on!”
Even as I got up I had my misgivings, but curiosity got the better of judgment. Dreiser was
standing at the urinal relieving himself, and not knowing what else to do I began to talk. I had
never read any of his books, so I began with us. It was a fatal mistake.
“Mr. Dreiser,” I began, “we’re two poets on furlough from a camp in Waldport. We are going
down to San Francisco. We hope to meet some of the other writers there and renew our acquaintance with the literary scene. . . .”
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Dreiser looked at me, and I suddenly discovered I
had nothing more to say. He slowly buttoned his fly,
and as he turned to wash his hands, he said two words
with extreme irony: “So what!”
Then he started in. Ripping a paper towel from
the rack, he crumpled it in those fearsome hands and
proceeded with contempt. “There are thousands of
you. You crawl about the country from conference to
literary conference. You claim to be writers, but what
do you ever produce? Not one of you will amount to
a goddamn. You have only the itch to write, nothing more . . . the insatiable itch to express yourself.
Everywhere I go I run into you, and I’m sick of you.
The world is being torn apart in agony, crying out for
truth, the terrible truth. And you . . .” He paused and
his voice seemed to suddenly grow weary. “You have
nothing to say.”
I turned to go. Harmon was already gone. Opening the door into the restaurant, I looked back to let

him know how sorry I was that I had accosted him,
but I couldn’t open my mouth. Then Dreiser stepped
past me, as if I had opened the door only for him. For a
moment the contempt seemed to fade in his face and a
kind of geniality gleamed there. “Well,” he said, “take
it easy. It lasts longer that way.” Then he was gone.
Not really gone. His seat was ahead of ours, and
we had already noticed that he was travelling with a
young woman. After Gold Beach, aware of our presence behind him, he kept stiffly aloof, conversing
with her circumspectly. But far down the coast, at the
end of the long hot afternoon, when everyone was
collapsed with fatigue, she could stand it no longer.
Reaching out her hand she stroked with tender fondness the balding head. Dazed with exhaustion, he
accepted it gratefully until he remembered us. Suddenly thrashing his head like a mastodon caught redhanded in a pterodactyl’s nest, he flung the hand from
him. She never tried it again.

Two Poems
SHARON OLDS

Lullaby
An hour before light, in the overcast,
in the high curds, is a slight glowing.
I can hardly say what it was like, to look
for my mother—to be watchful for her face in the house,
and then, in her face, to look for her altered
face. The glow, over the horizon,
flows, as if the moon is riding
on something. I’m seeking the hard, bright
arc of her jaw, which year after year seemed
smaller, as my own jaw grew, so that she
became, over time, like a child of whom
I went in fear. And now, behind
the curdle, a rim rises, toward a clearing,
and the curved sphere appears, and slides,
and slithies—a crescent, its points down,
its insides fallen down out of it.
Boil the water, pour it on the tea,
begin each day with fresh milk.
I bring it to the window, to the western gate,
and the little singing visage lies,
whitened by morning, on the back of its skull,
singing and sinking, spare with a skeleton’s selfsufficiency, with the truth of harmless
peace in death. And I want to say, to my
mother, my journeying labourer
who wandered here, with me in her hobo
sack—I want to put her to sleep
like an exhausted animal. Sleep, baby,

Sleep. Our cottage vale is deep.
The fearsome lamb is on the green,
With woolly fleece so soft and clean.
Sleep, baby, sleep.

Dismantling the Bed
Once or twice, since he had left, I had almost
torn it apart, limb from limb,
but now it was time to send it across
town to him—all those years, it had been
his, not ours. Unmaking the sheets was so
familiar as to be comforting,
but unmaking the body of the bed felt purely
unholy, desolate, heaving the mattress
off, tilting the box spring up,
over, and out. And there it was,
the scaffolding of the home. Each slat,
lifted out of its notch, received its
faint, indecipherable carving—
D + S, S + D—
with a pearl-handled hatpin. One side piece came off
with a tap, I Parker-penmanshipped
on it, the other required a hammer,
one of his father’s, left behind,
to unclasp the thirty-year hold of the joints.
I liked being able to hit his bed, in the
name of settlement, with a head
made of a single ooze of old metal, on a
handle of water-birch worn so fine
the lines of the grain from the springs and summers
were slightly raised. Sign the massive
elements with the cursive initials,
lug them into the hall. Then I lay
down, on the floor, where the bed had been,
and it was as if I were down in a well
looking up and up into the room,

free, alone, alone, free.
Then I did my lazarus,
and stood, and out of my forehead drew this
horn, to wind for your delight, whoever you might be.

Timepiece
ANDREW H. MILLER

I learned about Christian Marclay’s The Clock only as it was leaving Chicago, and then I missed it
by a couple days when it was in New York. I was in London when it appeared in Plymouth but
couldn’t get free. For a while after that I kept track of where it was being shown, hoping that it
would be exhibited again near me, but as the shows seemed to dwindle I stopped paying attention
and let it go on its way. Then one spring, on the last day of a visit to Sydney, I decided to see what
was on at the Museum of Contemporary Art.
It was Easter weekend, and I was in town on my way to Brisbane. Easter that year was on April 8;
Easter Monday, then, was the anniversary of the birth and death of our daughter Sophia, who would
have been sixteen had she lived. What ceremonies are there for stillborn children or those who die
just after birth? I have seen gravestones that read “Born asleep” and have thought that the strain of
the metaphor expressed helplessness before these children, an inability to fit them into our ways of
mourning. Given the difficulties and pain of acknowledgment, given the absence of any agreedupon manner of recognizing our daughter, we do what we can. Usually on her anniversary—we
don’t call it her birthday—we go to Mass and then have a meal with some friends, friends who were
with us on that day and friends we have met since. We take a trip to the cemetery, where, next to her
grave, under the sometimes-flowering crabapple trees, we read again the poems and scripture that
we read at her funeral. We remember the day and the days following the day, the beautiful spring
aftermath of her birth and death. Grateful as I am for these gatherings, and for the friends who join
us in them, they’ve never felt properly pitched for my elusive feelings or for my memory of our
daughter. After all, what is it a memory of? Her felt presence in my wife; her felt presence, once, in
my arms; anticipations; intentions. A pregnant life. “You could not come and yet you go,” writes
Elizabeth Jennings. How best to remember a beginning that was also an ending, a coming that was
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also a going? It is “a mystery before which we stand in
awe,” my father-in-law said, sitting in our backyard
on one of the unendingly gorgeous days that April.
The two days, Easter and Sophia’s anniversary, are
occasionally close together—one year they coincided—
and last year the near-conjunction was especially
moving for me. Sophia was born and died; He died and
was reborn. My wife and our two children are practising Catholics; I am a close and respectful if often
bemused observer. Each week at Mass when I walk up,
arms crossed, merely to accept a blessing from the
priest, they welcome the body of the Lord under their
roofs and are redeemed.
The mystery of faith.
We proclaim your Death, O Lord,
and profess your Resurrection
until you come again.
Easter reminds the faithful that death is not the
end: having gone, He will come again to fulfill time.
Early in Lent this year, the kids and I debated the
relative importance of Christmas and Easter. Easter,
their mother had said from the kitchen, is certainly
the more important: the resurrection is the defining
miracle. But without Christmas, they argued, there
would have been no Easter. How could something
necessary be less important than that for which it is
necessary? Easter follows from Christmas, and yet it
is Easter that makes Christmas matter.
April 9, in Sydney, was the first time I had been
away from my wife on the day, and the first that
either of us had been away from the town in Indiana
where Sophia is buried. No ceremony with friends,

then; no attempt at a communal ritual. I left Oxford,
where we’d been living for the year, in the evening
on Good Friday, stopped in Singapore on Holy
Saturday, and then arrived in Sydney, having spent
countless hours in the greyness of a shade-drawn
Qantas 747, the darkness softened by the glow of
inlaid, chair-back movie screens. Between unsuccessful attempts at sleep I watched Beginners, a movie in
which a widower comes out to live a joyous final few
years openly gay, becoming a model for his unhappy,
straight young son and revealing the sorts of rebirth
that can emerge out of the death of love, before death
itself: an appealing if rather unlikely Easter story.
As the hours passed, I drifted off, slipping out of the
rhythm of day and night. On my laptop I had clocks
set to the time in Indiana, Oxford, Singapore, and
Sydney, each accurate for others, none for me. When
I left England, it was early spring; when I arrived in
Sydney, it was late summer.
Clearing customs, jet-lagged, I took the subway
to Kings Cross in Darlinghurst and rode up the long
escalator toward the early-breaking morning light,
only to emerge into the forlorn debris of last night’s
parties: half-crushed plastic cups rocking back and
forth in the light breeze, lipstick-tipped cigarette
butts, smeared food wrappers. Dance music still
pulsed from the clubs, but the party and its pleasures
had pulled away, the circus wagons packed up and
rolling off. A half-block down the street, two prostitutes tended a young man, half-conscious on the
ground. Nearby, store owners swept their sidewalks.
It was Easter morning.
Walking purposefully from the subway exit
toward my hotel, around a couple corners and up
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the street, I could feel, could see, the tidal pull of
economic capital as it swept up the sidewalk with
me, like a wind of colour ruffling all the leaves as it
passed, turning what was grey into green and blue,
transforming the pawnshops and tattoo parlours and
adult entertainment centres into artisanal bakeries
and fusion restaurants and boutique clothing stores.
Young fathers, on duty for the early morning,
climbed out of their cars and extracted children and
strollers from back seats. Somewhere at home mothers
slept on. A clutch of balding men in shorts, T-shirts,
and baseball caps sat outside the café across the street
from my hotel having their weekly Sunday breakfast,
talking over one another, calling out to people who
passed. A small, long-haired dog curled against the
hip of one man on the bench. Another man, saying
goodbye all around, climbed into an old baby-blue
mercedes convertible and juddered off. His friends
watched him go. After I checked in, I sat near them,
nursing a skinny flat white, eating some muesli and
yogourt, dully, pleasantly, taking in the passing scene.
The time difference between Oxford and Sydney is
nine hours: after twenty-four hours of travel, you
discover that day and night have been reversed.
I spent the windswept morning wandering. Finding myself in front of St. Mary’s Cathedral as Easter
Mass was starting, I entered and stood at the back
of the huge crowd; self-conscious about my shorts,
I left after the “Our Father.” Later, I walked around
the harbour, where buskers played didgeridoos, and
then I slid off into the botanical gardens and slept,
briefly, on the grass overlooking the water before
taking a ferry to Manly Beach, where I swam in the
ocean and hiked, slowly, up to North Fort. At night

I took the ferry back across the harbour toward the
Opera House lit up against the black water, black
sky. Southern stars, new to me, shone down when
I returned to my hotel. Exhausted, I slept for eleven
hours. And the next morning, waiting for my breakfast at the café, about to sink into a book, I opened
my laptop to find the website for the Museum of
Contemporary Art and discovered that The Clock had
just arrived. It was 8:30 a.m.; the museum opened at
10:00 a.m.
The book I had in hand was Frank Kermode’s The
Sense of an Ending, which I’d never read. Everyone
who has read it remembers what Kermode has to
say about clocks, the time they keep, the time they
tell: time goes “tick-tick-tick-tick,” he writes, but “we
agree that it says tick-tock. By this fiction we humanize it, make it talk our language. Of course, it is we
who provide the fictional difference between the two
sounds; tick is our word for a physical beginning, tock
our word for an end. We say they differ,” though they
do not. “We can perceive a duration only when it is
organized,” and it is organized by being given an end:
“Until you come again.”
Kermode starts his story with the early Christians, but what was true for them remains true for
us: the apocalypse makes evident the significance of
things and confirms their value. Perhaps we no longer
see the Lord approaching, no longer hear the onrushing footfalls of the four horsemen. But if that End is
not imminent, then some end is immanent; if the end
we know is not the end of the world, then it is our own
individual end or the end of those we love, and it still
gives meaning to the passing of our minutes. “Death
is the mother of beauty,” as Wallace Stevens wrote,
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hence from her,
Alone, shall come fulfillment to our dreams
And our desires.
Kermode uses the Bible’s language. When we
believe we know our end we transform chronos
into kairos; mere succession, the neutral passage of
moments, becomes time fulfilled, shaped into coherence and charged with meaning. For St. Thomas
Aquinas, Kermode reports, this transfiguration was
the work of angels, who existed in an order where
the elements of experience became radiant and
whole. Sometimes, St. Thomas thought, men can
enter into that time, or approximate it—can participate in the angelic order. At such moments, the soul
becomes attentive. For us, now, transfiguration and
the attention it inspires are most often the work of
art, as it shapes inert materials into significant forms
and calls us to notice. But there are times when grace
falls upon us outside of art, when our experiences
come together for a moment, find an appropriate
shape, and reward whatever attention we can bestow.
Of course, the end that comes is usually not the
end you expected. The old century passes and there
you still are, stranded. “Eschatological despair” was a
problem from the start. If the Lord’s return is to make
clear what has been darkly obscure, what is to be done
when He does not reappear? How then are you to
make sense of things as they merely are? For us, living
in a skeptical age, a reasonable modern age, an age of
recurrent crisis, the perversity of our ends, their failure to conform to our expectations, seems inevitable.
And yet, Kermode writes, the apocalypse is not discredited. We are “buoyant chiliasts,” as he puts it, and

we put our interpretive ingenuity to use, consulting
our allegories once more, revising our calculations,
reconsidering our typology to find a new end and
discover revelation afresh. There was no worldconsuming computer-generated end in 2000—but,
then, 2012 was around the corner. “You can of course
arrange for the End to occur at pretty well any desired
date,” Kermode dryly remarks. When one date fails,
another will be found. Once during the Reagan years,
I woke up during a thunderstorm sure that a nuclear
bomb had fallen; a generation later, my children live
with the immanence of climate change. (Scientists are
the theologians of the last days now, and the religious
are our clerkly skeptics.) We appeal to reality, to the
evidence, to logic, to what is plausible, and find our
end-shaped forms wanting. But from their failure
others arise.
It was 9:35 a.m. I closed The Sense of an Ending,
settled up, and headed west over the hills of Liverpool
Street, then north under the allée of long-fingered fig
trees in Hyde Park, along the botanical gardens, into
the watery light of the Circular Quay, and toward the
museum overlooking the harbour. As church bells
rang I walked, without breaking stride and pleased
with myself, through the opening museum doors, up
the stairs, into the viewing room, and found a seat. It
was 10:00 a.m. onscreen; then 10:01, and then 10:02.
The Clock is formed entirely from scenes spliced
together from other movies; in each scene—or in
almost each scene—a clock is visible or the time told.
Sometimes the clock is prominent; sometimes it is
hardly noticeable, off to one side or deep in the background. Some scenes last less than a second, others
almost a minute. Sean Penn glances up at the wall,
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Quasimodo rocks the church bells, Harold Lloyd
dangles in mid-air, a newsreader times his words to
the movement of the second hand. Some actions,
some scenes, some genres appear more frequently
than others. There are countless bed tables and many
men shooting their cuffs, a lot of train stations and
fewer airports, many thrillers and only a handful of
westerns. Big Ben hogs the camera. But whatever the
time is onscreen, it is our time, the time as we watch.
The Clock tells local time wherever, whenever it is
shown and seen—10:05 a.m. now, in Sydney, as I sit
there. For all of its marvellous extravagance as a contrivance—Marclay has spliced together thousands of
excerpts—The Clock is just what it says it is, a clock,
keeping the time on the wall. Of course, it is not
just any clock. It is formed out of people projected,
inhabiting a world that runs adjacently to ours—not

one we can enter, but one that, by some magical
grace, is coordinated with ours.
The viewing room at the museum is a cool, square
box, with an array of maybe sixteen modern but
comfortable loveseats. For my first few minutes, I was
alone with my thoughts, thinking and watching—
The Clock invites the pun—still full of The Sense of an
Ending. Like the clock, the camera is an impersonal,
automatic machine, recording the mere succession
of moments: Kermode’s chronos. Tick-tick-tick, sped
up, sounds like the whirr of a projector. Neither the
clock nor the camera shapes our ends or provides a
tock. (“The camera finally has only one right,” Jean
Renoir is said to have remarked, “that of recording
what happens.”) Movies are not merely the medium
most dependent on time’s passage but the medium
most intimate with neutral, clocked time. The arm
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swings round, past the divisions marked on the clock
face, at once fragmented and continuous; the film
threads forward smoothly, a series of cells passed
before the light. (Now, of course, movies are made
digitally—but, then, so is time. The digital clock
anticipated the digital camera; as a digital assemblage
of analogue films, The Clock is a historical palimpsest.)
It is a witty piece of work. Marclay’s juxtapositions repeatedly pulled short little bursts of
laughter from me. A door opens and then, reverse
cut, someone is staring at me through the door of
another movie; the camera rounds one dinner table
somehow into another. Marclay has ostentatiously
subjected himself to a rigid form, the mechanism
of the clock, but makes that subjection seem light.
So many movies, so many clocks and watches and
sundials fitted together—like clockwork. From the
subjection to form comes transcendence: the movement of art.
People filed into the viewing room, settling
their bags and sinking into the couches. When the
top of the hour passed, several of them left—there
were other exhibits to see, evidently—and new
watchers took their places. The Clock went on, and
my thoughts drifted to and from the scenes in front
of me. Characters plotted and strained, made their
appointments and missed them. Kenneth Branagh
stands on the train platform, concentrating, cellphone pressed to his ear. Something has come up;
she’s not going to make it in time. Over and over
again, characters tried to coordinate their actions
with each other, and subject them to the clock,
making tick-tick into tick-tock, filling time’s neutrality with their end-directed intentions. Intimate with

the clock, movies project our attempts to humanize
time, transform chronos to kairos.
Of course, I had little idea what drove the
characters. Each actor came for a moment and was
gone, replaced by someone else, with his or her own
obscure purposes. I knew some of the movies, recognized many of the actors—that was part of the pleasure of the thing: there is Cary Grant and there is Julie
Andrews. Molly Ringwald is trapped, dying to be
freed from detention even as she is entertained by her
classmates. Christopher Walken soberly, madly tells
you exactly where he stored the watch he now holds
in his hands. But most of the time I had no idea what
drew the characters forward and made their minutes
matter. Their intentions remained opaque but were
all the more visible, portentous, for that. Minute
after minute, The Clock brims with meaning heavily marked. I thought again about what movies are:
the medium of purposes and plans, framed within
the clock’s impersonal tick-tick-tick. The medium of
intention as such—a tumult of purpose confined on
a wall.
11:30 a.m. I began to worry about how long
I could stay. Only occasionally, I noticed, did people
seem to have time on their hands. Smokey Robinson’s
voice rises from the clock radio like it’s floating out
of heaven, and Richard Gere has the world all before
him. He fingers a few stray grains of coke and caresses
a rack of shirts, singing quietly to himself, enjoying the process of selecting one for the day; his is a
present paradise of happy anticipation. But he was
alone. No one else I saw in The Clock seemed to take
this sensuous pleasure in the passage of minutes. And
even for him, one wonders. What is it Smokey will
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say? “There you were, beautiful. The promise of love
was written on your face. . . . Oh just a minute ago
your love was here.”
My thoughts swung away to the photographs of
Hiroshi Sugimoto: beautiful images of empty movie
theatres, palaces of cinema, created by leaving the
shutter of a camera open during the screening of a
complete movie. What does a whole movie look
like, seen in a single glance? Like all the stars shining
at once: in each photograph, a gorgeous white glow
radiates from the screen. In Marclay’s The Clock, by
contrast, we see only a part of any movie, and the
stars are entirely recognizable, but they have been
drained of their radiance, and we use them, with baronial disdain, merely to tell the time.
Noon came and went. Gary Cooper made his
appearance, sitting at a table as the train whistle
sounded out into silence. But, then, another film
appeared, and someone else onscreen checked the
time: 12:01 p.m. “The end is now a matter of immanence.” Kermode writes, “but the world goes forward
in the hands of exhausted survivors”: time moves
on and takes us with it, and we form new patterns of
meaning. After twenty-four hours, the images will
start repeating themselves—but they have always

been repetitions. Most people, like me, only see a bit
of The Clock; they excerpt Marclay’s excerpts. But
I could imagine seeing more than the whole thing
too, watching the sweeping hands of The Clock as
they round back past where they started. Clocks have
no beginning, no end: merely repetitions.
On the last page of The Sense of an Ending, Kermode writes about Wallace Stevens, who speaks
of “an hour / filled with expressible bliss, in which
I have / No need.”
But the hour passes; the need, our interest in
our loss, returns; and out of another experience of chaos grows another form—a form in
time—that satisfies both by being a repetition
and by being new.
And so my jet-lagged, late summer–early spring
Easter weekend passed; so Sophia’s anniversary
ended, with me watching The Clock, thinking of
endings and the wholes they momentarily fashion.
Full of need—full of interest in our loss, my loss, her
loss—I sat in the museum for two and a half hours.
I would have stayed longer, but the clock was going
tick-tock and I had a plane to catch.

Once, long ago, for just a few minutes I tried to
pretend I was Harry Lapwing. Not that I admired
him or hoped to become a minor Lapwing; in fact,
my distaste was so overloaded that it seemed to
add weight to other troubles I was piling up then,
at twenty-five. I thought that if I could not keep my
feelings cordial I might at least try to flatten them
out, and I remembered advice my Aunt Elspeth
had given me: “Put yourself in the other fellow’s
place, Steve. It saves wear.”
I was in the South of France, walking along a
quay battered by autumn waves, as low in mind as
I was ever likely to be. My marriage had dropped
from a height. There weren’t two pieces left I could
fit together. Lapwing wasn’t to blame, yet I kept
wanting to hold him responsible for something.
Why? I still don’t know. I said to myself, O.K.,
imagine your name is Harry Lapwing. Harry
Lapwing. You are a prairie Socialist, a William

Morris scholar. All your life this will make you
appear boring and dull. When you went to England
in the late forties and said you were Canadian, and
Socialist, and working on aspects of William Morris,
people got a stiff, trapped look, as if you were
about to read them a poem. You had the same
conversation twenty-seven times, once for each
year of your life:
“Which part of Canada are you from?”
“I was born in Manitoba.”
“We have cousins in Victoria.”
“I’ve never been out there.”
“I believe it’s quite pretty.”
“I wouldn’t know. Anyway, I haven’t much eye.”
—“The Concert Party”

Mavis Gallant

Driver’s licence, Paris, 1960

We forgive those
who trespass
against us
ZACHARY LAZAR
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DEBORAH LUSTER

Before the play, by way of introduction, some cast notes:
Wilbert Marcelin (Male Voice Three) used to tap dance on Bourbon Street, just blocks from
the Iberville Projects in New Orleans where he grew up, until he became interested in girls
and started wanting to “get all the things a female wants—cars, money, clothes, and jewellery”—and found that he could make $1,300 to $1,500 a day selling heroin. At twenty, he
was convicted of murder and began serving his life sentence here at the state penitentiary in
Angola, Louisiana. Wilbert is twenty-five now and has two children, whom he counsels to
stay straight, to stay in school—the same advice he heard when he was young, he tells me,
shaking his head a little at how hard it was to listen. As if to clarify, he tells me then that his
father is also an inmate here. He, too, is serving life without parole.
Cherie Perez (She-Devil) was twelve years old when she was “jumped into a gang” in Texas,
the Junior Mafia, who beat her with baseball bats so badly that she wound up in intensive
care. In the morning sunlight here at Angola, she displays a tattoo on her wrist of a Gothic
cross. Its four points signify the four drive-by shootings she’d participated in by the time she
was fourteen.
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I

’ve come to Angola this week because of an unlikely
bond I share with a photographer, Deborah Luster,
who has been photographing inmates here and elsewhere in Louisiana for many years. Both of us had a
parent who was murdered. Both murders happened in
Phoenix, Arizona. They were both contract killings.
All these years later, we find ourselves living in the
same city, New Orleans, which at the time we met had
the highest per capita murder rate in the country. We
live two blocks away from each other—you can see
my house from Deborah’s roof. When I tell this story
to an inmate named Elton Thomas, who calls himself
Solomon after the wise king, he tells me it’s not just a
coincidence. He says it’s fate, an act of God.
In my request for permission to watch these
rehearsals, I’d stated that my work is concerned with
individuals—the choices they make, the mistakes they
make, the working of good and evil in individual lives.
Two weeks before Easter, 2013, we visit Angola
for the rehearsals and performance of an all-inmate
production of The Life of Jesus Christ, a Passion play
brought to the penitentiary last year by the assistant
warden, Cathy Fontenot, who first saw it performed
in a castle in Scotland when she was there for a conference. So far, three wooden crosses bedecked with ropes
have been erected in a mound of dirt to one side of
the prison’s outdoor arena. Beyond the crosses, amid
a few ranks of potted bushes and shrubs and a white
plywood temple, about seventy inmates are rehearsing or chatting, the men in street clothes, the women
from nearby St. Gabriel penitentiary wearing jeans
and light blue shirts bearing the acronym LCIW (for
Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women) in black
letters. Fontenot is taking a call on her cellphone. The

production involves a camel, as well as several horses
that now come charging across the arena at full speed,
but the donkey for Joseph and Mary, Cathy learns, has
just been quarantined because he’s got a communicable disease, and so maybe there will be no donkey
this week. Suzanne Lofthus, a dramaturge from Edinburgh, is asking a prison employee what kinds of fruits
they might find with which to adorn the table for the
Last Supper scene—“Are there melons?” she asks,
looking for something large enough for spectators
to see from a distance—but no, there are no melons.
“Grapes?” No, no grapes. Apples and oranges, that’s
pretty much it—apples and oranges, plus some bread.
It is gradually dawning on me that the men working on the still-emerging sets with tape measures,
levels, hammers, and saws are not hired carpenters
but inmates. The photographer wearing the Texas
Longhorns cap and carrying a Nikon camera is an
inmate. He’s a reporter for the prison magazine, the
Angolite, covering the same story I am: a man who
happens to be the Son of God is betrayed, convicted,
and sentenced to death. On the third day, he rises
from the grave to save the world with a message not
of retribution but of mercy.
A life sentence in Louisiana means retribution
in the simplest sense. There is virtually no parole in
the state and so no chance of mercy. Ninety percent
of the inmates housed here at Angola will die on its
grounds. One in fifty-five adults in Louisiana is serving a prison sentence of some length or other—the
state has the highest rate of incarceration of any place
in the world. You can be sent to prison for life in Louisiana for being present during a crime, even if you
did not commit the crime yourself. You can be sent
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away for life for doing something stupid when you’re
sixteen. You can be sent away for doing nothing at
all, an innocent person. When I ask a few inmates
about what percentage of the prisoners in Angola
are innocent, one of them, Quntus Wilson, asks if
I mean “statutory” innocence or “moral” innocence.
Quntus and his best friend Layla Roberts were eighteen when they did something so stupid they will
likely spend the rest of their lives incarcerated. They
carjacked a woman at a shopping mall parking lot
and forced her to withdraw $300 from her chequing
account (they had wanted $5,000). When she gave
them the money, they let her go, having first told her
where she would be able to find her car—back at the
shopping mall parking lot. The woman immediately
called the police, who were of course there to meet
Quntus and Layla at the drop-off point. “When I say
dumb, it was really dumb,” Layla tells me seventeen
years later. “This is what happens when you try to do
a crime, but the crime is not in you.”
Statutory innocence. Moral innocence. Quntus
and Layla are now thirty-six years old. Layla still
carries himself like the high school quarterback he
once was; Quntus is still a moody, quiet musician.
Only later do I think of the woman in her car, the
terror she endured on that ride to the bank. When
should retribution give way to mercy? It’s the kind
of unanswerable question that presents itself almost
moment by moment to a visitor at Angola. When
you first drive through the prison’s gates, a sign reads
“You are Entering the Land of New Beginnings.”
But over the course of the next few days, I will hear
again and again that the worst thing about Angola is
the feeling that everything has already ended.

“It’s symbolic of dying in a hole,” Terrence Williams says. Another inmate describes a life sentence
this way: “Imagine you’re trapped in a barn. Now
imagine that the barn is on fire. You will do anything
you can to get out of that barn. You will do anything
you have to to get out of that barn.”
“A life sentence comes with an exclamation point
and a question mark,” Williams goes on. “‘Wow!’
And then, ‘When this gonna end?’”
Which brings us to The Life of Jesus Christ. During
rehearals, I sat at lunch one day with a woman named
Pamela Griffin, who is serving a life sentence for
murder. She took a long time to get comfortable
talking to me. She spoke so softly I had to move over
so that I was sitting so close our legs were touching
and even then I had to lean toward her with my ear
cocked, my head sideways. “That jacket you have on,
I could make that,” she finally said. “I could make
one that looks exactly like that.” She told me that
she makes all of her own clothes in prison, even her
own socks. She says she had spent almost all of the
first twenty-two years of her sentence at St. Gabriel
resisting—“being bad,” fighting—until last year,
when she’d gotten a part in the play. She says she
didn’t believe in the religious aspect of it; she just
did the show for the sake of doing it. But doing it
changed her, she told me. She says she “reads her
Bible now.” She doesn’t struggle anymore with the
guards or her fellow inmates. It was something about
the crowd’s reaction, the glow from the other actors,
the way they were all perceived for once not as convicts but as human beings. It took a long time for her
to tell me this story. She was crying when she told it
to me.
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T

hree days before the first performance, they’re
rehearsing the crucifixion scene: the men are
in their baseball caps and silkscreened T-shirts, some
with wristwatches and even gold chains, but almost
all of the women are wearing that same drab uniform of white sneakers, jeans, blue LCIW shirts, no
makeup, no jewellery, their plain hair pulled back or
in a clip, shapeless and frayed. Four Roman soldiers in
oversized white T-shirts are overseeing the torture of
Jesus, whom they now lead down a staircase toward
the cross. Seventy or so onlookers are pretending to
weep or jeer or stare in awe. One of the prison guards
is laughing at something in the distance. Jesus, bearing his wooden cross, is now being hounded around
the dusty arena by a mob of persecutors casting fake
stones. On the dirt mound to one side, two other
crosses have been already raised up on their hinges and
two men playing thieves have been strung up, sagging
there from the gibbets as if they’ve been lynched.
In the dusty arena, Roy Bridgewater explains his
role, that of Caiaphas, the Jewish high priest who in
the passion story orchestrates the plot to kill Christ.
Caiaphas was a “persuader,” Bridgewater tells me.
He saw that Jesus was a threat to his own power, and
so he needed him killed, but he didn’t want to do it
himself—no, he persuaded the Roman, Pilate, to do
it for him. “The Mosaic law was about to be replaced
by Christ’s law, and Caiaphas saw the handwriting on
the wall, so he got people organized,” Bridgewater
says. It becomes, in Bridgewater’s telling, a story of
cynical expedience leading to a kind of legal, politically sanctioned murder. Bridgewater is a born
persuader himself. Like Caiaphas, he has a political
mind. For example, he points out that we can’t go to

war with North Korea because North Korea is allied
with China and we can’t take on China. He asks why
we are worried about North Korea anyway, when
right here at home we have this “festering problem of
prisons.” Bridgewater dropped out of school, but he
got his GED at Angola despite problems with math—
after three tries he finally passed. He gets his vowels
mixed up because when he was young he changed
schools and he “missed it all.” He says he spells by
visualization now. He explains to me his method of
remembering things: he imagines a space, like a bunch
of empty cubes on top of one another, and he puts
each piece of information inside one of the cubes.
He says that in his opinion, whether or not Iraq and
Afghanistan were just or sensible wars, the government should have given convicts a chance to fight in
them. “Let them serve five years in combat and get
their freedom that way,” he says. “No one else wants
to do it.”
I find that it’s very easy to get into conversations
like this at Angola. During the next six days, I will
frequently find it impossible to go to the bathroom
or find a drink of water because on my way I will
be interrupted with another story I can’t not listen
to. One day, while I’m standing in line for lunch, a
small man named Donald Cousan approaches me. He
wears a red baseball cap on top of a red bandana that
covers part of his forehead and makes his face look
even smaller. I ask him what role he’s playing, and
he says, “Thief Two,” explaining that Thief Two
is a better role than Thief One because Thief Two
went “down in the hole” with Jesus and brought him
food—a lot of people don’t know how Jesus got anything to eat when he was in prison, but it was Thief
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Two who brought him his sustenance (and it turns
out that Donald, as he tells it to me, happens to be
an expert cook). He’s a compulsive smiler. He smiles
at the preposterousness of almost everything he says.
I don’t really want to be talking to him because I’m
hungry, even for prison food, and I’m losing my place
in line, but then Donald, who looks like a teenager,
tells me that he’s been at Angola for twenty years, on
death row for his first three. Death row, I say, and
suddenly there is no point in trying to keep my place
in line.
Compared to Donald’s story, The Greatest Story
Ever Told is old news. Like the character he is playing, Donald was a thief. He’s here for a robbery that
went wrong. He had been convicted of robbery once
before, while still an adolescent, and when he was
released from prison he got a job logging outside
Winnfield, Louisiana—“pine, ash, oak”—he would
saw the limbs off the felled trees so they could be
stacked on the truck. It was a dangerous job, and one
day the chainsaw cut across the top of his boot. By
luck the rubber sole caught it and the blade only sliced
into his big toe instead of cutting off his entire foot.
Because he was a convicted felon at the time, Donald
was earning only $40 a day when everyone else on the
crew was making $120. He got frustrated, he says, and
started carrying out robberies again. One night he
decided to rob a State Farm Insurance agency. I asked
him what he thought he would find at an insurance
agency and he told me that his plan was to steal the
contents of the safe. I asked him if he knew how to
crack safes, and he said no, he didn’t even bring any
tools, he just broke into the office and started banging on the safe with something he found inside. The

cops came—one cop—along with the owner of the
insurance agency. The cop had a gun and they started
wrestling; the owner left to call for backup. It was so
dark in the office that Donald and the cop couldn’t
see each other’s faces. In their struggle, the gun went
off—the bullet grazed the desk and went through
the carpet—but no one was hurt. Their continuing
scuffle sent them crashing into the next room, where
there was finally some light. The cop, it turned out,
was Donald’s cousin. They didn’t know what to
do now. They eventually decided to fake another
struggle and gradually make their way back toward
the main door of the building, at which point Donald
would take off running. Donald went tumbling out
the front door and fled. There’d only been one gunshot so far. But the problem is that the cousin ended
up dying that night of a gunshot wound. How?
You listen to such stories and you enter a kaleidoscope. You feel the teller is lying, then telling the
truth, then lying, and while you go through these
changes you are trying to listen to the new information he is presenting, some of which you miss while
you’re trying to assess the veracity of it all. You look
into the teller’s eyes and it doesn’t help. If what he
says is true, then it’s a very sad story. If it isn’t true,
then it’s sad in a different way.
In Donald’s version, it was not him but the owner
of the insurance agency who fired the fatal second
shot. In the prosecution’s version, of course, it was
Donald who fired the second shot and was then freed
by his wounded cousin. I tell Donald that his account
doesn’t make any sense to me, and he says the owner
was angry that Donald’s cousin had allowed him to
escape. He is being pulled away now, some friends are
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calling, and he leaves me with a simple explanation:
“My town is a racist town.”
Donald grew up in Winnfield with twenty-four
brothers and sisters—when he told me this, he raised
his eyebrows and smiled at the absurdity of it. He’d
always wanted to be a cook, he said. When he was
thirteen, he was deep frying, and the grease caught
fire while he was in the other room with his brother.
He raced to the kitchen and tried to put out the
flames but instead got severe burns over 20 percent of
his body. The fire burned right through the tendons
on his arm, which he had to get surgically repaired.
He says he can make things in the microwave at
Angola that taste better than what the cooks make
with a full kitchen: red beans and rice, greens, corn.
His specialty is steak and gravy—“not gravy out of a
can but from scratch.” He used to participate in the
prison rodeo, he says, riding the bucking bronco, but
between that and football, he has damaged his neck
and spine and is in chronic pain, so he had to stop. He
dreams of getting out someday and finding work as
a cook, then eventually starting his own restaurant.
He says they’re changing the laws about non-violent
offenders and juvenile convictions—he thinks the
next step is to reform laws about first-time violent
offenders: that would be his way out. He tells himself
this, and I try to sound sincere when I say I hope so.
I hope so. I say it like some clueless Dante in an
Inferno with no Virgil to be my guide.

J

ustin Singleton is a glib, handsome guy with a
pencil moustache and a denim suit. He is sitting
in the shade of the arena with Bobby Wallace, who
is playing Jesus. Bobby says that no one wanted the

role of Jesus—there were too many lines, it was
too hard. Bobby, who is serving sixty-six years
for armed robbery, has a hearing coming up that
might actually open the door to his release. Justin,
who plays St. Peter, is serving life without parole
for second-degree murder. When Bobby speaks
about his religious faith, there is an undercurrent of
anger and intelligence that suggests that even if he
really believes, he also knows that at Angola it’s to
his advantage to believe. This morning, Justin speaks
with an impeccable kind of soft-spoken sincerity.
It’s a preacher’s voice—like several other inmates
I meet here, he’s become an ordained minister—and
of course his tone is appropriate for someone playing
Peter, the founder of the church, but it turns out to
be just one of a few voices I will hear from Justin in
the next few days.
“I try not to lose sight of what I can’t see,” Justin
tells me, his eyes alight, explaining the hope he retains
for someday getting out of here. The laws might
change, he might get a new trial—you never know.
He says he “fell” under the “principal law”—that is,
he committed his crime not as the shooter but as a
participant. It was Mardi Gras day in Opelousas and
he went driving with a friend; the friend pulled into a
convenience store; once inside, Justin says, the friend
pulled a gun and demanded what was in the register
and killed the clerk. If you were to see Justin outside
prison, you might mistake him for a college student
or perhaps a comedian from the world of The Cosby
Show or The Fresh Prince of Bel Air. One minute you’re
in the America of Taco Bell and Kmart, the next you
and your friend are robbing a convenience store, the
next you’re toiling in the fields of Angola like a slave
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from the plantation era, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. every day. In
his first week, Justin injured his back working in the
fields. At the infirmary, they didn’t examine him or
even ask any questions, he says, just gave him some
pills and told him to take them. He was in pain and
he argued for a proper exam and the next thing he
knew he was sent to lockdown—a cage instead of the
open dorm. You stay in the cage twenty-three hours
a day and they push your food at you through a slot
in the bars.
I don’t lose sight of what I can’t see. Both Justin and
Bobby keep talking about their faith as a way of
coping with negativity, a way of preserving hope in
a desperate situation, but when I ask them how it’s
possible to find a space for such spiritual thinking in
a place like Angola, they both bristle at my choice of
the word space.
“You have no space,” Bobby says, suddenly angry.
“Space is the bed you lie on at night.” He places his
feet down on the bleacher in front of him and demonstrates the three feet of space that means. “Space is
the foot locker you have. There is no space. No privacy.” He practises his lines at night in bed, he says,
surrounded by a dorm full of inmates.
I haven’t told Bobby about my peculiar reasons for
coming here, nor about my friend Deborah Luster’s.
I realize that up to now Bobby and Justin have
assumed that like them I am a believing Christian.
Angola is permeated by Christian visitors—Christian missionaries, speakers, workshop leaders, all of
them brought in under the aegis of its Christian head
warden, Burl Cain. It occurs to me that this is one
reason why Bobby and Justin have been speaking so
much about faith—that our entire conversation may

have been shaped by a fundamental misunderstanding. They seem to realize this as soon as I do. They ask
me if I’m Christian and I tell them no and suddenly
the mood is lighter. We finally have a chance to laugh
about something. I tell them I’m Jewish, but not to
let anyone know.

A

t 9 a.m., two days before the first performance,
the play’s director, an inmate named Gary Tyler,
holds a cast meeting in the arena, where he goes over
his notes from the previous day. Many human rights
advocates around the world believe that Gary is an
innocent man—as Bob Herbert wrote in the New
York Times, the case against Gary was “a travesty.”
When his high school in Destrehan, Louisiana, was
belatedly desegregated in 1974, racial tensions reached
a crisis point. Fights broke out, and one morning
after classes were cancelled, Gary’s school bus was set
upon by a white mob. A gun went off and a white
student in the crowd was shot dead. Without any
physical evidence and based on the testimony of witnesses who later recanted, Gary was convicted of this
murder. If he is innocent, as many believe, then Gary
has spent almost forty years at Angola for a crime he
didn’t commit. Whatever happened, happened when
he was sixteen. “I am not a religious person,” he told
Larry Sharp last year in the Angolite. “But I consider
myself a very spiritual person. . . . As a Drama Club
member, the primary goal is to enlarge life in general
by putting it on stage.”
This morning, Gary speaks slowly and deliberately at the base of the stadium. He has no microphone. At first I can’t hear what he’s saying over
the noise from the construction crew and even the
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singing birds, which, because I’m seated more or less
in the middle of the grandstand, I know means that
practically no one can hear him. The actors call out
to Gary to tell him that they can’t hear, but he can’t
hear them either, and so he presses on, and eventually I move down to the bottom row of the bleachers
so I can better listen. Next to me sits Layla, who’s
playing a Pharisee, and Justin, in a black baseball
cap with a flat brim, sunglasses, a grey sweatsuit,
and sneakers so white they glow. Justin is a different person today, very funny and with an edge. He
and Layla tell me that they skipped breakfast this
morning, because it’s served too early—5:30 or 6.
They usually wait for lunch, which is served around
11 or 12. The cost of a meal at Angola is fifty cents;
the budget for feeding an inmate each day is $1.50.
“They ain’t gonna let you starve,” Justin says. “Not
that you gonna get anything that tastes good. But
you don’t eat for the taste.”
Gary lectures the cast for almost half an hour, role
by role, scene by scene.
“Shepherds. You got to be bringing it up. You
started on a low, ended on a low. Feel it.
“Wise Men. The sheep died, so no sheep this
year. Gonna have to improvise, but you not gonna
have the sheep. Keep the camel and the horse separate. Remember that.
“The Temptation. The women outshining the
men. I want you to know that. She bringing it up, so
you gotta bring it up a notch.”
He looks at a stern man in an Atlanta Falcons
visor, Barry Woods, who plays Second Male Devil.
“Woods, you gotta bring it way up. You ain’t menacing. I want more action out of you.”

I say hello to Earl Davis, who goes by the nickname Trinidad. He asks me if I looked up his case
on the internet last night, and I say yes, I did, but it’s
so confusing that I still can’t understand whatever
he wants me to understand about it. I trust him for
whatever reason—for no reason, since on the surface
his story about his own innocence is no more credible than anyone else’s. But skepticism after a certain
point becomes cynicism, and cynicism, like naiveté, is
a form of blindness. Self-deprecation, self-awareness,
ironic distance—these traits of sincerity can be faked
but can they be faked beyond detection? If everyone
at Angola is a liar, then some of them practise the
art of lying at a preternaturally subtle level that I’ve
seldom seen matched in any other art form, which is
to say that the performance contains no trace of artifice. Trinidad’s role in the play is St. John the Baptist,
the one who “opens the door for Jesus,” as Trinidad
describes it—a proclaimer and a builder of trust, in
other words. Like Justin, Trinidad has become an
ordained minister during his time at Angola and in
my several days of talking to him I find that he speaks
in at least five voices: the straightforward voice with
which he talks to me, his orotund ministerial voice
(which he uses to play St. John the Baptist), the patois
of his native Trinidad, his singing voice (baritone),
and a street voice that has nothing to do with any of
the other four.
“Sermon on the Mount,” Gary continues.
“Energy was low. Possessed Man, I need more out of
you. You out your mind. You’re not a monster. But
the Devil is in you.
“Sanhedrin. Speak up and remember your lines.
Don’t turn your back to the audience.
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“Last Supper. My disciples . . . quit anticipating.
When you anticipating, you coming out of character.
Been over this a million times.”
An inmate from St. Gabriel interrupts, advocating for a friend who she says never gets to say her
line—the friend only has one line and she never gets to
say it. The cast is starting to laugh now. With seventy
or so actors in a three-hour play, there’s plenty of
opportunity for losing focus. Add to that the fact that
these rehearsals are the first time in a long time that
these men and women have had a chance to mingle
with members of the opposite sex.
“Pilate,” Gary says over the noise. He’s addressing Hassan, who got the role of Pontius Pilate
because he’d said he could do it better than the actor
who’d played it last year. “Pilate,” Gary says. “As
I distinctly remember, you challenged that role. You
ain’t menacing. The woman is the most ferocious
thing in that scene.” The crowd in the bleachers is
now completely distracted by laughter, howls of
it—imagine seventy or so male and female inmates
scoffing at you in the bleachers of a rodeo arena first
thing in the morning. Hassan tries to sit up straight as
if facing into a wind. Gary presses on.
“Overall: low energy. Lack of concentration. The
day of the event, I’m not going to be able to stop it.
. . . You got a job to do.” He reminds the performers
that their family and friends will be there watching.
He tells them that if they don’t rise to the occasion,
there will be no play next year. “If you do a terrible
job,” he says, “not gonna get an audience.” Finally,
he closes with a reminder, pointing to the sky.
“Keep in mind who you doing it for,” says Gary,
who makes no claims to be a believing Christian.

P

eter Rubens, the costume and set designer, is here
serving life for a murder he committed in 2008
when he was running a contracting business in postKatrina New Orleans. When I met Peter I thought
for a long time that he couldn’t possibly be an inmate
because of his air of authority. White, grey-haired,
he bustled around the arena’s “backstage” with
busy competence and had a way of talking that was
deliberately meant to wrong-foot me, his eye contact
complicatedly ironic. He told me that first morning
that he was “a world famous artist,” that he’d studied
in Rome, that his masters were “Canova, Bernini, and
Michelangelo,” and I soon began to think that everything that came out of Peter Rubens’s mouth was a
lie, but it turns out that he is in fact an artist and has
a large body of work consisting of pastiches of Old
Masters—Constable, da Vinci, Goya—and portraits
of celebrities such as B.B. King. (On his website there
is a photograph of King posing with Peter beside the
painting.) At Angola, he assembles costumes out of
old sports uniforms, trash can lids, and other odds
and ends, and they manage to look magnificently
like the costumes worn by the figures in Renaissance
paintings of biblical scenes. These costumes, along
with the music, are the best parts of the show, but
whenever I try to compliment Peter on his work, he
scoffs at the abject lowliness of the endeavour and the
general sordidness of his surroundings.
It’s the first dress rehearsal, and right now Peter
is working on Bobby Wallace’s makeup, applying
strips of paper towel and latex to Bobby’s naked back
that from a distance will look like a vividly gory
mess of red, yellow, and grey—Jesus’ lash marks. It’s
an unseasonably cold day, and Bobby is reading his
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script in front of a space heater the size of a toaster
oven, its wires lit up orange, Bobby as indifferent to
Peter’s ministrations as a boxer getting rubbed down
in his corner between rounds. From out in the arena
comes a rich, horn-like call that sounds like a Jewish
shofar only louder. It is the donkey, who has not
been quarantined after all and is bucking, rearing,
and braying under Serey Kung, who is playing Mary.
Serey is trying to hold on in her biblical tunic and
veil, her posture one of helpless resignation. This is
the first time she’s ever ridden an animal of any kind.
She probably weighs a hundred pounds. Having
served twelve years at St. Gabriel for armed robbery,
Serey is due for release in a matter of months, which
means she may be deported to her native Cambodia,
where she hasn’t lived since she was two.
Back underneath the arena’s grandstand, Vernon
“Vicious” Washington, the super-heavyweight
boxing champion of Angola, walks comically out
of the makeshift dressing room wearing full biblical
dress and a white headwrap but no shoes on his
enormous dust-covered feet. “They run off with the
props,” he says, explaining the lack of sandals. He tells
me he makes $1,500 a match, on which he pays the
government 6 percent tax. He plans to fight his last
bout this May as part of a ten-fight card called “Ringside Kings.” Another boxer, Mark Singer, approaches
to tell me he has won fourteen prison boxing titles in
three weight classes: lightweight, light welterweight,
welterweight. He produces a stack of photos and the
Angolite clippings that he possibly carries with him
everywhere: Young Mark at age twenty-one in fighting stance, a different person. “The Great Eight”—a
group shot of the Angola team from 1997, who won

every weight class in the prison league except superheavyweight. Mark has kerataconus, a misshaped
cornea, which causes swelling in his right eyelid so
that the eye is always partially shut. People think it’s
from boxing, he tells me, but it’s not—it’s genetic. He
says he’s “the Floyd Mayweather of Angola, a stealth
boxer, in and out, fast on my feet,” so he doesn’t get
hit much.
This boxing talk is all going on in a maze of
livestock chutes built underneath the grandstands
for the prison rodeo. Later, there will be a long
line of men in one chute, a long line of women in
another. Separated by brown bars, in their outlandish costumes, they will be talking in pairs all down
the line—one to one, without exception—as if
involved in some sort of biblical-themed speeddating. There’s an excitement and focus to these
conversations that is reminiscent of high school. At
lunch the other day, we sat at picnic tables, almost
a hundred of us, and a pretty inmate named Mary
Bell was being eyed by virtually every man there.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen a face move the way
Mary’s face was moving, taking in all that attention after so long with none. She sent out subtle,
secret gazes to a million points behind me, almost
undetectable, but constant. Today, two actors, a
man and a woman, will be kicked out of the play
and sent to lockdown for embracing too long. Later
I hear a rumour that they are husband and wife.

I

n the shade beneath the grandstand, Larry Sharp
fills me in on some facts and statistics: Angola’s
budget in 2012 was $112 million, down from $130
million in 2008. Along with the budget cuts, the
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prison also has a thousand more inmates: six thousand in a facility built for five thousand. Twenty-one
is the term for a sex offense that sends you to lockdown. Masturbation, homosexuality, inappropriate
language, chatting up the women guards, a lot of
things qualify. To “hot-eye” is to talk to a woman
guard for a long time. If you fight, you and your
adversary are sent to different dorms; the prison is
eighteen thousand acres and contains many different
camps, some named for trees, others known simply
by a letter. Every time you get transferred from one
camp to another, the prison runs an “enemy check”
to make sure you and your adversary are never in
the same place at the same time. Your enemy is “in
your jacket,” your file. Larry tells a story of a church
banquet attended by two inmates who were in each
other’s jackets for a fight twenty-seven years earlier.
They had forgotten everything about it. They both
had to agree to get along in order to attend the banquet, though neither of them knew what the corrections officer was talking about.
Larry is a small guy with glasses and white hair
and a goatee, a kind of shrivelled-in, sunburnt face,
slightly wandering eyes beneath the Texas Longhorns cap. Smart, soft-spoken, ordinary. Like Justin
and Trinidad, he’s an ordained minister. I ask him
how on earth he coped with his first days at Angola,
and he says he was scared. He had never been in
prison before. He says he stayed out of trouble and
worked his way up to Trusty A (there are B and C
below that) in six years when the process usually
takes ten. Now, as a reporter at the Angolite he can
roam almost free, he says, even going to the office at
2 a.m. if he wants to.

It’s about 10:30 a.m. now. Larry is always eager
to talk to me, but he gets up to leave because he says
he doesn’t want to go missing for a count. The next
count is around 11:00. You have to find a nearby
guard and report in so that the guard can radio in
your location. These counts are then forwarded on
to the Bureau of Corrections in Baton Rouge. Larry
makes sure he gets to where the guard is early, even
unnecessarily early, and just hangs around because he
is not taking chances when it comes to the rules. On
the contrary, he is anticipating them. This, I suppose,
is how you get to be a Trusty A in six years.
“I lived a perfect life,” he told me the morning
I met him. He said he ran his own company, was married, had a daughter in private school, played golf
every weekend. But he was restless, he said, always
struggling with drinking and drugs, and eventually
his marriage fell apart. One day he “caught his girlfriend sleeping with her drug dealer,” he said, and he
killed her. There are certain facts that don’t compute:
the docile man in the Texas Longhorns cap, the
frenzy with the gun. Later I spoke to a hit man who
told me he had killed seventeen people on his own,
more than thirty if you included the murders he did
with accomplices. I don’t know why his more than
thirty murders were less shocking to me than Larry’s
one. Perhaps it’s partly because I take such murders—
killings for money, not out of passion—almost for
granted. When trying to understand my father’s
murder, it has always been difficult for me to penetrate my numbness and denial. I suppose this is why
I wanted so much to come to this place. There was
nothing ordinary about the violence that happened
to my father, and yet it has always felt ordinary. As
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I’ve grown older, I’ve found myself thinking more
and more about violence at the expense of thinking
about the ordinary.

I

t’s an actual performance this time—maybe a
hundred and fifty of us in the audience watching in
the cold as a row of men and women take their places
in the centre of the arena in their shepherd’s robes,
singing some minor-key phrases in eight-part harmony. The sound of their voices over the PA system
is a Gospel sound, dirge-like and plush. It’s another
bleak day, the sky the colour of soot, and as soon as
the shepherds start singing the clouds erupt in torrential rain. From my place in the grandstand, the rain is
like a white scrim obscuring the stage before me. The
narrator begins his prologue, telling us that his name
is Luke, that he’s here to tell us the story of our dear
Lord and saviour, but the rain is so strong now that
you can hardly pay attention to anything else. Serey
Kung hunkers in her salmon tunic. The archangel
Gabriel is announcing to her that she will soon have
a miraculous child. In the shelter of the grandstand,
an inmate is signing to a group of fellow inmates who
are deaf. Across the aisle from me, a woman holds up
a digital camera. She will film the whole play, from
what I can tell. Wilbert Marcelin had told me this
morning that his mother might come “on a free bus”
and that, if he knew his mother, she would record
every single second of the proceedings. He was wired
on coffee—“no sugar in that cappuccino,” he’d said.
I asked him if he always drank coffee, and he said
no, they never get coffee outside of these special
occasions. He said it was possible to buy coffee, but
that all his money went to soap and toothpaste and

other necessities. He couldn’t use the green prison
soap because it irritates his skin. He showed me his
leg, which was dried-out and cracked from some
condition he said he’d had since childhood but that
had never been diagnosed. I asked him if he ever put
lotion on his legs, and he said no, it didn’t help, he was
“just born like that.”
An inmate named Michael Porché, wearing white
robes and an incredible white-and-red cylindrical
hat, projects his lines with an astonishing forcefulness
as the rain keeps pouring down. Michael Porché is a
tiny, wiry guy with green eyes, white hair, and a way
of sticking his head out far on its neck and glaring at
you like a confused person struggling out of a daze.
His role is Simeon, an elderly Jewish priest who has
waited his entire life in the hope of seeing the Messiah. It turns out that Michael Porché can really act,
loudly intoning his lines as he hobbles bent over on a
big cane. Awkwardly intent, he cradles the baby Jesus
in his arms and declaims, “MY EYES HAVE SEEN
THE COMING OF THE LORD!” Despite the
intensity of the rain, the actors are staying in character—it’s what they’re here to demonstrate after all,
this focus and concentration—but it is really wet out,
and it seems almost certain that they will have to call
the whole thing off in another minute or two.
The shepherds break into a full-fledged song,
“Mary Did You Know?”, a gospel standard in a
minor key. I know that they taught themselves the
harmonies: Trinidad’s part is a deep baritone; a large
round man named André sings in a delicate Luther
Vandrossian falsetto, winding his way higher and
higher along the tendrils of the female voices. The
singing is almost casual in its flawlessness. The rain
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is lashing down on them. The juxtaposition of these
two facts seems to suggest that this situation is more
or less routine, not so different from any other day in
their unluxurious lives.
Jimmy the camel is led in by an inmate named
Troy Grimes, and a horse is led in by little Donald
Cousan. The Three Wise Men bring gifts, but again
it’s hard to stay focused on the scene because all I can
think about is the weather and how it must feel to
be exposed to it. Gary had warned everyone about
this at the last dress rehearsal: if there’s rain, the
show must go on. Trinidad, sitting next to me, had
brought out his dourest homeboy voice, muttering,
“Nah, homeslice, I ain’t goin’ out in no cold rain. Get
sick like that. They ain’t give you no medicine on
time in here.”
But Trinidad was out there in the prologue as part
of the choir, and he is out there in the rain again now
in his brown sash and a long white headscarf, doing
his best as St. John the Baptist, in front of a deep pool
dug into the arena’s dirt floor surrounded by potted
plants to make an oasis. The homeboy voice has given
way to the preacherly voice—Trinidad knows how
to use cadences, how to measure out his sentences
like Martin Luther King. He is but a voice calling in
the wilderness. He is not the Christ, he is only his
messenger. The Christ himself will come with a
winnowing fork to separate the wheat from the chaff.
He will gather the wheat into his barn, and the chaff
he will burn in an unquenchable fire.
I had seen the play in rehearsal many times already—it lasts for three hours and it has its lulls and
I should admit that I sometimes took breaks. I would
go out to try to watch Deborah take photographs

(never possible because so many people still wanted
to talk to me), and I would sometimes take a walk
around the empty concessions areas, just to be alone.
On one side of the stadium there’s a blue brick cube
that is the inmate restroom, all of its walls decorated
with a cartoon of a po-faced convict in prison stripes,
a ball and chain around his ankle. There are food stalls
for the rodeo spectators:
Camp “C” Concept Club
Boiled peanuts $3.00
Hog cracklins $5.00
Pig tails $1.00
But today in the heavy rain is the first time I see
the play performed for an audience, and something
happens that reason tells me is mere coincidence,
though in the spirit of the day seems uncanny.
Trinidad, as John the Baptist, has just opened the
door for Christ and is now defending himself from
a mob against charges of blasphemy. As the crisis
nears, he looks up and sees Jesus approaching in the
distance—Bobby Wallace’s first entrance. Suddenly
the rain stops. It doesn’t wane, it ceases completely.
This lull results in a chorus of birdsong, so many
birds singing at once that you can barely hear
Bobby’s first words over the PA system as he takes
the stage. It’s almost laughable how tranquil the
weather becomes the moment Jesus appears. Trinidad baptizes Bobby in the fake oasis, then Bobby
does something that I haven’t seen in rehearsals. He
pulls from beneath his green robe a live dove he’s
been hiding there in his hand and he releases it and it
flies out above the grandstand.
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I cannot explain the need I felt to produce
these portraits, because I do not fully understand it myself. I only know that it has something to do with the formal quality of loss and
the way we cannot speak directly to those who
have gone—how to touch the disappeared.
—Deborah Luster,
from One Big Self: Prisoners of Louisiana

T

his whole week, Deborah and I haven’t talked
much about why we’re here, though we spend a
lot of time together when we’re not working—driving to dinner, having a drink in our rooms. It’s as if
to put in words what we’ve been investigating will
dissolve whatever we are both privately trying to
see. When I pass on to her stories about the inmates,
I present them as colourful anecdotes, examples of
extreme human behaviour. The stories are specific
and sensational, while her photographs are complex
and subtle. I worry that my literal stories will break
the spell of her mysterious images.
I begin to see less and less connection between
the inmates’ crimes and the idea of prison as punishment. I understand the value of isolating dangerous
people to protect others—to protect people like
Deborah’s mother and my father, for example—but
when someone commits a violent crime, we enter
a nebulous place. The revocation of freedom is a
very literal kind of punishment for someone who
has abused his or her freedom. It doesn’t address the
fact that he or she is still complex, subtle, mysterious. “Today’s truth may not be tomorrow’s truth,”
Terrence Williams said to me one day. “Things are
always in flux.” I make a list of people I feel I need to

say goodbye to at the end of this week, people that
matter to me now:
Quntus, Justin, Trinidad, Layla, Cherie, Roy,
Troy, Vicious, Mark Singer, Donald, Wilbert, Larry, Barry, Willie Douglas, Gumarus,
Terrence, Solomon, Peter Rubens, Pamela,
Michael Porché, Zeno, Kevin, Lawrence,
Montana, Christi, Kristian, Rob
I see that twenty-seven out of the almost forty
people I’ve interviewed in depth are people I feel
attached to.

T

he flogging of Jesus takes place behind a grey
plastic wall that’s been spray-painted graffitistyle to give the illusion of piled stones. The sound
of loud whip cracks comes over the PA system, the
violence itself completely hidden, but each lash is followed by a prolonged scream from Bobby. Because
he and just about everyone else onstage is black, there
is of course a powerful reminder of slavery in this
scene. To either side of me in the bleachers, separate
from the rest of the audience, groups of convicts from
Angola and a few other nearby prisons follow the
play on and off, but more often drift. (I heard some
guys speaking Spanish, visibly grateful for the chance
to converse.) But what is notable is that they always
laugh when there’s violence onstage. They laugh
when Judas is set upon by the disciples, and they laugh
now as Bobby is marched back into the arena with his
shirt off, staggering from his whipping. The Roman
leader Pilate says to the Jewish leader Caiaphas, “The
sight of his battered and bleeding body will surely
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satisfy your craving for revenge. Watch and see if you
are not shaken by it.” But Caiaphas is not shaken. He
presses on with his case to have Jesus killed. In the role
of Caiaphas, Roy Bridgewater favours a sort of sci-fi
evil genius way of speaking, often with an English
accent. He tears open his jacket at one point and
roars, “RRRRRAH!” I don’t think it’s intentional,
but these histrionics are not entirely inappropriate
for the character he’s playing, a demagogue who for
political ends wants another man put to death. The
excoriation of Bobby’s flayed back reads from all
the way across the arena—blood, viscera, torn skin.
Behind him in a classically composed tableau of utter
calm are the Roman soldiers dressed in red, Pilate’s
red throne, the red banners of the Roman tribunal.
“Behold the man,” Pilate declaims, seeking once
more to invoke the public’s mercy, but the public
shouts, “Crucify him! Crucify him!” And so they
bring out the cross. Bobby, wearing nothing but a
loincloth now, bears the instrument of his torture
on his shoulder like a performer in some sadistic
carnival. He falls and is helped back to his feet, but
the mob is jeering, going wild, throwing stones as
if eager to kill him themselves. They hang an ironic
sign around his neck—INRI (King of the Jews)—to
further demean him. Pilate has already admitted that
Jesus was brought here on a “trumped-up charge,” he
has washed his hands of the accused man’s blood, but
now a soldier announces that this man will nevertheless be taken to the Place of the Skull, “where as an
example to others, you shall be nailed to a cross until
you are dead.”
The soldiers force him to the ground, then tie his
arms to a wooden beam. On the dirt mound behind

him, two thieves are already hanging from their
crosses. The soldiers nail Bobby’s hands and Bobby
screams. Then they haul the cross upright on ropes
and nail his feet. He will hang there, still living, for
more than nine hours. While he slowly dies, the
soldiers cast lots for his discarded clothes. Jesus calls
out to the God who appears to have forsaken him and
asks Him the unanswerable question—Why?—but
there is no why and there is no reprieve. Someone at
last tries to assuage Christ’s thirst by giving him some
sour wine on a sponge attached to a stick.
As an example to others, you shall be nailed to a cross
until you are dead. The lash marks and the nails, the
crown of thorns—the closer we look at these images,
the harder it becomes to justify punishment as a
useful example to others, as a kind of virtuous evil.
Bobby Wallace is here for armed robbery. Hassan,
who plays Pilate, is here for a drug-related murder.
Like so many others at Angola, Hassan grew up in
chaos—violence, useless schools, a scattered family,
no jobs—and like so many others, he has an intricate
sensibility; he likes Cyndi Lauper, R.E.O. Speedwagon, Nirvana, Motown, and he has also been a
Muslim since he was twenty. I understand the value
of isolating dangerous people to protect others, but
I also know that prison is a way of punishing the dispossessed for being dispossessed.
Judas, as played by a convicted rapist named
David Sonnier, brings up a broader and perhaps more
vexing problem: What is the value of Christ’s teachings—or any moral teachings—when so many of
us are born to reject them. It takes only thirty silver
coins to tempt Judas. In the centre of the arena, arms
outstretched in a familiar posture of agony, David
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Sonnier declares, “You are Jesus Christ and you are
not of this world. But I—I am Judas Iscariot—and
I am of this world!”

A

little later, as soon as I start talking to a Roman
soldier named Joshua Williams, an assistant
warden in a golf shirt and mirrored sunglasses and a
corrections officer in a faded black uniform, gun at his
waist, come to interrupt us. The warden puts his face
close to mine and yells, “What are you doing here?”
Then he turns to Joshua and announces, “You’re
done,” and just like that Joshua has disappeared.
I should say that all this week the administration
at Angola has treated me and Deborah with extraordinary hospitality. They have given us a place to
sleep each night and have fed us breakfast, lunch,
and dinner on any occasion we’ve wished to partake.
They’ve allowed me to speak to anyone I want, to go
anywhere in the arena I choose, and they’ve answered
my questions and provided me with materials.
They’ve trusted me and have treated me with a
friendliness I did not expect.
But because today is not just a rehearsal but an
actual performance—because there are spectators
now, people coming from the outside world—there
is a security risk, and this assistant warden doesn’t
know who I am. I try to explain. I tell him that
I’ve been here all week, working on a story with
the photographer he can see over there beneath the
grandstand, that she and I are with Cathy Fontenot.
He yells at me, “No, you’re not with Cathy Fontenot. If you were with Cathy Fontenot, you’d be
with Cathy Fontenot.” I tell him I was just sitting
with Cathy in the grandstand—why doesn’t he call

her with his cellphone and ask? He walks away then,
leaving me with the guard, and I am still so confused
by this confrontation that it takes me a moment to
understand that I’m not allowed to leave. The guard,
who could not look more like a guard, steps closer
and asks me for ID. I give him my driver’s licence,
and he examines it as if assessing its veracity. My legs
have started to shake now, absurdly. I tell myself to
stop being ridiculous, that this is not serious, that it’s
a very simple misunderstanding that will be resolved
soon, but my legs go on shaking anyway. I make
myself speak up, telling the guard to call Cathy Fontenot, and he tells me that that’s what the warden is
doing. At that point, the guard begins to ignore me.
Now I’ve become truly ridiculous. Now I’m simply a
person standing there with nothing to do other than
think about the fact that I’m standing there.
Troy, an inmate I’ve gotten to know, approaches,
curious about what’s going on, and I’m surprised by
how ashamed I feel to be seen by him in this situation. Troy knows the guard, and they start chatting.
The guard takes out his phone and shows Troy some
digital photos of a deer he shot, and Troy pretends to
be impressed. Then they start gossiping about infractions, write-ups. I watch as Troy, who is opinionated
and cynical, becomes ingratiating, not out of weakness but out of tactics. In a more tangible way than
before, I grasp one of the many differences between
us. My legs have just been shaking while Troy is
calmly acting out a role. We are both being humiliated, but Troy is in control of himself.
The assistant warden comes back and takes off
his sunglasses and explains that everything’s been
resolved. He apologizes. He reminds me then that
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these are dangerous people I’m surrounded by, that
I should be careful. I’m not claiming that these few
minutes of being powerless, unable to leave, give
me any insight into what Troy’s life is like: on the
contrary, it’s the vast difference between my life and
Troy’s that these few minutes make clear.

I

n a theatrical flourish, the Lord Jesus Christ is resurrected as a black prisoner in the upper deck of the
rodeo arena at Angola penitentiary. I happen to be
seated in the very same row in which He appears. He
wears a white gown and a white headwrap, the fabric
embossed with little circles of rhinestones, like a pattern of coins. The pattern recalls the thirty coins paid
to His betrayer, only they’ve been transformed now,
transfigured, made beautiful. Jesus raises his arms
in His glory. I turn and see the director, Gary, photographing Him from across the aisle. Then I look
down at the bottom of the stairs and see the Angolite
reporter, Larry, photographing Him too.
About an hour earlier, I had been talking with
Quntus, the musician, about Machiavelli, whom he
had recently read, and he’d told me that most people
don’t go deep with a book, they just look for the main
point, not the nuance or the development. “And
what you do small, you do large,” he went on, meaning that some people look at each other’s lives just
as simplistically. Quntus is a rapper, but at Angola,
where hip hop is not allowed, he’s taught himself
a little guitar, a little keyboard, enough to play into
a digital recorder to compose music, which he can
then enhance with programmable beats and sound
loops. He told me he wants to write “stadium songs,”
songs that everyone can understand. He says it’s like

building an outfit around a pair of shoes or a necklace,
an elaboration around a basic central concept.
There are a couple of women in the audience
across the aisle from me who have not stopped crying
for the last hour, and at the sight of Bobby in his
white gown they cry even harder. They have tissues in their hands and dab at their eyes—two white
women in rural Louisiana crying at the sight of Jesus
played by a black inmate. It seems clear to me in this
moment that Bobby’s past deeds no longer matter to
these women, that for now he has become his role.
A play, of course, is only a temporary experience.
The feelings it elicits are transitory. But perhaps the
miracle in this case is that the performance can elicit
such feelings at all.
Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass
against us.
There is a place for nuance and development, and
there is a place for stadium songs. It’s with a stadium
song produced by Quntus with the help of his digital
recorder that The Life of Jesus Christ ends. (Imagine
“We are the World” or “Do They Know It’s Christmas?”) All the players in their biblical costumes are
lined up in rows, smiling, singing, dancing, clapping
on the twos and fours. Their dancing pulls them out
of the ancient story and back into 2013, and you can
see now that among other things they’re Americans,
people from a certain time and place, some of them
clumsier in their movements, some of them holding
back a little, but all of them self-conscious about this
familiar ritual they’re enacting, this inspirational
swell of the closing anthem. The audience rises to
its feet and starts clapping on the twos and fours.
There are big horn-like blasts from the synthesizers, a
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repetitively triumphant chorus. The cast of prisoners
is facing the audience, clapping. Quntus, on the other
side of the stadium from me, high up there where the
mixing board is, pumps his fist and points to the sky,
conducting it all like Quincy Jones. It’s the opposite
of the crowd scene we just witnessed, the persecuting mob casting stones. It’s an image of offering and
gratitude, of giving and receiving, and it’s real—the
smiles on the actors’ faces, the crowd smiling back—
though when I look to either side of me and see the
grouped inmates in the stands I notice that they are
not clapping, not smiling.
Troy told me that you can make your peace with
a life sentence for long stretches of time, but there
comes a day when you begin to focus on what it really
means to die in prison and you head toward despair.
You tell yourself to stay hopeful, maybe you’ll get
out, but you begin to doubt that possibility, and soon
you are consumed by this doubt. You get in a fight, or
you buy drugs, or you decide that the way out is to
hire a lawyer, but you have no money for a lawyer, and
so you decide to sell some contraband. It’s in this spiral
of despair that you get caught and sent to lockdown,
the cellblock. In the cellblock, alone behind bars, your
focus gets smaller very quickly. In the cellblock, your
despair is not an idea but a physical reality.
Angola, more than almost any prison, offers
programs intended to combat despair, to engender
hope. There are sports teams—football, baseball,
boxing—and vocational training in welding, cooking, auto mechanics. You can get a GED and a degree
from Bible college. You can participate in the rodeo,
which is dangerous, or in the drama club or a choir,
which is not. You can act in a Passion play the week

before Easter, and perhaps in those performances and
in the rehearsals leading up to them you can have at
least a moment or two when you are able to forget
where you are and how long you will be there.

A

fter three performances of the play over three
successive days, there is an awards ceremony
and banquet at some picnic tables set out under the
big plastic tent off to the side of the arena. We’ve had
lunch here every day, the servers lined up at tables
set up cafeteria-style—rice with gravy and boiled
vegetables, or sandwiches and chips. For the banquet,
though, they’ve pulled out all the stops—spaghetti
and meatballs and even some salad. The men and
women sit together. I am next to Serey, and across the
table from Cherie and Justin, who is intently focused
on Serey. He’s wearing a white polo shirt that makes
him look clean-cut and square, and his attempts at
conversation are square because no matter how much
he may want to believe otherwise, he’s hampered by
the fact that nothing can happen between them. Serey
seems somewhere between mildly bored with Justin
and glad to be flirting with someone. As for Justin,
who had made such a point of his walk with Jesus and
who had always been so eager to talk to me, he now
doesn’t even turn to look at me, much less say hello.
Cherie is glad to see me—she is vibrant and smart
every time I talk to her—but I realize in general that
this is the end, that after this meal they are all going
back to ordinary prison life.
Head Warden Burl Cain gives a speech. He says
the play will happen again next year, that he’s already
working on a contract for Suzanne Lofthus, the
dramaturge from Scotland. He says he wants them all
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to come back again—they did such a great job—but
of course, that what he really wants is for them not to
come back, for them to get their freedom. In my few
interactions with Cain, he was gracious. He delivers
a Baptist redemption talk today, and it’s in earnest,
but he also knows that a joke or two is called for on
such an occasion, so he singles out Cherie for special
praise. All the actors were equally good, he says, but
if he had to pick one that was the best, it would have
to be the She-Devil, Cherie Perez. Cherie has told me
she likes Warden Cain. His inmates are “his children,”
she said, whereas at LCIW the culture is “negative,
aggressive,” and guards still hold grudges against her
from her past, before she’d started “to take some of
the street out of me.” She has two college degrees
and seven certificates in such skills as horticulture and
culinary arts. She has three kids, not including a twin
daughter who died as an infant because she’d been
born addicted to heroin.
Cherie and the others at my table are talking
about their boxes, their footlockers. She and Justin
are neat freaks—everything in their footlockers is
kept in its place, the clothes folded and organized in
complex ways—while Serey says that when she gets
her laundry bag back she just turns it upside down
and dumps it in there. She says there was a search in
the dorm at LCIW the other day. Justin asks her if she
had any contraband, but she says she doesn’t “keep
that.” They are giving out certificates of participation now, Suzanne Lofthus at the microphone, Cathy
Fontenot holding the documents. Suzanne opens
with a speech warning everyone that they are bound
to feel a little low in the coming days, let down after
all the excitement, but that they should remember to

keep their heads, not to get into trouble. The presentation of the certificates starts out quietly, just names
called out, no applause, but slowly it becomes like
summer camp, people cheering or hooting or making
whoop whoop whoop sounds that are specially calibrated
for each cast member. Almost everyone has a nickname—“Trinidad,” “Vicious,” “Solomon”—or a
little tag line from something that happened over the
course of the rehearsals. One guy even has a theme
song that everyone sings when his name is called,
the bass line of Curtis Mayfield’s “Freddie’s Dead.”
Afterwards, they sign one another’s certificates. I am
asked to sign a few certificates myself.
Next comes Gary, famously the disciplinarian,
who stands at the microphone and explains once
again that he may be hard on everyone but that he
loves them nevertheless. He asks, “Y’all want to work
with me next year?” and the response is immediate
and sincere. “No!” they all say. “We want you to go
home! We want you to go to the house!” Somehow
calling it “the house” is more moving than calling it
“home.” As a drama club member, the primary goal is to
enlarge life in general by putting it onstage, he had told the
Angolite last year, and who could argue that he had
not succeeded?
The men and women of the cast are allowed to
hug one another now. Justin hugs Serey. He looks
serious about it, understandably. Then they all sit
down, and Cathy gives a closing speech, and this is
where it all comes to a sudden, blunt end. They’ve
had these weeks of practising and performing a play,
with all the attendant goofing off and flirting that
goes with it, but now at the absolute second that
Cathy finishes the last word of her speech, a female
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guard from LCIW appears at our table, standing right
at Serey’s shoulder, and barks, “Let’s go.”
They are gone, just like that. A few minutes later,
I will see them in the distance, lined up near the
buses that will take them back to St. Gabriel, each
woman waiting for her turn to be placed in leg irons
for the ride.
Justin picks up his plate and stands up to leave.
I make deliberate eye contact with him because I want
to say goodbye. He finally turns to me, and we talk
for a while. It’s as if he remembers in that moment
after Serey has disappeared (and the normal interaction between a man and a woman has disappeared
with her) that he is in prison, that in prison there is
always another role to play, that I present yet another
dramatic situation he has to respond to, a situation
in which I play the earnest, caring visitor and he
plays the earnest, conscientious inmate. I don’t think
our interactions have been entirely artificial or even
mostly artificial, but they were temporary. The day
has ended abruptly: Let’s go. On previous afternoons,
there was still time. After the rehearsal or performance was finished, the women would make their way
toward the buses but first line up and slap hands with
the men, down low, as if congratulating each other
at the end of a baseball game, and also as if they were
saying, See you again tomorrow.
We pack up Deborah’s truck and get ready
to leave, but as we start to drive away the path is
blocked by an inmate we’ve seen every day, Peter
Lemm, who pushes an overloaded cart full of props
and other odds and ends. Stooped over and harried,
with his long white hair and unkempt white beard,
he looks like something out of Hieronymus Bosch.

Whenever I see Peter he’s cleaning up trash or running errands at the edge of panic, a frail figure with
such a skittish manner that almost everyone avoids
even looking at him. We wait for him to go, then he
waits for us to go, then at last we go. He had once
been a marine, Deborah tells me; he was decorated
for his conduct in the Middle East. In Deborah’s old
photograph of him from 1999, he’s unrecognizable.
He’s dressed for the rodeo—prison-striped shirt,
cowboy hat, short black hair, a well-groomed moustache. His event back then was “Guts or Glory.”
In “Guts or Glory,” you vie with a group of other
inmates to pluck a poker chip from between the
horns of a rampaging bull.
I tell Deborah about Le’Prease Montana, who
found me as we were leaving and wanted to ask a
question. “Remember,” he’d said, tapping the side
of his head, “what are you going to do when you
get back?” I’d thought about this for a moment
before I finally understood. “Tell your stories,”
I replied, and he smiled a little sarcastically at me,
then walked away.
“Today we were seen as people,” he’d said before,
as we were waiting in line for the celebratory banquet. He’d seen the play last year, he told me, and seen
the audience’s reaction to it, and so he wanted to be
in it this year. At Angola, he has earned certificates in
welding, graphic communication, a GED. He’s serving life for a murder he insists he didn’t commit, and
the more he described it to me, the more I began to
understand why he would make this claim. It’s not
that he was an innocent person, it’s just that he was
innocent of that particular crime—even he put it
that way. Le’Prease has been at Angola since he was
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twenty-three—he’s now thirty-eight—and he said
he’d been sober since his first day there. He saw what
kind of trouble there was to get into, “but I had a
life sentence. That was enough to think about.” His
daughter Olivia at age nine was hit by a drunk driver.
She is seventeen now and is still on a breathing tube.
The woman who hit her “only got seven years,”
Le’Prease told me.
Forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass
against us.

The baseline reality of Angola is despair—
imagine you’re in a barn and the barn is on fire. But
imagine if for a few hours you could forget that you
are in the burning barn and instead have lines to
remember, gestures to remember, a different role to
play other than the role of the damned.
. . . we forgive those who trespass against us.
I thought about this phrase for almost a week,
many times, and now, as the week begins to recede,
I’m still wondering what it can possibly mean.

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

i.

Barry Woods (Second Male Devil): Convicted of rape. Has
served twenty-four years to date.

ii.

Vernon Washington (Nicodemus): Convicted of second-degree
murder, first-degree attempted murder, and second-degree
kidnapping. Serving life.

iii.

Serey Kong (Virgin Mary): Born in Cambodia, raised in
New Orleans. Convicted of armed robbery, she served a fifteenyear sentence at Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women
and is now free.

iv.

James Blackburn (Rough Rider).

v.

left

Roy Bridgewater (Caiaphas): Serving life for murder
and armed robbery.

Levell Tolliver (Judas Iscariot): Performed in the 2012
and fall 2013 productions. Was in lockdown for the Easter 2013
production. Serving life for second-degree murder.

top

right Michael Porché (Simeon): Convicted of three counts
of armed robbery. Has served thirteen years.

Donald Cousan (Thief Two): Convicted of murder
and armed robbery. On death row for three years, sentence
commuted to life imprisonment .

bottom

vi–vii.
viii.

Bobby Wallace (Jesus): Serving sixty-six years for armed robbery.
Terrence Williams (Roman Soldier): Convicted of murder,
serving a life sentence at Angola.

Euromaidan
MARK MARCZYK

This past January I got a call to write a score for a film set in Ukraine. I arrived on January 24,
the day after the violent clashes between riot police and protesters on Hrushevskoho Street that
resulted in the first deaths of the Maidan Revolution. Though I had been watching the news, I had
no way of expecting the level of organization, dedication, and unity of purpose that I encountered
over the course of the next month on the Maidan and in other cities and villages across the country.
The media focused on burning buses and rock-chuckers or who the opposition leaders were and
what they were saying. The thoughts, feelings, and experiences of the people at the heart of the
revolution were lost.
These three entries are excerpts from my journals, which I posted daily until I left Ukraine on
February 28. I will be returning in the spring.
February : On the Road
In Kolomyja, all the bus drivers going farther into the mountains are instructed to turn off their
engines, cancel their routes. It’s freezing rain, and all uphill from here. In the station, the dispatcher
and the tellers are decidedly short, probably due to the dozens of people repeatedly asking the
same questions: Is anything going to Jaremche/Kosiv/Jaseniv/Verkhovyna/Vorokhta? Really?
How long until something can take me there? You don’t know? Really? No clue whatsoever? An
hour, a day, a fortnight?
But taxi drivers are a different story. They aren’t risking the lives of forty people at a time, and
they know the back routes where buses won’t fit, where the slopes are more gradual. Not even
cabbies will go all the way to Verkhovyna in this weather, but we find one that’ll take us along the
back routes to Kosiv, thirty-five kilometres down the road.
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Before driving cabs, T worked construction for
many years. He built cottages for wealthy deputies in
Kuban, Odesa, and Yalta. The workers were housed
on-site in the incomplete cottage until it was structurally and aesthetically ready for the owner to move in.
“It was very difficult,” T says, “especially in the
early stages when there are no walls. But we’d heat
ourselves by burning supplies in large barrels, later
telling our bosses that they never sent them.”
“Did you ever build something for Yanukovych?” I probe.
“I’ve built houses for bandits before, but . . . ” He
stops, as if trying to recall. “There is an old Hutsul
saying: in the house where the knives are sharp, the
husband is dull. Anecdote: a man takes a lover, you
know, other than his wife. So he goes over to her house,
makes love to her. Afterwards, while they’re lying in
bed, she asks him to sharpen her knives. He does it, of
course, and then goes home. The next time he comes
over, the same thing—after they make love, she asks
him to sharpen the knives. Mary, Mother of God, I just
sharpened them! he thinks, but sure enough, they’re
dull, so he sharpens them. The third time his mistress
asks him to sharpen the knives, a switch goes off in the
man’s head: who’s sharpening the knives in my house?!”
T bursts into raucous laughter, exposing a gold molar.
We start talking about the revolution. He says he
can’t go to Kyiv because he’s too old.
“I have nerve damage in my legs. After I stopped
building houses, I drove a bus for fifteen years. All
that cold—it fucked my legs.”
A plush unicorn hangs from the rear-view mirror
by its leather collar. It gallops through the air as if it’s
just been hung from the gallows, kicking wildly with

every bump in the road. Beside it, a decorative CD
with an image of St. Nicholas on it, suspended by a
red string—golden sun that never sets.
In Kosiv, we eat mashed potatoes, beets, and
meatloaf at one of the bus stop restaurants. The buses
that made it this far into the mountains have been
stopped here, and the cabbies won’t go any farther
either. In the corner of the room, three men are playing cards, sharing a bottle of beer that they pour into
a single glass. They’re all wearing camouflage pants
and wool sweaters, their sheepskin jackets and leather
caps hanging on the coat tree by the door.
After our meal, we have a coffee, then gather our
things and go out to see if anything has changed. The
men in the corner keep sipping beer, smacking the cards
down on the table so hard they sound like wet rags.
Outside, everything is covered in ice. The lot, the
streets, the rooftops, the cars and buses. Everything
is wet, slick, silver; the whole town is a mirror you
don’t dare look into. People take refuge in restaurants
and grocery stores or hug the walls under gutters
where the ice hasn’t spread, or else tippytoe carefully
as if the whole thing could shatter into a million
pieces with just one heavy step.
Suddenly, the sun peeks through the fog and the city
lights up like a giant reflector. Almost instantaneously,
the ice starts to soften and drip, the sound of melting
accompanied by anxious commuters’ sighs of relief.
Minutes later, the drivers fire up their buses as if
on cue—they’ve been given the go-ahead to continue
along their routes. The lot roars. The buses peel out.
Everyone is smiling, if a little crammed.
It’s hard to imagine things can turn around
so quickly.
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February 7: A Visit
“And now tell me, why is it that you always
say ‘good people’? Do you call everyone that
or what?”
“Everyone,” the prisoner replied. “There
are no evil people in the world.”
—Mikhail Bulgakov, The Master and Margarita
F lives on the edge of the Bukovets Pass at 835 metres
above sea level. Despite the fact that it’s difficult to get
to his place—you have to take two unreliable buses
and then walk a few kilometres along a road that
forks several times—he has a fair number of visitors
because he makes and fixes musical instruments
indigenous to the region. Lira kolysna (hurdy-gurdy),
tysmbaly (hammer dulcimer), dovbanka (violin carved
out of a single piece of wood), sopilka (wooden flute),
buben (bass drum), koza (bagpipes), and trembita (alp
horn). F not only knows how to construct and adorn
these instruments in the traditional manner seldom
(if at all) employed by young luthiers and woodwind
makers, but he can also play the shit out of them.
F has played anything that makes sound since he
was seven years old. When he was twelve, he made
his first dansivka, a small five-hole wooden flute. He’d
go into the forest, try to mimic the sounds he heard.
He never took to school, and when he was fourteen,
he started to apprentice with a local blacksmith—the
best in Europe, he was told. F is turning seventy-five
this year.
When I arrive, he’s winding string around a
wooden appendage that looks kind of like a flute,
except it has two cylindrical reeds sticking out one
end; a chiselled goat horn adorns the other.

He ties a knot with his teeth and his right thumb
and forefinger, puts the instrument down to greet
me. He asks me if I want anything to drink, though
he doesn’t drink at all. Lost his son to alcohol, he says.
I decline.
“What’s the punishment for drunk driving in
Canada?” he asks, smearing plasticine over the tightly
coiled string.
“Depends on how much you’ve had to drink,”
I answer. “But they could take your licence away.”
“Could?” He waves his hand dismissively. “Here
it’s even worse—pay a hundred-something hryvni
and keep driving. Na zdorovja!”
He picks up the hollowed-out carcass of a goat.
Its rear end is sewn shut and there are three wooden
mouths with brass lips where the head and two front
legs used to be.
“During the war,” F said, “if the Germans pulled
you over and you were drunk, they’d shoot you on
the spot.” He shoves the freshly lubed pipe into the
goat’s centre mouth. “If they let you go, the thinking went, you’d kill five more.” He twists the pipe,
thrusting the reeds a bit further down the goat’s
throat. “There. Air-tight.”
He tucks the body under his right arm, blows into
the curved plastic tube protruding from the left hip,
over and over. The goat’s chest fills with air, its new
head bows to F’s fat fingers. Abruptly, it squeals in his
hands; his fingers flutter chaotically over the holes as
if he’s having trouble keeping the goat quiet.
F’s teacher was in the Polish army when the
Germans captured him in 1939, the year F was born.
He was among the survivors because “no one in the
whole German empire could blacksmith like him.”
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When the war ended, the blacksmith came back
to Ukraine, a decision he always regretted, F said,
though he didn’t say why.
Next, he grabs a long branch that has been hollowed out with a corkscrew-type implement. It has
no additional holes, just a mouthpiece. This is called
a telynka—an overtone flute. With a tiny blade that
he forged himself, F slices thin sheets from the inside
of the mouthpiece. He blows hard into it to clear the
extraneous sliver of wood from the chamber.
“Our president is no good,” F says, holding the
flute up like a telescope and looking through it with
a squinty eye. “He’s just a bandit. Did you see what
his boys did to Bulgakov? Practically crucified him—
cut his hands and face up good.” He means Bulatov,
leader of the Automaidan, but I don’t correct him.
“They should take him out into the cold and nail
his hands to a cross right there on the Maidan.” He
cuts another slice out of the mouthpiece. His fingers
are fatter than the handle of the knife, but he has a
surprisingly gentle touch.
“That should do it.”
February 13: The Maidan
L, a local piano teacher, heard that a piano had been
hoisted up to the front lines on Hrushevskoho, that
Ukrainian pop star and 2004 Eurovision winner
Ruslana had played there, and that they left the piano
there afterwards.
She went to check it out, but at the penultimate
barricade at the entrance to the front line, the guards
wouldn’t let L in.
“You need a pass,” they said.
“Where do I get a pass?”

“I don’t know. Maybe the Commendatura.”
“Where’s that?”
“Ukrdim.”
So L went to the Ukrajinskyj Dim to the head
office where administrative decisions regarding the
Maidan are made.
“They didn’t know what to do with me,” she says,
“who to call to get that kind of permission. Most of
them were volunteers who were stationed there to
direct journalists. And they weren’t about to call Parubij (the commandant of the Maidan)! Hey, Andrusha!
This chick wants to play piano on Hrushevskoho!
Shall we call a meeting of centurions to discuss? Ha!
“For two days, they just asked one another, and
anyone who walked into the office for that matter,
what they should do. They even badgered some poor
journalist from Norway when I was there today, thinking he was yet another new volunteer. Finally, I just
told them, Look! I will dictate to you and you write.”

Пред’явникові цієї візитки прошу вірити та
дозволити гру на фортепіано. Комендатура.
Please entrust the holder of this card and
allow her to play the piano. Commendatura.
The boys on the front line were excited. They
proudly introduced themselves as members of the
first century (a century is a self-organized battalion
of anywhere between twenty and one hundred and
fifty protesters), and helped L climb up the ladder to
the roof of the burnt-out bus where the piano was.
Even so, her hands were completely black by the time
she sat down to play. The boys diligently removed
the plastic sheet covering the instrument and politely
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pulled the bench—an exquisitely ornate chair that
looked like it came from a noble family—out for L.
She played a ballad called “Maria” while the
soldiers kept rhythm on their bulletproof vests and
helmets. Only a few keys were silent, not responsive
to touch.
On L’s way out, a young man came up to thank
her for the song. He wasn’t wearing a helmet or balaclava like the other boys, and smelled like he had had a
sip of something or other. Not too much, but enough
to loosen his tongue.
“Who was it playing up there? You? And what do
I call you, pretty lady? L? Very nice to meet you, L.
My name is S. Me? I’m from Kolomyja. Yes, ma’am.
Fourteenth century. Here from the beginning. How
am I? You know, it’s tough. Yeah. It used to be so
good here. Now? Pff. We’re walking around like
zombies. I don’t know what they’re pumping into
the air, but we’re all walking around like zombies
here. Some kind of chemicals or drugs, I don’t know.
They’re pumping something into the air. This way,
that way. Guard this, stand there. Hop hop hop!
No one even knows what they’re doing anymore.
Yeah. It was so nice at the beginning, so good at the
beginning. At the beginning, people were fighting.
We came here to fight. And I don’t want to boast,
I won’t tell you any fairy tale, but I’m in the fourteenth century. We were here through everything.
I won’t boast, but where were the lions from Lviv?
Where were the Cossacks from Zaporizhja? I saw
who was out in front and who was throwing rocks
from the side, who was ‘going to get reinforcement.’
Pff. I didn’t come here to drink tea or coffee or wave
a flag. I came here to fight. But now my friend calls

me and says, S, what do you need? And I say: nothing. How can I tell him to come here when nothing
is happening? Before it was so nice, so good. Then, at
least we fought. I was there in the attack. I was standing beside that Belarusian kid when he got picked off
by a sniper. I carried him off Hrushevskoho, brought
him to the medics. And now, what? What now?
Fucking bullshit. Excuse my language, ma’am. You’re
a pretty young lady, and I don’t want to offend you,
but it’s fucking bullshit. We’re standing around like
idiots, like zombies. My boys call, often, ready. And
what can I tell them? Nothing. We don’t need nothing. There’s no war here. There’s nothing. Listen,
we had our fun—we shot our fireworks, threw back
some cocktails. It’s all a circus, you know? It’s time to
graduate: grenades. No more circus. It’s time to make
it real. I just feel bad for those boys over there. You
know, bad. They’re just boys standing there. Someone told then to stand, so they’re standing. But they’re
wearing the wrong colours. And it’s time to throw
grenades. Yeah. But instead we’re just standing here.
I went home after the first lull, washed myself, came
back. You know, to feel like a decent man. Everyone
by their own means, of course. And there was nothing happening. And still there’s nothing happening.
But something’s going to happen. They’re saying that
something’s going to happen, planning something.
I dunno, the fourteenth, the seventeenth—I don’t
know. They’re saying something like that. It’s a shame
for those boys. They’re just like us. But what can you
do—they’re marked. If only they’d step down. But
that’s not the game. Yeah, of course. No, they’re not
taking down the barricades. They’re bringing sand.
They have to—look at these things—they’re falling
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apart. That one over there is the worst. I don’t know,
they’ll get new bags—pile them on top. Sometime.
When—I don’t know. We don’t know anything.
We’re just zombies. It was so nice in the beginning, so
good. Hopefully it will be good again soon.”
It’s late, there aren’t many people on the Maidan.
Small explosions every fifteen seconds or so get
louder as you approach the entrance to Globus, the
underground shopping mall that spans over twenty
thousand square metres. People huddling on the
other side of Institutska, where earlier, some Belarusians had put up a screen and were showing movies
about other revolutions around the world.
Behind the human barrier, the centurions and
Afghans (Soviet army veterans who served in the war
in Afghanistan) are training young troops. Six boys

poised in a tight line, their shields overlapping, only
the crowns of their green combat helmets peeking
over. The troops are advancing on command, right
foot, left foot.
“ONE, TWO! ONE, TWO! ONE, TWO!
ONE, TWO!”
Beside them a bit further back, another group
of six in looser formation. Centurions lobbing fireworks over their shields or at their feet, shooting flare
guns and rubber bullets directly at them. Sparks fly
over civilians and photographers, who try to catch
the explosions of colour on film.
A man with tears in his eyes catches me looking
at him.
“Isn’t it beautiful?” he says, the tail of an orange
flare dissolving in his leather coat.

Woolf in Ceylon
TARA QUINN

When Leonard Woolf left London for a post in the Ceylon Civil Service in 1904, he likened the
experience to a second birth. He writes in Growing, his autobiography of the Ceylon years, that “to
be born again . . . at the age of 24 is a strange experience which imprints a permanent mark upon
one’s character and one’s attitude to life.” The heady days at Cambridge and the warm cocoon of
life in London with his mother and sister were over, and Woolf recalls sailing down the Thames on
the P&O Syria, embarking on the three-week voyage to Colombo: “all that I was taking with me
from the old life as a contribution to the new and to prepare me for my task of helping to rule the
British Empire was 90 large, beautifully printed volumes of Voltaire and a wire-haired fox-terrier.”
When I moved to Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) as an intern sent by Canada’s Department of
Foreign Affairs in late 2003, almost a century after Woolf, I was even less prepared. I had not read
Growing yet nor his extraordinary novel about rural life in southern Ceylon, The Village in the Jungle.
Instead, I carried a number of books and articles on the country’s two decades of civil war, along
with proposals for a federal solution to the conflict (a rather Canadian sort of accessory). I was
twenty-two when I landed in Colombo for the first time, but I might as well have been an infant.
I finally began Growing on a return trip to Sri Lanka in late 2011. I was house-sitting in the
Colombo suburbs, starting each morning on a plush yellow sofa in the living room with a cup of
imported coffee beside me, doors and windows wide open to try to get a breeze running through
the house before closing everything back up again at 10 a.m. I’d been there three weeks, studying Sinhala at a Buddhist centre nearby and trying to write the novel that I’d started the summer
before. Neither venture was going well. Working on the novel was a lot like wading through the
hot, soupy air outside, something I attempted most afternoons on invented missions to get groceries, see sights, or just talk to strangers to put off the anxious loneliness taking hold.
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Sinhala lessons were marginally better—at least
they were social—but the “intermediate level” felt
pretty advanced, and the conversations all seemed to
happen in little flurries around me, just out of reach.
Every once in a while the instructor, a spry, cheerful
man in his late sixties named Mr. Thisera, would show
pity and teach me a few phrases that he thought I’d find
useful in my daily shopping, complete with actions
(“This brassiere is too tight! Too tight! Repeat after
me, Taaaara,” he’d say, his hands miming straps), but
otherwise I found studying on my own more useful.
Reading Growing was most satisfying of all.
It’s the story of an outsider working his way in, of
a British civil servant who, over a period of almost
eight years, becomes an anti-imperialist. He throws
himself into his work, learning the country’s two
languages and putting in long hours at his administrative posts, bent on imposing efficiency. He even
contemplates staying on as Assistant Government
Agent of Hambantota, the southern district where
he spent his last years in Ceylon, imagining “a final
withdrawal, a final solitude, in which, married to a
Singhalese, I would make my District or Province the
most efficient, the most prosperous place in Asia.”
Were the dreams of a nerdy civil servant ever put
so romantically? I fell hard for Leonard Woolf and
forgave him everything. He even obliged me with a
measure of self-awareness in the very next line: “At
the back of my mind I think I knew that this last
solution was fantasy . . . I had been born in an age of
imperialism and I disapproved of imperialism and felt
sure that its days were already numbered.”
He left for good in 1911, returning only once
for a brief visit in 1960, the year before Growing was

published. But his critique of imperialism is more of
a backdrop for his observations: about the landscape,
the work, his friends and colleagues in Ceylon, and
the strangeness of the situation in which they find
themselves, and mostly, of course, about himself.
A hundred years after Woolf left his post, I’d
come back in part for a reckoning with my own earnest younger self, and I was grateful to find a guide.
But sitting in a former colleague’s big, empty house
behind a ten foot metal gate and several padlocked
doors and windows, I was experiencing about as
much of the country Woolf had described as if I’d
been reading his book in an airplane toilet. I hid my
laptop under a couch cushion, packed a knapsack,
and prepared for departure.
Jaffna
Woolf spent his first years in the Ceylon Civil Service
at the kachcheri (or provincial government office) of
Jaffna, in the country’s Northern Province. Jaffna
town lies on a peninsula that looks like a dog’s paw
stretching up to India, just past the much-contested
isthmus of Elephant Pass, site of several infamous battles between government forces and the Tamil Tigers
rebel group. Jaffna is predominantly Tamil and shares
a language and culture with inhabitants of Tamil
Nadu, the southernmost Indian province, which lies
just fifty miles north across the Palk Strait. It’s not
insignificant that Jaffna is much closer to India than
it is to Colombo, and the journey from the capital is
long and arduous enough to justify a charter flight.
I flew there once in 2004 to accompany a group of
Nepalese journalists who were eager to see the wartorn north and spent a great deal of time (I remember
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thinking) taking pictures of landmine warning flags.
Otherwise I’d travelled to Jaffna by jeep on work
trips, bouncing over ruts on the A9 highway and fiddling with the A/C for hours in a stubborn refusal
to accept that it would not work, perhaps had never
worked, and certainly never would again.
In Woolf ’s time, the ride was considerably
rougher. “The only way to travel the hundred odd
miles from Anuradhapura to Elephant Pass was to
use what was called the mail coach,” he recalls in
Growing. “The mail coach was the pseudonym of an
ordinary large bullock cart in which the mail bags lay
on the floor and the passengers lay on the mail bags.”
He left Anuradhapura (already several hours northeast of Colombo) at 9 p.m. on a Tuesday and arrived
in Elephant Pass at 9 a.m. on Thursday morning,
still planning another leg to take him to Jaffna. “The
tempo of living is itself enormously affected by the
tempo of ordinary transport, the pace at which one
normally travels from place to place,” he wrote. The
whole journey from Anuradhapura to Jaffna, one of
121.5 miles, took him forty hours.
What did he think about, sprawled across the
countless words of others, making his way to a colonial outpost for an unfixed amount of time? Mostly
he thought of London: “grey, grim, grimy, dripping with rain and fog, with its hordes of hurrying
blackcoated men and women.” And beyond that “the
strange sense of complete break with the past . . . or
awareness of the final forgetting of the Thames, Tilbury, London, Cambridge, St. Paul’s, and Brighton.”
I arrived in Anuradhapura amid a last blast of
late-afternoon heat. The majestic “old city” holds
remnants of royal palaces from 250 b.c.e., enormous

white stupas that glow like ivory bells in the distance, and a sacred Bo tree said to have grown from
a cutting from the original tree beneath which the
Buddha gained enlightenment. Cycling around the
sites at dusk, I watched a great cloud of bats fly overhead, with wingspans as broad as pelicans’. The sky
was still orangey-pink when I returned to my guest
house, eager for an early start on my trip north the
next morning.
Anuradhapura’s “new town,” particularly its
raucous bus stand, has no ancient mystique, just huge
honking buses, rusty red or filthy white, all stuffed
with dozens of people, their limbs overlapping and
protruding from the open windows. I went looking
for buses to Jaffna.
“Yes, Colombo–Jaffna bus, here nine thirty,” said
one helpful young man. But I waited till 10 a.m. and
nothing. Standing on the curb under my umbrella
like the Sri Lankan women around me, I wasn’t
worried about protecting my fairness so much as my
sanity: direct sun throbs like a strobe light behind the
eyes. An enterprising tuk-tuk driver offered to drive
me to Jaffna for a hundred dollars, and we bantered
casually in Sinhala about why this wouldn’t happen.
Eventually he let me sit in the back of his little threewheeled taxi to get some shade as we debated what
I should do.
I pointed at each new bus pulling up. “Jaffna?”
“No, no,” he scoffed, waving them all away.
“You will take a bus to Vavuniya, then maybe wait.
Then you take a bus to Kilinochchi, maybe stop for
army checkpoint, and then you take a bus to Jaffna
sometime at night. Or”—a wry smile— “I take you
in tuk-tuk. One hundred dollars.”
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I scoffed right back at him, but I was worried
about getting to Jaffna after dark. Bus after local bus
did not sound appealing, or wise. As Mr. Thisera said
on Sinhala Day One: “We have a problem with the
young men in this country.”
And what about the Colombo–Jaffna coach bus
that supposedly stopped here, at this very spot, every
day at 9:30 a.m.? Why couldn’t it be one of the buses
spewing blue exhaust at me this second? Doggedly
I sat and waited. 10:30 approached. Then 11:00.
A small crowd gathered, mostly tuk-tuk drivers.
“Hello, you are from Holland,” said one man by way
of greeting. “Where is your husband?”
This was the second most common question I met,
the first being “You are from?” always accompanied

by a guess. No one ever guessed Canada. My answer
to the husband question led to a sharp intake of
breath and the narrowing of eyes, as it always did.
I am how old? Twenty-one? Twenty-six? Fortytwo? No husband? Aiyo . . .
I tried all the Sinhala I knew, and the drivers were
thrilled. A mini coup. I began asking questions in
Sinhala that they didn’t bother answering, and then
they tried asking me questions in Sinhala or English.
This was soon exhausted, and they began trying to
get me to repeat things after them. I was well aware
of how soon this game would turn to the singing of
dirty songs so decided to make my exit, resigning
myself to the inevitable: the mail run. A bus was
found travelling to Vavuniya, where I could pick up
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another to the army checkpoint, and then another
to Jaffna . . .
The road was terrible and the drive took forever,
but it wasn’t forty hours or even the ten hours promised by my enterprising tuk-tuk friend. At one point
near Kilinochchi, the former capital of the Tamil
Tigers territory in the north, I was spotted at an army
checkpoint and waved off the bus. Only a few others
were called, and I had to climb over laps and across
cramped legs to get to the door. Many strong hands
guided me toward and down the bus steps; a memory
of a nineties mosh pit in Barrie, Ontario, arose and
then receded. The army wanted my passport but
only briefly: after photocopying the visa page, they
returned it with a smile. I shimmied my way back
onto the bus.
Woolf ’s description of travelling into Jaffna is of
a landscape timeless and harsh—I could feel the glare
in his eyes, the parched throat:
The thick jungle thinned out into scrub
jungle and then into stretches of sand broken
by patches of scrub. Then suddenly we came
out upon the causeway. On each side of us
was the sea and in front of us the peninsula,
flat and sandy, with the gaunt dishevelled
palmyra palms, which eternally dominate the
Jaffna landscape, sticking up like immense
crows in the distance. Everywhere was the
calling and crying and screaming of birds of
the sea and the lagoons. It is an extraordinary
change which never lost its surprise, the jet
of exhilaration in one’s body and mind when
after hours in the close overhanging jungle

one bursts out into a great open space, a great
stretch of sky and a distant horizon, a dazzling
world of sun and sea.
I had my own jolt of surprise as we barrelled
toward Jaffna across sandy plains. What I remembered
as no man’s land, a bleached moonscape between government- and Tiger-held territory administered by
the Red Cross, was now all army squadrons and tiny
huts behind barbed wire. At one point a few boys ran
barefoot alongside the bus, trying to steer their large
herd of goats out of our path as many of my fellow
passengers laughed, pointed, and sometimes leaned
from the window to snap pictures with their phones.
A Tamil lawyer-friend met me for dinner the
next night, and we talked about the road into Jaffna.
The A9 used to signpost the Tigers’ de facto state in
the north and east, he said. “They had border checkpoints, their own NGOs, courts, cemeteries for
martyred cadres—everything. There’s a reason it was
all built alongside the major road through Northern
Province. It had to be visible to every passerby.”
I remembered this well. I still have a stamp in
an old passport from a country that never quite
materialized.
Now the A9 is one long advertisement of the
army’s victory over the Tigers in 2009, complete with
monuments every other mile and huge billboards
commemorating, for instance, the noble soldier who
gave his life to help retake Elephant Pass. You don’t
get a sign welcoming you to a new municipality;
you get a sign reading “Army Division 55 Welcomes
You.” There are still landmine flags everywhere,
and army officers in bird’s nests scout the area with
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binoculars. Dozens of decapitated palm trees sway in
the breeze like marooned telephone poles; the palmyras of Woolf ’s time have become the casualties of
overhead shelling.
My friend had recently met with a war correspondent writing for The New Yorker who told him
Jaffna was more militarized than Iraq or Afghanistan: there were forty thousand troops on the small
peninsula, which made the ratio about 1:11 of army
to civilians. (Though this was the figure my friend
quoted, President Mahinda Rajapaksa has since said
the number of troops in the Jaffna Peninsula had
been reduced to between eight thousand to twelve
thousand, while the secretary to the president, Lalith
Weeratunga, stated that the number of security forces
personnel in the Northern Province in October 2013
was eighty thousand.) The army was also being told
by the International Monetary Fund that it had to
start paying its own way, so “army welfare canteens,”
where a sizable fraction of what you spent on rice or
soap went to support Sri Lanka’s troops, had shot up
all over. They were also into new business ventures,
with army-owned-and-run hotels going up near
Jaffna and along the coast and Tiger cemeteries being
razed for the land development potential. Jaffna was
undeniably busier and more developed than I remembered, but the people I met were mostly subdued,
grim, and quick to list their complaints—including
with the local Tamil National Alliance.
Walking back to my rest house after dinner, I noticed that army officers crowded every street I was on;
at times I felt like I was being followed, but I would
turn around to see a new group of men in uniform,
cradling huge guns and laughing and gesturing toward

me. Uneasy, I ducked down side streets and locked
myself in at 8 p.m. as if I was back in my Colombo
house-sit again, plotting my escape.
Woolf didn’t know what to make of Jaffna either.
He mostly recalls the other expats he found there:
the awkward social customs, the outmoded styles of
dress, and the trials of a blazing-hot afternoon on the
tennis court followed by stilted conversations over
whisky and soda on the veranda. In weighing his
advantages over his peers, he notes that “of my assets
the first . . . was three bright green flannel collars.” He
also lists his plucky dog, Charles, and the fact that he
could play a mean hand of bridge. Standing against
him, both socially and materially, were those hefty
volumes of Voltaire, the trappings of the intellectual
he felt he couldn’t be, which clung to him over the
years from posting to posting like bad cologne.
Woolf felt he’d stepped into a Kipling story. He
wrote, uncharitably, to his friend Lytton Strachey,
“the people in rotten novels are astonishingly like
life.” Yet underneath there’s the humbling realization
that none of it adds up to anything, and his sense of
intellectual superiority begins to give way to mortified confusion. “We were, of course, ‘displaced persons,’” he wrote. “We all pretended to be tougher,
more British, more homesick than we really were, yet
there was a pinch of truth and reality in all our posturings.” It is the beginning of his bigger question:
What are any of them doing there? He continues to
act a part and is grateful to leave Jaffna; in solitude, he
finds a more preferable version of himself.
On my final morning in the north, I left my rest
house at 6 a.m., and for the first time, walking the
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I nodded, though this was a stretch, and he
clapped himself on the chest and said, “Swiss!” Soon
he disembarked at a village too small to have a sign
bearing its name.
In Vavuniya, I waited for a train, practising
patience and a sort of half-lotus. I was stiff, sick,
exhausted, and as my two-hour layover stretched to
four, I curled up on a bench for a short sleep only
to wake to a Tamil woman poking me very hard
on the ear. “Train,” she said. Yes, but it was not my
train. That would come much later, after two cups of
sweet tea and a few crackers and furious words with
a policeman who was not happy to have me sleep
anywhere in his train station except directly in front
of the ladies’ toilet.

© Tara Quinn

quiet streets in the soft light with only a few cyclists
jingling by and the white cranes swooping overhead, I
was lulled into an appreciation for the natural beauty
I’d somehow missed. A minute later, a careening bus
roared up next to me.
“Where going?” barked the ticket-taker.
“Vavuniya,” I said.
He waved me aboard, and we were off, skimming
over potholes the size of kiddie pools as a fine red dust
coated my hair and skin. I bounced inches off my
seat every few minutes, the dust puffing into a cloud
around me and then resettling. The Tamil man in
front of me turned around to stare intently into my
face. Canada, I wanted to say. No husband. Thirty-one.
But before I had a chance, he asked, “Tu parles français?”
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And yet the train ride was gorgeous, passing lush
green paddy fields being plowed by buffalo and white
stupas on small rocky rises partly obscured by sloping palm trees. The light was perfect, the view was
perfect. I was back in the dream landscape and about
to drift off again, but the man across from me kept
interrupting my reverie to ask questions about my
fitness regimen.
“Your shoulder,” he said, gesturing to its boniness.
“Yoga,” I said, feeling it would be impolite to say,
“Dysentery.”
After all the agony of arrival, Woolf barely
remembers leaving Jaffna. “It is a curious fact,” he
wrote of forgetting what must have been a whole
day’s travel, but the memory of the landscape that
greeted him south of Anuradhapura is all that
remains. “I had left behind me the bareness, austerity,
burning dryness of the sands of Jaffna and now I was
bathed, embraced by the soft, warm, damp, luscious
luxuriance of the tropics,” he wrote. Everything following Jaffna seemed poised to be a “life . . . embowered in ferns and flowers.”
Hambantota
After Jaffna, Woolf spent a year in Kandy in the Central Province before being promoted and sent south
to the District of Hambantota in 1908. He characterizes his rise up the civil service ladder in another letter
to Lytton Strachey: “In Kandy I worked about ten
hours a day and played in tennis tournaments and
went to intolerably dull dinners and duller dances
and played bridge and drank and became the bosom
friend of planters. So as a reward . . . they sent me
here as Assistant Government Agent.”

He was the only European in Hambantota, a district of one thousand square miles, but by that time
he spoke Sinhala and was given a beautiful big house
on a promontory overlooking the sea, where he woke
and worked and fell asleep to the great crash of waves
upon the shore. To his credit, he marked his days by it
and found his rhythm.
I can attest to the beauty of the spot: I stood there
and listened to the waves and looked for the line of
flamingos flying in formation that was his favourite
morning sight, but of course they were gone. Hambantota was a very different place, which sounds like
an obvious thing to say a hundred years later, except
that most of the changes were so recent that I could
almost see them shooting up around me. At this
point, three-quarters of the way through Growing, all
I could think was, But what would Leonard say?
The government offices stood a little way back
from the promontory; I inquired after Woolf and
was given smiles and a cup of tea but no comprehension of what I was after. A white man, I said in
Sinhala. English. A hundred years ago. Then we all
laughed at the absurdity of my question, and the
secretary gestured back at me as if to say, The closest to
that description is you.
The Hambantota Rest House where I was staying
at least had a picture of Woolf on the wall, standing
with his staff arranged around him in two stiff rows.
But none of the present-day staff knew anything
about him or the yellowed photograph, and no one
wanted to speculate with me about his life there,
a process I’d half hoped would take the form of a
meandering waltz around the premises, trying to feel
what Leonard had felt.
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The only other guest at the rest house was a
British octogenarian. He had been going there to
escape the English winters for the past thirty years,
and he had a few things to say about the changes to
the area. He’d also domesticated about a half-dozen
cats that he fed from his room, one of which had
just given birth in his wardrobe. When I met him he
was hopping mad that monkeys had taken advantage of his open window when he was out and had
trashed the place.
Had he actually seen any? I asked politely.
“Well, no,” he snapped. “But who else would pull
down the curtains and steal four bananas!”
After the 2004 tsunami, he told me, the “second
tsunami” of funds into the region had led to a series
of developments, which he called “round one.” The
harbour below us, which used to have only a halfdozen boats bobbing in it, was now full of fishing
boats of varying sizes and had been expanded to
allow bigger tankers to unload.
“It’s the president,” he huffed. Though it was
certainly a common perception elsewhere, he was
the first person I’d met in the south who’d openly
mentioned that the president, being from the region
(and the president’s son its Member of Parliament),
was behind the rapid developments. “He won’t stop
until he’s made his second Colombo.”
This was an exaggeration for what was still a
smallish town, but anyone could see Hambantota
was undergoing massive changes. A new highway, an
airport, and a billion-dollar port (funded by China)
going up nearby to allow Chinese ships travelling
back from Africa to refuel . . . But surely, I said, a lot
of this was good for Hambantota’s residents?

“Which ones?” he sputtered. “Not the villagers.
Not the animals. I used to be able to cycle into the
countryside and see elephants standing in the paddy,
three different varieties of sea birds diving around
them. Now they’re putting a . . . a motorway”—he
spat the word— “through those villages and saying
it’s what the people want.” His voice reached a higher
pitch: “Which people? None of them even have cars.”
Despite the hardships Leonard Woolf lists from his
time in Jaffna, it wasn’t the climate that he found
more agreeable in Hambantota: “One cannot exist in
the bungalow after 10 a.m. without wearing a hat of
some sort,” he wrote, “while the glare is enough to
warrant smoked spectacles. In this condition one sits
in a perpetual sandstorm waiting for the sun to go
down and for the mosquitoes to come out and take
the place of the eyeflies.”
But having control over his work and his daily routine allowed him to appreciate the place in a way that
only deepened as he grew more solitary and less lonely.
Woolf ’s descriptions of the region become
inseparable from his own sense of a self apart; it is the
“austere beauty” that gets him, the “immobility and
unchangeableness except for minute modulations of
light and colour beneath the uncompromising sun,
the silence, the emptiness, the melancholia, and so
the purging of the passions by complete solitude.”
When I lived in Colombo, I passed through Hambantota once or twice, but it was more of a landmark
along the east coast route from the southern beaches
to the infamous nudie cinema of Tangalle and the
surfers’ paradise of Arugam Bay. I was wrapped up in
my own life, working for an NGO in Colombo with
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a social circle of Sri Lankan colleagues and expats,
and the southern beaches were for weekend escapes.
Now Hambantota was impossible to ignore.
From a gigantic convention centre going up on the
road into town for the Commonwealth summit
to the eerily deserted beach volleyball pits by the
shoreline (quickly put in place for a failed bid to host
the Commonwealth Games), Hambantota was like a
country club/industrial zone and unlike anywhere
else I’d been on the island. A local I met in a restaurant
told me of a fancy new hotel being built on a stretch
of deserted beach I’d admired. “Seven stars,” he said.
“Just like in the movies.”
“Seven stars?” I repeated in wonder. Were they
inventing new stars?
I toured the developments as if they were tourist
sights with a tuk-tuk driver named Hussein (“Like
Saddam,” he told me cheerfully). We drove to the
ochre-red buildings in the new district authority
complex and on to a village of cookie-cutter dwellings where locals like Hussein had been resettled, several miles from Hambantota town, after their homes
were destroyed by the tsunami. At his request I took
a picture of him in front of his new house, which still
had no front door. We put-putted slowly through the
Tzu Chi Great Love Village, with 649 units funded by
Taiwanese aid, but Hussein was unimpressed.
“I liked the old houses better,” he said, “on the
coast. We lived like a family, and we all knew each
other. Here there are many neighbours that don’t like
me.” He shrugged. “And I try not to talk to anybody.”
He tried not to talk about the tsunami either,
which had carried away much of his extended family
and smashed the group of houses that used to be

his village. “Trauma,” he said, tapping his head and
laughing before throwing up his hands. “I don’t
remember, so I don’t talk about it.”
Hussein and I drove to the salt plains, one of the
oldest sources of industry still active in the region,
one that Woolf spent a lot of time supervising and
fretting about. As we watched, a huge tractor sped
along the narrow path between two long white fields
and I took a few blurry pictures. Part of Woolf ’s
imperial re-education had been the discovery of how
badly local farmers and tradesmen were treated by
British rule. One incident prompted an angry letter
on behalf of a group of village women who were
diving in the sea for large stones to use in their homes:
The stones which they had fished up had
been seized by the Forest Department on
the grounds that they were ‘forest produce’.
I wrote to the Assistant Conservator of Forests
that I did not think that even the law, which
everyone knew was an ass, could include the
sea in the legal definition of a forest.
Hard as he worked, his sense that his position was not
really serving the people of Hambantota began to
trouble the happy solitude that he’d found for himself.
Near the end of Growing, he tries to justify why he
continued to work with such mania after he stopped
believing in imperial rule. “I fell in love with the
country, the people, and the way of life which were
entirely different from everything in London and
Cambridge to which I had been born and bred . . . I did
not idealize or romanticize the people or the country;
I just liked them.”
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Preparing for his first visit to England in almost
eight years, Woolf still thought he would return to
his post in Hambantota after a year’s sabbatical. But
back in London with his famous group of friends,
he began writing The Village in the Jungle and had to
acknowledge that his feelings for one in his group
were changing. By the end of 1911, he’d made a pact
with himself: “If Virginia would marry me, I would
resign from Ceylon and try to earn my living by
writing.” It’s not a surprise ending. The book finishes
with a trail of letters securing his resignation, though
this feels like an afterthought. At the first mention of
Virginia, it’s clear that the Ceylon chapter of Woolf ’s
life had closed.
As I rolled out of Hambantota on a rusted-out
Ashok Leyland bus, I counted the number of giant
fruit bats (“flying foxes”) hanging dead from the
power lines, fried to sooty-looking bags of fur. I’d
finished Growing, and my iPod needed charging.
For once, no one on the bus wanted to talk to me.
I made eye contact with a very old man until he
turned away to frown out the window. Was this
loneliness, I wondered, or was there still a way to
turn it into the “right” kind of solitude? In shallow
bays along the coast, fishermen perched on stilts with
baskets strapped to their hips while across the road we
passed the interminable Koggala Free Trade Zone,
where the mega-rich garment industry grew and
grew. Gradually the small guest houses and fisherman
shacks beside the sea gave way to hotels with subtle

names like The Fortress, guarded by a half-mile of
sheer stone wall topped with broken glass embedded
in the concrete.
Woolf ’s Ceylon was long gone; he’d known it
in 1960 when he made a brief journey back and did
the obligatory tour around, exclaiming over all the
changes fifty years had wrought. He knew better
than to come back regularly like the British man at
my rest house—there was more than unease at stake
in confronting change; there was rage and distress.
Woolf doesn’t glamorize his years in Ceylon; for
every lesson learned, there are hardships galore that
beat it into him. He took the lessons and the changes
he’d undergone and he left for good.
As for me, I was already forgetting the south coast
I’d zipped along on the back of a motorbike when I was
twenty-two, surfboards strapped to a rack overhead.
What if, instead of leaving after my year of working
in Colombo, I’d stayed on for the intervening eight,
a tenure to match Leonard Woolf ’s? Would I feel like
that time had been more worthwhile, or less?
As the bus rumbled along, I contemplated the
peculiar ownership people feel for countries that are
not their own. We crossed a bridge over a narrow inlet.
A group of girls in sarongs were bathing in the water
below, the low sun making the soapy water glisten
like an oil spill. We waved to one another and I took
another blurry photograph, the only kind I would
bring back from this trip, the kind that could be from
long ago or yesterday.

The end of the afternoon had a particular shade
of color then, which is not tinted by distance or
enhancement but has to do with how streets were
lighted. Lamps were still gas, and their soft gradual
blooming at dusk made the sky turn a peacock blue
that slowly deepened to marine, then indigo. This
uneven light falling in blurred pools gave the snow
it touched a quality of phosphorescence, beyond
which were night shadows in which no one lurked.
There were few cars, little sound. A fresh snowfall
would lie in the streets in a way that seemed natural.
Sidewalks were dangerous, casually sanded; even
on busy streets you found traces of the icy slides
children’s feet had made. The reddish brown of the
stone houses, the curve and slope of the streets,
the constantly changing sky were satisfactory in
a way I now realize must have been aesthetically
comfortable. This is what I saw when I read “city” in
a book; I had no means of knowing that “city” one
day would also mean drab, filthy, flat, or that city
blocks could turn into dull squares without mystery.
—“Voices Lost in Snow”

MG

Gallant at the typewriter
she had to sell in order
to eat. Sicily, 1951.

Dear Masood
DAMON GALGUT

It’s not unusual for writers to get stuck. Most writers battle with shorter or longer periods of
being blocked. In the writing of his last and greatest novel, A Passage to India, E. M. Forster got
stuck for nine years. Now that is unusual. The book took him eleven years to complete, which
means the actual physical work—setting the words down on the page—lasted only two years. All
the rest was hesitation.
What tripped him up so badly? We may never know. Forster kept two areas of his life, physical
intimacy and writing, highly private. For the rest, his diaries and letters are full of self-examination
and self-display, giving the sense of somebody free with his emotions. But he shared his sexual
secrets with very few people, and in his journals he usually recorded such matters indirectly. His
writing he hardly mentions.
We do know, more or less, that Forster was about seventy pages into the work when he stalled.
He had started it in July 1913, soon after getting back from his first visit to India. Just two months
later, in September, he dropped it in favour of writing Maurice, his “unpublishable” homosexual
novel, and he would only be able to finish it after a second visit to India in 1922.
To understand what led Forster to India and an Indian novel in the first place, we must go back a
little, to November 1906, when Forster first met Syed Ross Masood, a young Indian who had come
to England to study law at Oxford. Masood was staying with his guardian, Theodore Morison, who
lived close to Forster in Weybridge. He needed a Latin tutor and Forster was conscripted.
It was a momentous meeting. The two men quickly became close friends. But the affection was
lopsided. From Forster’s side, it was to become a deep, unrequited love.
For a long time he was unable to declare himself—even to himself. In thrall to his mother, with
whom he was to share a house for her entire life, Forster was—even by the standards of his own
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day—profoundly repressed. He was twenty-seven
years old and a virgin; Masood was ten years younger,
handsome, assured, and straight. But Masood was
also given to rhetorical flourishes and didn’t refrain
from announcing his emotions. “I have got to love
you as if you were a woman,” he told his new English
friend, “or rather part of my own body.” Language
like this made Forster hope for more than he should.
Forster made a habit of reviewing in his diary the
events of the preceding year on New Year’s Eve, and on
December 31, 1909, he let slip: “I can only think of you
and not write. I love you, Syed Ross Masood: love.”
Coming from Forster, this was a big admission.
Or rather, a very overt one. Usually he would camouflage anything this intimate, writing in Latin or
in code. His homosexuality itself he referred to as
being “a solitary” or “in a minority.” He himself was
a “minorite.” So to declare himself as he did, even in
a locked journal, was a significant step.
In the same diary entry, he resolved to speak
out to Masood about his feelings. But it took him a
full year, almost to the day, to do so. When he confessed his love at last, Masood’s only response was to
say, “I know.” Their friendship continued, almost
unruffled, but on a holiday in the Italian Lakes region
six months later, not long before Masood was to
return to India, Forster brought the subject up again.
“I spoke, seeing that after all he did not realise. He
was surprised & sorry, & put it away at once.”
Even then, Forster could not let go of his feelings. They come through overwhelmingly in almost
every letter, all the more poignant for not being fully
spoken. And in October 1912, he followed Masood
to India.

By then, the country had already staked a claim
in Forster’s imagination. Masood had romanticized it
in conversation with him and had also, at some stage,
put the idea into his head to write an Indian novel.
Forster thought enough of the possibility to have
mentioned it to his publisher before he left. From the
outset, the notion of an Indian novel was inseparable
from Masood. “But for him,” Forster reflected years
later, “I might never have gone to his country, or
written about it. . . . I didn’t go there to govern it or
to make money or to improve people. I went there to
see a friend.”
Forster was at a curious point in his creative life.
He wrote all of his other published novels—Where
Angels Fear to Tread, The Longest Journey, A Room with
a View, and Howards End—in a flurry between 1905
and 1910. He had published some short stories too,
but there are strong indications that his novelistic
impulses were running dry. He had started a new
work, which he called Arctic Summer, in 1911, but it
had already stalled by the time he set out for India,
and it was to remain unfinished.
He was in India for six months, from October
1912 until April 1913. It’s easy to see, in his letters and
diaries, how stirred he was by his experiences. And,
unsurprisingly, a great deal of what he saw and heard
went straight into his book. In Simla, he attended an
“advanced” Muslim wedding, where men prayed
at one end of a veranda while a gramophone played
a silly English song at the other. In Lahore, he was
introduced to a Mr. Godbole, who talked to him
about ragas and sang to him as they walked through
the public gardens. In Hyderabad, a friend of
Masood’s lost his temper and had an outburst against
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the English: “It may be fifty or five hundred years,
but we shall turn you out.”
Anybody familiar with A Passage to India will
recognize these moments. But they are mostly incidental details. Far more fundamental is the novel’s
setting, the town that Forster called Chandrapore and
the nearby caves in the Marabar Hills. The caves, of
course, are at the heart of the book. Adela Quested
is attacked—or not attacked—on an outing to the
Marabar Caves, and this event is the hinge on which
the action of the rest of the novel turns.
Forster clearly based Chandrapore on Bankipore,
where Masood was living at that time. A “place
horrible beyond words,” as Forster described it in a
letter to his mother, it lay on the outskirts of Patna, in
present-day Bihar, on the edge of the Ganges. Forster
stayed there for two weeks in the middle of his Indian
sojourn, and on the day that he left, he visited the
Barabar Caves in the countryside nearby.
As Forster would discover, the caves are not very
impressive. There are seven in total: four of them
in the main group and three at a distance of about a
kilometre and a half. Most are unfinished, and only
one of them boasts any kind of carving around the
entrance. Forster himself believed that the caves were
Buddhist in origin, though other accounts suggest
that they were used by a different religious group.
It seems that the caves date from different periods,
though the oldest go back to about 250 b.c.e.
The more complete caves consist of two chambers cut out of the granite, an outer one that is barrelshaped and an inner one shaped like a beehive. In at
least one of the caves, this inner chamber has been

polished to the smoothness of glass, and any sound
rebounds there with a powerful echo. This was probably part of their intended purpose: if they were to
be used for meditation, then any chanting would
be hugely amplified. The echo is perhaps the most
powerful thing about the caves.
The hills in which the caves occur are far more
eye-catching. The Barabar Hills are made up of
globular grey stones, piled on one another in unlikely
formations. The most striking of these, Kawa Dol,
the Crow’s Swing, sits atop a peak that rises almost
sheerly out of the plain like a gigantic thumb. Forster
would have seen this shape first, as he approached
from the nearby town of Bela riding on an elephant.
Masood had organized his visit to the caves, and
the elephant—as well as a picnic breakfast—was
intended to make it memorable.
In A Passage to India, Forster evokes the power
of that landscape. “There is something unspeakable
in these outposts. They are like nothing else in the
world, and a glimpse of them makes the breath catch.
They rise abruptly, insanely, without the proportion
that is kept by the wildest hills elsewhere, they bear
no relation to anything dreamt or seen.” If this is a
distinct exaggeration of the reality, he has been true
at least to the unexceptional nature of the caves themselves. “The visitor returns to Chandrapore uncertain
whether he has had an interesting experience or a dull
one or any experience at all.”
Nevertheless, the fictional caves do not exactly
resemble their actual counterparts. They have
multiplied in Forster’s imagination, and he suggests
that innumerable other caves, without entrances, lie
beneath the ground. Even the boulder of Kawa Dol,
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in Forster’s version, might contain a secret, perfectly
round cave.
The echo, too, in the novel, has taken on added
power. After his visit in 1913, Forster described
the sound in a letter as a “dignified roar.” By
the time he came to write his novel, the echo has
turned into something far more significant: “if several people talk at once, an overlapping howling
noise begins, echoes generate echoes, and the cave
is stuffed with a snake composed of small snakes,
which writhe independently.”
Forster was of course using actual places and
experiences to forge something completely new,
both like and unlike the original. When he visited the
Ellora Caves at the end of his trip, two months later,
he experienced them as having a kind of diabolical,
satanic force, and it’s possible he transplanted that
feeling of dread and awe onto the Marabar Caves. In
the same way, the court scenes in his novel probably
came to him in bits and pieces while he travelled:
Masood and many of his friends were barristers,
while some of the English officials Forster stayed with
in India were magistrates, and he attended trials at
different parts of his Indian visit. His friendship with
Masood, too, is evident in the form of the deep but
tormented relationship between Fielding and Aziz.
The one scene for which there is no obvious
source is the assault, whether real or imagined, on
Adela Quested. It is also—with its mystical overtones
and psychological shadows—unlike anything else
Forster wrote. It sits at the centre of the novel, just as
the actual caves sit at the centre of his Indian travels.
Yet when he started writing, Forster had no
clear idea in mind about this essential aspect. In an

interview with the Paris Review in 1952, he says, “When
I began A Passage to India I knew that something important happened in the Marabar Caves, and that it
would have a central place in the novel—but I didn’t
know what it would be.”
This uncertainty carried through into the writing
process. In his first drafts, Miss Quested is physically
attacked, though it’s not clear by whom exactly. She
has just been musing to herself that she and Ronny,
her fiancé, probably do not love each other, and
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“that perhaps the reason was that neither of them
had beautiful bodies.” Then she becomes aware that
somebody has followed her into the dark—she later
assumes that it’s Dr. Aziz—and a violent struggle
ensues, in which she fights him off.
The scene is halting, unconvincing. Forster, a
shy and retiring man, was never very good at writing about violence, but in this instance, one feels, the
action is unpersuasive because its author is only half
involved. The writer can sense that he’s going in the
wrong direction but is trying to force a way through.
The solution that Forster eventually decided on
is brilliant because it is ambivalent. He doesn’t show
us what happened in the caves. We see Miss Quested
running away down the hill, getting tangled in
thorns, and all we have to go on is her feverish, halfdreamy memory of being assaulted. It’s also clear
that Dr. Aziz is not her attacker. Perhaps the guide is
responsible—or perhaps it is some kind of spiritual
assailant, the evil demon of the caves themselves.
Or perhaps—and this is most likely—the attack is
imaginary, what a psychologist would think of as a
repressed fantasy: Miss Quested is in love with Aziz
but cannot say so, or act on her feelings, and instead
turns them inside out, into violence against herself.
The genius of this moment is that its lack of
certainty covers all possibilities. The attack, or nonattack, is at the heart of the story, and everything
turns on it. The question of whether or not Aziz is
guilty puts British justice, and the Raj, on trial. In
that sense, it’s political. But its psychology, full of
repressed longings and fears, is absolutely true to the
characters involved, and in that sense it is personal.
The confrontation is highly charged, and its power

lies precisely in the fact that we don’t know whether
it happened.
Oliver Stallybrass, who collated and edited the original
manuscripts of A Passage to India, believes that it was
on this very question—of what happened, or didn’t
happen, to Adela Quested in the Marabar Caves—that
Forster foundered for nine years. On the face of it, this
theory doesn’t seem to fit with what we know about
Forster’s progress up to the point at which he became
stuck. The seventy-odd pages he’d got down take us
only through chapters 1 to 7 in their entirety, as well
as a little way into the start of chapter 8; there are also
another few pages of what would later become chapters 12 to 14. Although what he had written stops short
of the event in the cave itself, it’s clear that the lines of
action are converging on a central point up ahead. We
can feel that something is going to happen, but, perhaps
like Forster himself, we don’t yet know what it is.
Stallybrass points out that the extant earliest versions of the scene look like fair copies, as if previous
attempts have been written out again and the originals thrown away. “I am strongly inclined to believe,”
he says, “that in 1913–1914 Forster got further into
the caves episode than appears, but that nothing of
the earliest drafts for chapters 15–16 has survived. My
grounds for this belief are . . . the inherent probability
that the complexities of this central episode were
what brought him to a halt.”
We can never be certain of this, of course, but
it makes sense. Those early pages present no other
obvious obstacle—no problem that needed solving.
But further, hidden evidence makes this hypothesis
even more persuasive.
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With a man as timid and repressed as Forster, it
is often what is not said, not declared, that matters the
most. Apart from that first overt declaration mentioned
earlier, his feelings for Masood surface in his diaries
only very intermittently and then in such an oblique
way that they are frequently almost unnoticeable. And
yet his passion lasted for decades. As we know, it was
what brought him to India in the first place.
From that point of view—of being reunited with
the man he loved—the trip could only have been a
disappointment. Masood was in Aligarh, staying
with his mother, when Forster first arrived, and
the Englishman headed straight there. After a week
they travelled to Delhi together, where they spent
another four days. Forster then went off on his own,
while Masood went back to Bankipore, where he had
started a law practice. Forster joined him there in the
middle of January and left again on January 28. They
would not see each other again during his travels.
Consider this for a moment. Forster has gone to
India to see his friend. In total, out of a six-month
stay, they spend three weeks together. And for a great
deal of this time, Masood’s attention is on his work.
He isn’t happy in law and is already thinking about
switching to education, a move he will make soon
afterwards. They are no longer in England, where
their time together must have seemed privileged and
a little unreal; in India, Masood belongs in a completely different way. Forster is now the visitor, with
nothing especially to occupy him.
We can’t know what expectations Forster had of
his trip. Perhaps he didn’t know them himself. But
it’s likely that—even in an unconscious way—he
felt that going halfway around the world to rejoin

his friend might bring some sort of completion
to their relationship. Not consummation, perhaps,
but resolution.
That clearly didn’t happen. Instead, in Masood’s
world, Forster was something of an intrusion. He was
happy to see him, no doubt, and the time they spent
together was companionable and pleasant. But they
saw each other twice and then not again, although
almost half of Forster’s stay was still ahead of him.
The impact of this parting goes entirely
unremarked in Forster’s diaries and letters, and yet
it must have been hugely important to him. He
knew, after all, that he was saying goodbye to the
person he loved most deeply in the world and that
he wouldn’t see him again for many years. From an
emotional point of view, his disappointment must
have been enormous.
Typically, Forster records little about his feelings
leading up to this farewell. But in his diary entry on
January 27, the night before he leaves, he admits that
he has had a “long and sad day.” Then he goes on,
cryptically, “Aie-aie-aie—growing after tears. Mosquito net, fizzling lamp, high step between rooms.
Then return and comfort a little.”
Something happened between the two men that
night. But what? Forster apparently never spoke
about it to anybody else, and the diary entry is frustratingly opaque. But it’s almost certain that this
incident, whatever it was, involved Masood and some
kind of rejection. Whether he tried to touch or kiss
his friend, or simply to speak once again about his
feelings, it’s clear that he made some sort of overture
and was rebuffed. And the sparse, telegrammatic style
of the words indicates how deeply he felt them.
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In this state of mind he set off to the caves the
next morning. In fact, Masood had organized the
visit, perhaps as some kind of consolation, though
he didn’t get up to see his English friend off. Instead
only two arbitrary acquaintances showed up to say
goodbye. In his journal, Forster tersely notes: “Left
at 6.30. After one glimpse the raw greyness.” One
senses the feeling of loss that saturated his mood, and
he carried this feeling with him into the caves a few
hours later.
Is it too fanciful to imagine that everything
Forster must have experienced that day—a confusion of love, sadness, disappointment, and possibly
anger—was projected outward, onto the caves, and
took form in the imagined attack? Though never
explicitly stated in the novel, it’s obvious that Miss
Quested is attracted to Aziz. If the assault is a fantasy,
it’s because her desires have no outlet—and the same
could very much be said for Forster.
Certainly, his relations with Masood change
noticeably at this point. On a return visit to Delhi,
he feels morose at the memory of how he wandered
around unaccompanied by his friend on his previous
visit and then, in a letter to him on March 1, he suddenly says:
You may go to Hell now as far as I am concerned. . . . Well, dear Masood, I’m rather
worried about you. You seem getting so
infernally slack. You didn’t work at law, you
don’t write anyone letters, you can’t even stop
yourself getting fat by taking proper exercise.
Soon you’ll be too slack to trouble to keep
your friends and will just drift about making

casual acquaintances with the people you find
handy. I do think that is beastly of you. . . .
You’re damned selfish . . . and in the long run
your selfishness may punish you. . . . People
like you on a first acquaintance, but they are
wrong to do that—there’s a lot disappointing
in you under the surface.
It would be hard to overstate what a change of tone
this is. It was always an issue between them that
Masood wrote only sporadically to keep in touch, but
never before had Forster expressed such anger.
Nor was this all. On March 30: “Dearest SRM.
Thanks for your very uninteresting letter. Parts
of it I couldn’t read, but have no reason to suppose
gems lay concealed.” Forster invariably signed
off with love, but in this case he ended: “There.
I can do no more for you, except signing my name,
which is Morgan.” Only when he has finally left
India and writes from the boat on the way home
does his tone soften again. But even months later,
back in England, there are still flashes of resentment.
On May 20 he wrote: “I don’t know that I shall
ever be able to write about India—when I begin
I seem to dislike you all equally. But it is certainly
waiting for a great novelist. Produce one yourselves.”
Despite this dismissal, however, only a month or
two later he started to write his Indian novel. And
very soon afterwards he got stuck.
The immediate event that derailed him was a visit
to Edward Carpenter in Millthorpe. Carpenter
was twenty years older than Forster, a socialist and
free thinker who took a public and vocal stand on
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issues from feminism to vivisection to “Homogenic
love”—his euphemistic term for being gay. He
lived openly with his lover, George Merrill, a much
younger working-class man from the Sheffield slums.
It was Merrill, in fact, who set Maurice in motion
by touching Forster’s bottom in the kitchen after
lunch. “I believe he touched most people’s,” Forster mused later, though the effect, in his case, was
startling. In a moment, like a lightning flash, the plot
and characters of his new novel appeared to him. He
started writing it as soon as he got back to Harrogate,
where he was staying with his mother while she was
taking a cure for her rheumatism. By the middle of
the following year, he was done.
Even before George Merrill’s magic touch, however, Forster was in trouble with his Indian novel. He
experienced a genuine release and relief in voicing his
homosexual feelings, and one can understand how
Maurice might supplant the more abstract material.
But even when the new book was done, Forster still
couldn’t find his way back into A Passage to India.
He took it with him when he went to work for the
Red Cross in Egypt during the First World War, and
during his three years there he made fitful attempts
to get it going again but never with any real conviction or momentum. And although he mutters about
it in his journals from time to time, he never explains
what problem he’s trying to solve.
If indeed he was stumped by the incident in the
caves, the knot he had to unpick was personal as well
as literary. His frustrated longing for Masood may
well have given him the raw material for his idea, but
the idea still had to evolve. If Forster had gone with
his original impulse, we would have an attempted

rape with a definite villain and victim; the novelist
would have little to do except describe the action to
follow. He would also have been entangled in the
challenge of how to make this scenario work. Aziz is,
from the outset, a sympathetic and likeable character,
and it simply doesn’t fit with his nature to commit
such a crime.
To arrive at the point where he could turn a
muddle (one of Forster’s favourite words) into a mystery, Forster would have had to make a certain leap. He
would have to understand—as Miss Quested eventually does—that what happened took place inside him,
and not in the real world. He would have to accept
that his love could never be returned, not in the form
that he wanted. This kind of realization can happen
slowly, and perhaps this was the case with Forster.
He decided that he needed to return to India in
order to reconnect with his book, and in 1921, the
opportunity came to him. The Maharaja of Dewas
Senior, whom he’d met on his last visit, offered him a
post as private secretary, and Forster accepted. For
six months he worked in this almost comically
unlikely position, in the hope that he might complete
his novel, but when he looked at his opening chapters
he “felt only distaste and despair.” When he returned
to England in early 1922, however, release arrived at
last, and he started working again. He finished the
book on January 21, 1924.
A great many factors may have helped in this
belated triumph. In Alexandria, he had finally lost his
virginity, at the age of thirty-seven, probably with a
soldier on the beach. He had also experienced fulfillment of a sort with an Egyptian tram conductor. This
new freedom, if that’s what it was, had allowed him to
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pursue some sexual adventures in Dewas too, though
of a more squalid colonial sort. Whatever the limitations of his carnal life—and he would never achieve
the inward liberation that certain other gay men did,
even in that time—these activities certainly marked
a big advance for Forster. He no longer experienced
desire as a rigid, frozen longing; it was something that
came and went and that he could sometimes act on.
His relationship with Masood had eased into a
comfortable friendship too. Although he still deeply
loved his friend, he no longer hoped for something
bigger and more permanent. Masood had married
and had two sons by the time Forster made his second
Indian visit. Making his peace with this situation
would have brought Forster a new sense of acceptance, an emotional release.
By then, perhaps, he understood better what
had assailed Miss Quested in the cave. Whatever the
reasons, he managed to overcome the obstacles in his
way. Often—at least in books—a seemingly intractable problem can be solved by a tiny change, and so
it might have been in this case. After wrangling with

himself for nine years, trying to find an explanation
for what he’d dreamt up, Forster realized that the lack
of a solution was in fact the solution; and this brilliant
paradox went to the heart of how he felt about India.
A Passage to India was published in 1924, and Forster dedicated it to Masood. The book had belonged
to his friend from the outset in obvious ways: Masood
led Forster to the idea of an Indian novel, and then to
India itself.
What is less obvious is how much of the book
may have been inspired and shaped—invisibly,
unspoken—by the relationship between the two
men. Forster wanted and hoped for a great deal from
Masood, but it wasn’t to be. And perhaps we should
be thankful for that. If he had found what he wanted
with his friend, would he ever have written his book?
The novel, in a certain sense, is what was left over;
what he had to make do with. That disappointment
must have been painful and difficult for him, though
he suffered mostly in silence. We can sympathize
with his suffering, while being grateful for what it
gave rise to.

The Review

Laurie D Graham
John McIntyre
Rebecca Silver Slayter
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A Crowbar in the Buddhist Garden by Stephen Reid
Reviewed by Laurie D Graham
Work for a literary journal long enough and eventually you’ll read submissions from people in prison.
It’s inevitable. There is no paucity of incarcerated
writers, and entire issues of magazines have been
devoted to writing about or within the penal system.
In my experience, the cover letter often ends up
being the better piece of writing. There’s immediate
frankness, that forging for connection, and a desire
to tell one’s backstory honestly and justly. And no
one else is so keenly aware when he or she breaks a
magazine’s submission guidelines than a person in
prison. Apologies for handwritten submissions or the
inability to provide an email address are profuse and
shame-laced. The tone often grows heavy, resigned,
sometimes desperate.
Stephen Reid has issued a challenge to all you
writers in prison: “There has been scarce good writing, let alone any great writing leaping over the walls.
. . . We fill our jails with junkies but have yet to produce one Genet.” In his short essay called “Crime and
Punishment (2000),” which appears in his 2012 book
A Crowbar in the Buddhist Garden, Reid theorizes on
this lack of quality prison literature:
Our society doesn’t lock up intellectuals and
our culture doesn’t encourage those locked
up as criminals to learn to engage with their
experience on any intellectual level. . . .
There is a turning away from the darkness
and the turmoil, the wickedness and the sick
livers. These things belong to someone else,

something foreign, not us. No one wants
these problems in their living room or in
their literature.
Does this not extend to the epidemic wish for
“likeable” characters that we hear about with regularity? Not only as citizens, but now apparently as
readers, we want to keep wickedness away from us,
keep it out of our heads, don’t write about it, and
try not to read about it. Or, as Claire Messud put
it so resoundingly to Publishers Weekly: “If you’re
reading to find friends, you’re in deep trouble. We
read to find life, in all its possibilities. The relevant
question isn’t ‘is this a potential friend for me?’ but ‘is
this character alive?’” See, too, the dear departed and
ruthless Mavis Gallant in her essay “What Is Style?”:
“The only question worth asking about a story—or a
poem, or a piece of sculpture, or a new concert hall—
is, ‘is it dead or alive?’ If a work of the imagination
needs to be coaxed into life, it is better scrapped and
forgotten.” We seem to forget that to be addicted or
infirm, indigent or criminal is also to be alive. And so,
according to Reid:
Rebuked by the public, prison authors have
learned to write with shame, but not about
it. Many choose to invert shame; most drown
in it. The dignity so essential to authentic literature is not easily recovered in the aftermath
of a crime and its punishment. The moral
authority to express suffering is forfeited and
everyone, reader and writer, in this age of
absolutes feels uncomfortable stepping into
the territory, the eventuality of reclamation.
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Let me posit that A Crowbar in the Buddhist Garden
is one of the few books of great prison literature to
come out of the modern North American correctional system. Many of you will know Stephen Reid
as a former member of the Stopwatch Gang and Susan
Musgrave’s spouse. You might remember hearing
about his brief return to bank robbery, which took
place in Victoria, B.C., in 1999, and had him chasing
a revivified drug habit through Beacon Hill Park and
the impossibly quaint James Bay neighbourhood. It
was by all accounts a disaster. “I had spent four and a
half minutes in the bank,” he says, “long enough to
apply for a loan.”
This book is reconciliation. It sifts the pain that
brought Reid to the present moment of the book,
and it scarcely seems to flinch. Not that Reid doesn’t
admit to being a blasted shell at numerous points.
In “Junkie,” the toughest essay in the book, he says,
“Having fallen through the crust of the earth so
many times, it seems only on this small and familiar
pad of concrete, where I can make seven steps in one
direction, then take seven back, do my feet touch
down with any certainty.” There are moments when
you marvel at the fact that Reid survived his life, let
alone remains able to crack jokes or reflect about it.
A nightmare of childhood abuse, morphine addiction at age eleven, his time as a Vancouver junkie
while ostensibly still a child, his cycles of crime and
addiction, his separation from his daughter while
imprisoned, his time in the Intensive Therapy Violent Offender Program, which may be what brought
this book into being: the stories in these essays are
not new, as Reid admits (though for good measure
he does include treatises about voting in prison,

pubic hair, and quitting smoking), but they are
honest and possess a particularity of language that
makes them both original and reliable. Or, as he calls
all the writing that takes place in prison, scrawled
into walls or bars of soap or onto scraps of hard-won
paper: “This is writing from an experience, not
about it.”
It’s all history now, in a way, this book. Reid
was granted parole in February, and according to
an interview he did with CBC Radio’s As It Happens, he’s confident that he will never again choose
to stuff his life into a cell. He was not your typical
inmate: he relished solitary for the hours of uninterrupted reading it promised, he wrote love poems for
inmates to send to their sweethearts, he was stopped
cold at the sight of a bobby pin in a puddle and as
a result out spun an essay about the women in his
life. A Crowbar in the Buddhist Garden reminds us that,
in spite of what some of us might want to believe,
“Every cell has a story; every prisoner has a letter
begging to be written.”

Elizabeth Harrower’s Third Act
John Mcintyre
Writing, romantic notions hold, is a way of life, an
identity, a state of being. It’s also a job, and we’ve
witnessed the retirements of three major writers in
recent years. In late 2012, when Philip Roth told the
French magazine les inRocks “I’m done,” he touched
off debate about whether writers can, in fact, retire.
The conclusion, as per The New Yorker’s Ian Crouch:
sort of. Jim Crace’s retirement announcement greeted
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readers ahead of his final book, Harvest, which was a
finalist for the 2013 Man Booker Prize. Alice Munro
tried to quit in 2006. It was one of the very few failures in her literary life. Four months after her most
recent retirement announcement in June 2013, she
was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature.
Scores of one-novel writers sit at the far end of
this spectrum. We lament Harper Lee’s silence and
the fact Ralph Ellison never finished Juneteenth, but
they are outliers. The disappearance of a mediocre
novelist is a non-event. It’s harder to gauge the scale
of loss attached to a writer who stops producing
fiction in what would seem to be mid-career. E. M.
Forster is perhaps the most well-known example, but
he already had A Passage to India to his credit when he
stopped publishing fiction at the age of forty.
Elizabeth Harrower is a more mysterious and
ultimately more gratifying case. Between 1957
and 1966, she published four novels. Notable for
the unsentimental tone she employed to portray
bright female characters beset by limited options,
she belonged squarely amid Australia’s finest writers
of the era, figures like Christina Stead and Kylie
Tennant, who enjoyed long, acclaimed careers.
Harrower’s first three books, Down in the City, The
Catherine Wheel, and The Long Prospect, were well
regarded, but The Watch Tower set a new standard. At
thirty-seven, she was poised to build a body of work
that would help define her country’s literature in the
latter half of the twentieth century. Patrick White,
who would win the Nobel Prize in 1973, encouraged
her to follow the path she’d embarked on. Instead,
years passed, then piled up. The prospect of a new
novel grew remote. Reader interest flagged. The four

novels went out of print. Harrower slipped into de
facto retirement from the literary world. It might
justifiably have been a long pause, a chance to draw
a deep breath after four books in less than a decade
and marshal resources for a next, major effort. But
with time, her name faded into irrelevance. Despite
White’s continued encouragement, Harrower opted
for a different sort of life.

Imagine if Roth had stopped writing after Portnoy’s
Complaint or Munro after Who Do You Think You Are?
We would still know their names, but their reputations would be nowhere near so great. If Crace hadn’t
written beyond Signals of Distress, he would likely be a
marginal figure today. This is not to cast Harrower as
a writer of their calibre, not if entire bodies of work
are considered. But through four books she showed
tremendous promise.
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It’s reasonable to wonder whether Harrower’s
career was a casualty of the gender politics of her
time, directly or otherwise. She has declined to
identify as a feminist, concluding, “It doesn’t suit
me, this feeling of grievance.” This is a surprise in
light of her work, which contains ample cause for
grievance among its female characters. There’s a
temptation to suspect slyness here, to suspect that
she’s advancing a grievance indirectly. If so, the
choice is stunningly effective. The Watch Tower finds
two sisters in a world so proscribed it’s cruel. In the
aftermath of their father’s death and their mother’s
decision to move abroad, Laura and her younger
sister, Clare, are left to make their own way. They
end up beholden to Felix, the man Laura marries in
spite of her lack of real attraction to him and the sizable age difference between them. He takes in Clare
as well and provides her with the resources to attend a
secretarial course rather than finish high school. Clare
then goes to work for Felix, along with Laura, and
the two of them live at the mercy of his whims and
moods. It’s a crushing arrangement. Felix’s motives
remain opaque, his sulks and rages unpredictable. He
builds up businesses and sells them at a loss, without
consulting his wife.
The sisterly bond gives way to the bond between
husband and wife, but the shift feels more like the
result of Stockholm syndrome than a new, shared
mission. A casual mention of Felix’s likeness to his
newly acquired china figurine of Bluebeard prompts
a moment of ghoulishness:
“He knew how to treat his women! He knew
the stuff to give ’em! Is he like me? Huh?” He

grimaced more horribly than ever into Clare’s
face, popping his eyes at her, and she backed
away, giggling kindly. She did not really think
him funny at all, but she was very obliged that
he tried to be.
“What?” The source of Laura’s indignation changed.“He was the one who had rooms
full of murdered wives!”
Felix gave a dreadful roar and rolled his
eyes wildly. “Aha! You want to watch out!” He
laughed into the smiling, wary faces with glee.
Felix nurtures uncertainty in the sisters, making
no exception for his wife: “He was rather miserly
about any new facts he happened to acquire. He
hoarded them in secret as though they were personal
wealth, only popping one out occasionally to give
Laura a feeling that this poor sample was the very least
of all he hid.” Gradually Clare concludes she has “no
choice but to resign herself to the unchangeableness
of her existence.” Harrower builds hope and longing
for change in the reader as well, only to undermine
or delay those moments in the women’s lives and
heighten the tension still further. It’s the work of
a very sure hand. The reader longs to see what the
writer did next.
In his survey of Australian novelists, The Burning
Library: Our Great Novelists Lost and Found, critic Geordie Williamson speculates that “the very success of
[The Watch Tower] meant that no further attempts
were required.” Williamson’s explanation is credible
in the sense that it notes Harrower’s mastery in the
novel, but it doesn’t account for the turmoil implicit in
her own remarks and actions. She has spoken obliquely
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of her choice to stop writing, remarking that “other
people have an interest in your not writing.” She has
also taken a portion of blame for herself, saying, “I was
self-destructive,” and noting some unidentified irritation she let get in the way of her work. Whatever her
reasons, those early works show the emergence of a
mature novelist and leave many tantalizing questions
in the what-might-have-been range.
“Retiring from writing is not to retire from life,”
Jim Crace has said. Elizabeth Harrower would no
doubt agree. She has noted that many of the friends
she’s made in the past twenty or thirty years have no
idea she ever published a word. Of her books, Harrower has said, “It does seem like another person”
wrote them. The reissue of those books by Text
Publishing has brought a new wave of attention
from readers in her native Australia and abroad.
With the rare exception, reissued classics seldom
yield big responses. The groundswell of belated
recognition for John Williams’s novel Stoner in the
United Kingdom last year was as notable as it was
improbable. The early results in Harrower’s case are
promising, however. Michael Dirda wrote a glowing review of The Watch Tower in the Washington
Post. A piece in the Guardian suggested an affinity
between Harrower’s novel and the band Portishead’s album Dummy. And 2014 will see Harrower’s
first new novel in more than forty years. In Certain
Circles was set for publication in 1971, but Harrower
withdrew it late in the process. She consigned it to a
drawer until publisher Michael Heyward convinced
her it belonged in print. It should bring still more
attention to Harrower’s past life and perhaps add a
triumphant final chapter to her literary legacy.

We the Animals by Justin Torres
Reviewed by Rebecca Silver Slayter
We the Animals begins with the heat and tumble of
three young brothers, the fever of childhood rendered in the first-person plural: “We wanted more.
We knocked the butt ends of our forks against the
table, tapped our spoons against our empty bowls;
we were hungry. We wanted more volume, more
riots. . . . We were six snatching hands, six stomping
feet; we were brothers, boys, three little kings locked
in a feud for more.” The thirsting energy of these
first lines, these first pages, runs in rivers through this
slender novel, beneath which myriad currents pull
and surge.
Though the novel begins in “we” and expands to
tell the story of an entire family, it ultimately narrows to the “I” of the unnamed narrator. The youngest and most sensitive of the three sons, he is slowly
pushed forward, from plurality into individuality,
identity, and then pushed out, expelled into the
world for his difference, for the possibility and the
threat it marks him with.
The family’s story is told episodically, in
glimpses. Set loose among the backyards and streets
of their upstate New York town, the narrator and
his brothers, Manny and Joel, hurtle toward adulthood. Their coming of age seems to skate along the
blade-edge of mortality, from the narrator’s father
suspending him over Niagara Falls (“he said, ‘Do
you know what would happen if I let you go?’ And
I said, ‘What?’ And he said, ‘You’d die.’”) to his mother
nearly drowning him in a lake as she panics and fights
to stay afloat herself. In growing up, the narrator
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confronts the twin extremities of human life: birth and
death, survival and peril. Once, finding her children
beating tomatoes and tubes of lotion with a mallet, the
contents congealing all over their faces and hair, the
mother comments, “That’s what you looked like when
you slid out of me . . . Just like that.” To their delight,
she asks them, “Do it to me. . . . Make me born,” and on
the kitchen floor, the three boys deliver their mother.

The brothers’ Brooklyn-born, spirited, moody
parents are misfits in their new town and always at
the outer limits of financial survival. The mother, a
white woman who works night shifts at a brewery,
and the father, a Puerto Rican security guard, fight
and love each other desperately, in quick succession.
Their sons watch each parent leave the other and
return; once, the mother takes the boys with her,

imploring them, “We don’t ever have to go home
again. We can leave him. We can do that. But I need
you to tell me what to do.” (In resignation, they go
back that night.) The sons witness the parents’ lovemaking, their fights, the father’s rape of the mother,
his striking her, their ecstasy and tenderness and
endless return to each other. Behind the repeating
patterns of forgiveness and disappointment, a tide
of despair swells: “Easier to sink than swim,” the
father says.
What is it to be an animal? Figures of savagery
are everywhere in these pages: The heartlessness of
childhood is animal. The vicious clawing toward
adulthood, toward mortality is animal: “promise me
you’ll stay six forever,” the mother begs her youngest
son on his seventh birthday. She warns him that when
his brothers turned seven they turned wild and had to
be set free—“They changed . . . wriggled away when
I tried to cuddle them, wouldn’t sit still on my lap.
I had to let them go . . .”
The love of a woman for a man, of a parent for a
child, its wildness and violence and imprudence, is
animal. To be born a racial “mongrel,” between two
identities, is to be animal. To be sexual is animal. To
be outcast is animal. To be among brothers, among
family, vanishing inside that plurality, is to be animal,
part of a senseless, furious love that scarcely understands itself—but to extract oneself from that love is
an animal act.
In the final chapters, the elder brothers begin to
perceive that a different fate awaits the narrator. That
difference is his intelligence, his potential jailbreak
from their world, but it is also his homosexuality,
dawning slowly into both his awareness and his
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family’s. In the book’s final pages, following his first
sexual encounter, the narrator is confronted by his
parents and brothers, who have read his journal and
are horrified by the depictions of his sexual fantasies.
He responds with savage rage (“I said and did animal,
unforgivable things”), and in their own way, his
family responds equally savagely, delivering him to
the psych ward of a hospital (“What else, but to take
me to the zoo?”) to eventually be institutionalized.
But before they leave for the hospital, the father,
whose own rage has abated in the face of his son’s,
tenderly bathes him while his mother watches and his
brothers wait, and the gesture of love, amid all the
wrongness and abuse that surrounds it, can’t be erased.
All the fighting, all the violence, all this scratching at
the walls, proves to be not parallel with the desperation of love but indivisibly bound to it. The attempt

to escape or survive is a series of false exits, love opening into savagery and savagery into love, each failing
to devour the other: the father digging a purposeless
trench in the backyard, trying to tunnel out of his
own life; Manny making kites of garbage bags and
twine, later saying, “I used to believe that we could
escape . . . that God would grab hold of those kites
and lift us up”; the mother submerging her son in the
lake to save herself from drowning.
It’s this struggle, Torres suggests, this lunatic
coupling of love and savagery, that is the danger in
family and in growing up. It renders both escape
and surrender impossible, love refusing to release,
savagery complicating each embrace. Torres’s debut
is in several ways a young book, but in the slightest of
cages, it contains a brute and tender truth about family
and love, about life among these wild things.

Okigbo’s Generation:
A Conversation with
Obi Nwakanma
MADELEINE THIEN
Dr. Obi Nwakanma is a poet, journalist, literary critic, and scholar. Currently an assistant professor in the
department of English at the University of Central Florida, he has published three collections of poems, including Birthcry, which was longlisted for the 2013 Nigeria Prize for Literature. In 2010, he published a landmark
biography of poet Christopher Okigbo, who died in 1967, at the age of thirty-six, fighting the Biafran War.
In interviews, Dr. Nwakanma has said that he wrote this biography as a “quest after an extraordinary life.”
It was not an obsession but a “project of recovery.” He said, “I like to think that the life of the poet mirrors the
great drama of a generation.”
The biography, Christopher Okigbo, 1930–67: Thirsting for Sunlight, is a thrilling work that reaches
deeply into the life of a very complex man. Christopher Okigbo is considered one of the great African poets of the
twentieth century, a label that Okigbo might well have shuddered at. “The time has come to question some of our
old prejudices, to ask ourselves . . . whether there is such a thing as African literature?” he famously said in 1963,
to the consternation of many.
In September 2012, at the Berlin International Literature Festival, I spoke with Dr. Nwakanma about
two generations of Nigerian writers and thinkers who have played a large role in shaping the political discourse
in their country: Chinua Achebe, Christopher Okigbo, Amos Tutuola, Wole Soyinka, Ken Saro-Wiwa,
Ben Okri, and, more recently, Helon Habila, Chika Unigwe, and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. These
writers have reflected on the state of their nation through storytelling and essays, through forms that are not
afraid of ambiguity and double-consciousness. A great novel, Chinua Achebe has said, “alters the situation in
the world.”
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When I wrote to a Nigerian friend, James Eze, a fiction
writer and essayist, and told him that I would be speaking
with Dr. Nwakanma, he wrote back:
Maddie dear, Okigbo and Obi mean so much to us
here in Nigeria. Okigbo for one has held successive
generations of Nigerian poets captive with his slim
volume of poetry, Labyrinths. In engaging Obi on
Okigbo, you are engaging a huge chunk of Nigerian
and probably African poetry. I wish you well.
Thien: I’m going to preface by saying that I’m clearly
coming to this conversation as an outsider. I’ve been
to Nigeria, but only for a few weeks, and it was a
small window into the country. So I’m very glad to
have this opportunity to expand that window.
Nwakanma: And hopefully do something with it!
Thien: I wanted to start with your biography of
Okigbo, Thirsting for Sunlight, because it also tells
the story of a generation that was foundational to
Nigeria directly after independence. Okigbo died
forty-five years ago. Why write this biography now
and why Okigbo?
Nwakanma: His poetry was very spare, as everyone knows, yet he spoke in profound ways to my
generation, and for this reason I approached him with
interest as well as awe—I was profoundly awed by
Okigbo’s lean production. In fact, many of us who
went into poetry did so because of Okigbo. In my
reading of him, he is the symbol of a vast epochal
moment in African post-colonial history, the symbol
of a lost innocence.
There is no such thing as a good time to write a
book. The book comes out when the spirit compels

us. But I thought also that at a time when Nigeria is in
transition to democracy after years of military rule,
as we move toward the fashioning and refashioning
of this society, it was necessary to touch base with
issues that remain unresolved, to be true to the life of
that poet.
Thien: You describe the world that Christopher
grew up in, eastern Nigeria, as “the old, passing Igbo
world and the new powerful, modern European
world with all its complexities.” Can you talk about
the confluences and the spiritual conflicts that shaped
Okigbo, Achebe, Soyinka, Saro-Wiwa, and other
writers of their generation?
Nwakanma: Okigbo’s generation was born at
a point Nigerians call the crossroads of history, a
time when the British had almost fully penetrated
Nigeria. That thirty-year span, from 1900 to 1930,
was a moment when the British tried to settle Igbo
country. You know, I’m Igbo, and the Igbo are fairly
stubborn people, and they resisted British colonialism for a long time. And it was in this period that this
generation—Okigbo, Achebe, Chukwuemeka Ike—
were born. Okigbo writes about this in Limits, when
he talks about the “profanation of the mysteries,”
referring to the violation of the traditional mores of
his ancestry.
The clash of civilizations, the contact between
the ancient African world and European modernity, seemed also to be the very soul of the conflict
for that generation. If you read Achebe, if you read
Okigbo, if you read all of them in that period, they
were basically mourning the loss of an irrecoverable
past, because it did seem that whatever modernity
touched, whatever colonialism touched, it basically
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absorbed. They recognized that. They attempted to
be a kind of witness, and perhaps, in this witnessing, recover that world. And so Okigbo mentions
the spiritual loss both in his poetry and, in fact, in
his life. As he always said, he was supposed to be the
inheritor, the priest of the family shrine to Idoto, to
whom he dedicates his quest.
I think that in sum, that time represents Africa at a
vanishing moment, and also in its emerging moment,
in its absorption toward what we call modernity.
That period was an intersection that represents both
the tragedy as well as the possibility of Africa in the
twentieth century.
Thien: I wanted to give people a sense of Okigbo
in case they hadn’t read him. This is from his very
famous poem “The Passage”:

Before you, mother Idoto,
Naked I stand;
Before your watery presence,
A prodigal
Leaning on an oilbean,
Lost in your legend.
Under your power wait I
on barefoot,
watchman for the watchword
at Heavensgate;
out of the depths my cry:
give ear and hearken . . .
Nwakanma: It’s a lovely piece of poetry. That’s
Okigbo.
Thien: Achebe has said that “English was forced
down our throats.” With Okigbo, though, something
else is happening. Reading Thirsting for Sunlight, I felt
he tried to stake a new identity in the English language. He really loved the Western canonical works,
he studied classics, he famously had passages from
Virgil written all over the walls of his dormitory.
Do you think that he responded to these works
because they resonated with something that was
already in him? Or was he embracing a European
way of being modern?
Nwakanma: Bear in mind that I didn’t meet
Okigbo, so whatever I say about him will be hearsay,
you know. But I do think I have a fair idea of who
he was from talking with his friends, his relations,
his lovers, everybody. It does seem that Okigbo
embraced cosmopolitanism. Not deracination. He
believed that there was always an intersection of cultures, that every culture is a product of interactions.
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And he was a classicist, but what he did with the
classics was domesticate them. And in domesticating
the Western classic to the African environment, he
proved, or attempted to prove, that cultures borrow
and mesh with one another in order to create new
forms of expression.
Thien: He reimagined an Igbo mythology
through his poems. What was he looking for in the
past? It was more than nostalgia.
Nwakanma: The re-creation of this mythology
shows an awareness of his location in a world that
was passing. There was some nostalgia, but he carried
a practical sense of that world. That is, though you
need to preserve in some way its memory, you also
need to be aware of the current reality, of your place
in the world in transition. And Okigbo was very
cosmopolitan. He talked about that in his interview
with Robert Serumaga in London in 1965. He said,
Look, here I am, I’m wearing a European suit, and
tomorrow I’m going to eat pounded yam. I embrace
the world. Okigbo felt at ease in every world. He was
a jazzist, he was a clarinettist, he was a man who was
sensual. He would be great friends with hedonists.
He was a hedonist.
Thien: He was an epicurean as well. His appetites—
Nwakanma: His appetites were vast. And sinful.
Thien: And yet he was afraid too. He was afraid of
a life without sin because he thought it would be a life
without consciousness.
Nwakanma: It was a bloody wasted life. He said
that to his sister-in-law, Georgette, in 1967, in the
heat of fighting: Oh, well what do I care if I die now?
I’ve enjoyed myself. Here was a thirty-six-year-old
man talking about not being afraid of death because

he was resolved to the pleasure of living. So you
could tell he had no fear of experience. That was possibly the tenet of his life. He thought a life without
sin was a life without women.
Thien: He wasn’t alone in this approach to life.
He and his contemporaries desired freedom in
every aspect of their lives—it was the 1950s, they
were young. But this was also the generation—they
were called the “talented tenth,” you call them the
“enchanted circle”—that was being groomed, in
a sense, to be the new leaders of this country. His
peers went on to be diplomats, scholars, they were in
government and the army, they really—
Nwakanma: They were the leaders of that society.
I went to the same high school as Okigbo, Achebe,
Gabriel Okara, Saro-Wiwa. It was the colonial
attempt at putting Eton in some backwoods, you
know. And that’s how they were trained: to be the
leaders of a new society. Bear in mind that in 1945 the
post-war transition toward independence had begun,
and that’s when that generation was being admitted
into boarding school. They were being prepared to
staff the new post-colonial bureaucracy—the entire
frame of a new post-colonial society.
Okigbo, Achebe, Soyinka, J. P. Clark, that group
of writers was at the epicentre of something powerful
that was imagined in Africa in the 1950s. There was
incredible hope, a certain form of elation. The idea of
freedom. A freed continent, capable of its own restoration. That restoration is what drove them, the idea of
a renaissance, and they felt capable of anything.
Thien: I have a devil’s advocate question. These
writers were extraordinary, brilliant young men. They
were also living, in a sense, a mirror life of colonialism.
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They were at the top of the society. Okigbo loved cars,
he loved women, he satisfied a lot of his appetites most
of the time.
Nwakanma: He did.
Thien: They were very romantic. And this wasn’t
necessarily the best set of traits to build a new country that needed infrastructure, that needed a certain
amount of order. They had great dreams but . . .
Nwakanma: You are absolutely correct, and many
of that group were rejected by the bureaucracy.
Okigbo was thrown out of the civil service because he
could not stand it. He was a thoroughly undisciplined
man, he had no sense of rules, he was ungovernable
in both his intellect and his appetites. More importantly, he could not fit into a strict bureaucracy that
was moving in a particular direction. People like Soyinka also were critical about the movement of that
time. They were in a hurry.
It is true that they had all these privileges, but
they were also questioning the priorities of their
post-colonial society. You can see it in their literature,
their writing. You can tell that they were engaging
society from a very critical point of view. Meanwhile,
a lot of their peers were positioning themselves in
government, in diplomacy, in the professions. And
Okigbo and Soyinka were as well, in their attempt to
be necessary.
Something happened, however. In the tension of
that emergence came the brutal civil war that transformed Nigeria in a radical way. The centre went
kaput. The centre broke. And that’s the reason I talk
about Okigbo as symbolic of an epochal moment—
the loss of that innocence has come to frame postcolonial Nigeria.

Thien: I want to bring us up, then, to the coup—
the first coup in 1966.
Nwakanma: January 15.
Thien: A violent coup in which Okigbo was intimately involved. Prime Minister Balewa was murdered
along with two powerful premiers and the finance
minister. Can you talk about what Okigbo did and
didn’t do?
Nwakanma: Well, Okigbo had his friends in every
place. He was a child of privilege in that sense, a man of
privilege. And among his friends was a brilliant Nigerian, Emmanuel Ifeajuna, who had joined the army.
You see, in university, they were all part of a society
of young men driven to be part of the transformation
of Africa into post-colony. Ifeajuna thought he could
do it by getting into the army, and it was in those
years, in the 1960s, after independence, that he and
his peers, including Okigbo, began to question. They
would come to Okigbo’s house, Cambridge House
in Ibadan, which was the meeting place of all those
intellectuals in Ibadan in those days, and they would
talk about change. Ifeajuna was a brigade-major of
the garrison in Lagos, and he was the leader of that
coup. They were all there, all those intellectuals. They
talked about their society. Their model for Nigerian
nationhood was European, and they wanted to have
this transformation.
Thien: It was considered legitimate—
Nwakanma: Yes, it was.
Thien: —to bring down the government.
Nwakanma: They thought the government was
in a colonial position and that the new leaders were
not satisfying the dreams of independence. Secondly,
they were not very satisfied with the direction the
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country was headed in. For good or ill, that core of
intellectuals carried out the first coup.
Ifeajuna’s unpublished memoir, which he wrote
in Ghana, did address the cost of the coup and why
it failed. It failed because it was badly planned. These
were young men, they were people in their early
thirties, late twenties, and thought they could change
the world, as we all do when we are twenty. And the
coup failed because the structures were . . . it was
meant to fail. The murders of the prime minister and
the minister of finance were not supposed to happen.
But when you go into this kind of violent business,
things take on a life of their own.
But Okigbo was central to the evening. He was
the one who smuggled Ifeajuna out to Ghana. He was
very aware of what was happening, though I’m not
sure he took part in anything other than the intellectual concept of the coup.
Thien: Six months later, there was a countercoup, followed by horrific violence. The first major
ethnic cleansing in Nigeria occurred because people
believed the initial coup was supported or organized
by the Igbo.
Nwakanma: It was said to be organized by the
Igbo. But nobody consulted the Igbo on this business. These kids would not identify themselves
other than as Nigerians. The Igbo officers were at
the core because they were highly trained, they were
very educated young men. They had risen to that
mid-level of their professions. But the pattern of
relationships and, years later, the confessions of those
who were part of that coup, suggest that it wasn’t an
Igbo coup. But in the popular imagination it’s known
that way, and that led to the ethnic cleansing of Igbo

around Nigeria and in the north. They targeted Igbo
across Nigeria.
Thien: So the Igbo all started to come home, to
the east.
Nwakanma: They came back home to the east, to
their so-called original homelands in the nation.
Thien: They were mostly Christian.
Nwakanma: Mostly Christian. And that ruptured
the balance of the new federation. In some ways the
Igbo had been at the centre of information because
they were the group that moved across Nigeria and
resettled. Up until 1966, they had helped to create an
open Nigerian society, and they were the backbone
of nation building. So they moved back, and that
motion led to the standstill and to the civil war.
Thien: In 1967, the eastern provinces seceded
from Nigeria, and a new nation, Biafra, was declared.
Okigbo had to leave Ibadan because of the violence
and go home to the east. When the civil war began,
he joined the army. Or, actually, he didn’t join the
army—
Nwakanma: He didn’t officially join the army. He
took a rank just below the commanding officer, he
wouldn’t go lower. But he was not part of the army.
Thien: He joined the fighting and declared
himself—
Nwakanma: A major. Yes. He didn’t like the rank
pulling, so he took a rank. He was that kind of person.
Thien: Can you tell us what followed?
Nwakanma: From July, he joined the fighting. He
had been working with Achebe. They had started a
publishing company, Citadel Press, in Enugu, and he
ran off to the front without telling Achebe because
he knew he would stop him or question him at least,
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and he didn’t want to have any arguments with him.
So he ran off with a number of his friends and joined
a guerrilla group. He had no military training, and
his brother, the late Pius Okigbo, who was also very
central to the government, told me later that the
last time he saw Christopher he was “war drunk.”
And it wasn’t long after that he died, one evening in
September near his birthday. Three months after the
war began.
Thien: His body was never recovered.
Nwakanma: No. Although . . . I did try to find
out. He had friends at the top of the civil service on
the other side, and I had a hint that it may have been
recovered and that he was buried somewhere . . . but
he was not recovered. His friends joke that he probably would not have liked to have anyone recover his
body because he liked that kind of mystery.
Thien: The Biafran War lasted almost three years,
and more than one million people died in the fighting
and because of the famine. Soyinka has said, “The
factors that led to Biafra were not ephemeral and have
not been exorcised.” You were born in 1966 and came
of age in post–civil war Nigeria. The sense of optimism that Okigbo’s generation had was completely
taken away.
Nwakanma: It was taken away . . . it was lost.
Because what replaced optimism was wanton consumption. And wanton consumption drove people
to a different kind of high. At the end of the civil war,
Nigeria was cursed with a lot of money from oil. You
know, when you have fought a war and you suddenly
find yourself in a bank full of riches, you behave as if
there is a war: drunken. Nigeria had so much money
it didn’t know what to do with it.

There was a sense that Nigeria was some kind of
war booty, and this feeling led to all kinds of contradictions. My generation came into consciousness at
the end of that war. I saw a Nigeria in some kind of
elation brought about by new wealth. And between
1970 and at least 1980–83, there was that illusion.
Nigerians would go to London and close down the
shopping malls. The party ended very quickly due
to mismanagement and all that. There was also,
then, the oil glut of 1980. So we came to our senses.
Well, I’m not sure we have. But it was quick. Nigeria
quickly lost all that money.
Thien: In the 1980s there were two major disturbances. That is, there was what was happening in the
north with Maitatsine, and there was disruption in
the Niger River Delta—
Nwakanma: That has always been at the core of
the Nigerian question: whenever there is a certain
kind of economic rupture, people remember religion. Maitatsine and his followers were reacting to
the question in 1979 of what to make of Nigeria as
a nation. There was a lobby in the National Constitutional Conference that wanted the inclusion of
sharia as an aspect of Nigerian law. But people argued
against it, and it was agreed that Nigeria is fundamentally a secular society. But that lobby persisted.
Maitatsine organized a radical Islamic movement—
Thien: This was in the 1980s.
Nwakanma: 1982. It was quickly contained. But
what happened in the Niger Delta, that was much
later, during the military rule. After the overthrow
of the Shagari government in 1983, a military coup
led by Major General Muhammadu Buhari, the soldiers came back, and soon it became a question of the
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mismanaging of the national oil resources and the
destruction of the environments from which this
oil was being taken. These issues came to the fore
especially from 1990, with an old friend of mine,
Ken Saro-Wiwa, championing environmental rights
for the places where oil was produced and bringing
attention to the damages that were happening in
those places. So the oil question flared up as part of
the national question around 1990.
Thien: You mentioned that after the Biafran War,
there was this wanton consumption and also a deep
cynicism entering into politics. I came across this
quote from Ibrahim Babangida, who was involved
in a number of coups, responsible for severe human
rights violations, and was in power until . . .
Nwakanma: From 1985 to 1993. I was in university, and we fought him.
Thien: Babangida says, “We couldn’t have done it
without collaborators in the civil society, collaborators in the media, collaborators among people who
have the means.”
Nwakanma: Mmm.
Thien: You were a young man at this time.
Nwakanma: I had not grown grey then, if that’s
what you mean.
Thien: No, no, not at all. Okigbo’s generation was
very much involved in the halls of power, but this is not
at all true for your generation. What was the difference?
Nwakanma: Well, Soyinka made a famous statement. He said his generation was wasted. He just meant
that they did not meet their potential, the potential of
the environment and the privileges that shaped them.
I say, okay, at least your generation was wasted.
My generation was aborted. And that’s the truth. I was

in university when Babangida took over power from
Buhari. It’s true that the military could not have succeeded in power, or could not have messed with the
structures of the Nigerian state, without the collaboration of the civilian elite. It’s simply not possible. It is
a strategic dismantling of civilian oversight when you
destroy the bureaucracy. Babangida called it “settlement.” What it meant was that he would bribe you
or he would kill you. It’s a terrible kind of cynicism
that allowed such people to really mess with my generation, with the dreams
of my generation. We also
got into university thinking we were going to take
Nigeria to . . . to the point
of sanity. I say this, and
I say it very, very, very
cautiously. I was born in a
restless moment. We have
not rested.
Thien: The situation
Christopher Okigbo
now—
Nwakanma: Yes, it was
an incremental degradation. I went to a school that I cannot send my child
to right now. When I was in government college, we
had very good facilities. Go back there today and a
school that was once at the top is now a dead zone.
That is the mark of Nigeria. I always tell people, If
you really want to see where Nigeria has gone, go
back to your old school.
Thien: I came across this interview with Niyi
Osundare, the poet. He also talks about this current
situation. He says, “You cannot give what you do
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not have. Our educational system today is collapsing because the mediocrity that used to exist at the
lower level has circulated upwards. . . . It has seeped
upwards and that is what they say, ‘If you sow the
wind, you will reap the whirlwind.’”
Nwakanma: Niyi is a poet. He says it like a poet.
We reaped more than a whirlwind. We reaped a hurricane. Nigeria is an intriguing story that I’m not sure
we’ve captured. One of the things that has proved
very difficult for me in my writing is that I find the
story always slippery because you can’t capture the
scale of tragedy that has shaped the Nigerian nation
since the end of the civil war; the cynicism that has
given rise to its social crisis; the unresolved issues of
that war; the massive divisions that have shaped the
Nigerian enterprise today.
Thien: I had no idea that one in every four Africans is Nigerian. That there are 250 ethno-linguistic
groups. And I wonder if people fear that this multiplicity, this extraordinary richness, is becoming a
weakness. A weakness in the governmental structure,
trying to find ways to give everyone a voice or to
maintain power for your own.
Nwakanma: Well, the algorithm of the nation is
shaped by factors other than diversity. Diversity
could be a profound plus. In fact, it is. The character of Nigeria, the vast scale of Nigeria, the wealth
of Nigeria, is encoded in its diversity. It’s massive.
We always make this joke that haunts us: Everywhere in the world, people say to God, how could
you give so much wealth to one people, to one
place? He answers, Wait until you see who I put
there. This is again part of the Nigerian cynicism.
Seriously, I don’t think Nigeria’s diversity is its

weakness. I think that the management of that
diversity is the problem. There is great amity
among Nigerians. But once it comes to the question
of resource sharing, things become problematic.
Now, I think that the problem of Nigeria also may
just be, as I’ve pointed out on occasions, that we
may be expecting too much from a nation that is, in
simple historical time, a sapling. Nigeria is a child at
fifty years since independence. When the British
brought together this diversity, I don’t think that
anybody had any illusions that it was going to be
easy work to meld it. It was going to take time, and
we had to survive. But hopefully, and this is the
hope of people like me, Nigeria might come out a
more tolerant man or woman. I think that there is
always a temptation to dismiss the possibility of
Nigeria. Optimism helps me wake up in the morning. I tend to be optimistic and think, Yes, we are
going to go through this process of nation building.
And crisis will sometimes be part of that process. It
depends on Nigerians to manage that crisis and help
shape the nation toward its own fruition. That’s
what I always say, but who knows.
Thien: How do you imagine Okigbo’s poetry
would have changed in response to this altered Nigeria?
Nwakanma: Poetry responds to the temperature
of its world. Contemporary Nigerian poets are no
different in responding to the sensibility that shapes
their art—in terms of its use either for provocation or
for celebration. Okigbo’s poetry was no praise-song.
If anything, I situate Okigbo in the tradition of the
elegies—the lament for a disappearing world and the
lament for the dark world inherited after the colonial
raping of the land. This is from “Limits”:
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For the far removed there is wailing.
For the far removed
For the Distant . . .
The wailing is for the fields of crops:
The drum’s lament is:
They grow not . . .
The wailing is for the fields of men:
For the barren wedded ones;
For perishing children . . .
The wailing is for the Great River:
Her pot-bellied watchers
Despoil her . . .
Okigbo’s poetry felt the true pulse of the land, and
that is why it is haunting, and that is why he’s often
described as a “prophetic voice.” That voice came out of
the acute awareness of one who lived the full spectrum
of his world. I do think, from the evidence of his last
sequence, “Path of Thunder,” that Okigbo’s art would
only have gained with greater mastery to respond to
the transformations in his society. But perhaps his work
was done, because it was that altering of the land that
compelled him to fight. Poetry was no longer enough.
Thien: I keep thinking about how complex, and
sometimes contradictory, Okigbo’s thinking was. He
said that “poetry was a way to bring out an inner disturbance.” Leslie Harriman described Okigbo as
taking part in “sheer and necessary theatre.” Do you
think it relates in some way to his question of whether
there is such a thing as African literature? How would
you answer Okigbo’s question?

Nwakanma: It is dangerous to second-guess
Okigbo. However, what I do suspect is that, aside
from the drama of it all, Okigbo genuinely felt that
poetry was a border-crossing art capable of subverting
all ossified norms and cultural zones and interests.
What indeed is African poetry? It is an abiding question. Poetry is the art of being human through language, and in Okigbo’s very cosmopolitan sensibility,
there is no point in limiting its possibilities with
redundant categories. For me, of course, African literature exists insofar as there is such a thing called the
African experience of the world and its sensibility.
But, in fact, what does that mean? How does a potter
making pottery in my ancestral village in southeastern Nigeria differ from a potter making pottery
in Ramallah or in some studio in Vermont? Perhaps
the process is no different, but only in the particular
nuances and idioms captured in the finished art can
we see the uniqueness of our human condition.
Thien: Where is poetry in Nigeria today?
Nwakanma: Poetry was the language of my generation of Nigerians, who were born in the immediate years after independence in the 1960s. I have tried
to explain it in some ways as the art form we could
most identify with largely because of the sense of
martyrdom embodied by Okigbo—the idea of the
poet as a revolutionary figure in a moment of conflict.
You see, we were born to conflict, and we wanted a
quick and refined way to speak to our world, and so
we found poetry. It is funny, many of us were the
“young poets” of the 1980s and 1990s, and now we are
mostly middle-aged men and women, looking back
with some anger and amusement, and frankly a bit of
confusion. Some are in exile and some are silent.
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But anybody who glances through Nigeria’s
cultural history in that extremely remarkable and
dramatic moment will see in the corpus of Nigerian
poetry—not in its fiction or drama—the force of its
truths. This cultural landscape has of course slowly
begun to shift since the emergence of a younger
strand of that generation—Chimamanda Adichie and

Helon Habila and so on in fiction—but I was shocked
to find people in a pub in Lagos reading photocopies of poems from my book The Horsemen. Poetry,
I think, is Nigeria’s national art. Why? Because we are
a nation seduced by language. It is a very oral culture.
The streets bristle with poetry and chaos.

Sandor Speck’s first art gallery in Paris was on
the Right Bank, near the Church of St. Elizabeth,
on a street too narrow for cars. When his block
was wiped off the map to make room for a fivestorey garage, Speck crossed the Seine to the
shadow of Saint-Julien-le-Pauvre, where he set
up shop in a picturesque slum protected by law
from demolition.When this gallery was blown up
by Basque separatists, who had mistaken it for a
travel agency exploiting the beauty of their coast,
he collected his insurance money and moved to the
Faubourg Saint Germain.
—“Speck’s Idea”
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Menton Garavan, about 1956

God Willing
DAVID L. ULIN

I have a friend who uses the phrase God willing as if he means it, as if it were a figure of acceptance
rather than a figure of speech. It took a while for me to understand this. The first time I noticed
the usage—in an email: Let’s get together next time you are in New York, God willing—I didn’t take it
literally. Is there a place for God, after all, in a present tense of texts and pixels, where even the dead
have Facebook pages and nothing ever disappears? For my friend, with his Old Testament frame
of reference and his faith in what for want of a better word let’s call fate, apparently there is. The
same, of course, is true for all of us, whatever we choose, or are compelled, to believe. We exist at
the mercy of . . . the universe? good fortune? serendipity? . . . and all our plans, our intentions, are a
set of wishes that we throw up to distract ourselves from the faceless indifference of the void. God
willing, indeed. God willing that I will survive this moment, that my children will remain safe and
healthy, that I will see my wife again, my friends, my family, that we will somehow, and for just an
instant, find a way to persevere.
God willing: I find no shortage of origin stories for this phrase. “If God wants it to happen.
(An expression indicating that there is a high certainty that something will happen, so high that
only God could prevent it),” suggests a post at thefreedictionary.com, although this seems to miss
the point. I’ve never associated the phrase with certainty but rather with its opposite, with not
taking anything for granted, like spitting to ward off bad luck. I find a closer approximation at
stackexchange.com, a site “for linguists, etymologists, and serious English language enthusiasts”:
“It’s the direct English translation of the Arabic phrase Inshallah.” It is also the English translation
of the Hebrew Im yertzeh Hashem (Yiddish, mertshem), “to be said before every undertaking”—or
so instructs dailyhalacha.com—“reminding oneself of one’s dependence on God for success in
any undertaking, even the small and seemingly simple actions we perform.” In his essay “Ojalá,”
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Richard Rodriguez remembers how his mother
“appended” the Spanish expression ojalá “to every
private leave-taking,” as if it were a kind of spoken
talisman. “If I’d had the best friend I dreamed about,”
Rodriguez tells us, “someone who would follow me
about, who would want to know what everything
meant, I would have told him ojalá means something
like I pray it may be so—an explanation and a petition.”
He goes on:
Growing up, I thought the American expression God willing and the creek don’t rise to be
a variant of my mother’s ojalá, which it is.
I learned only this year, however, that the
expression refers to Creek Indians, rather
than to a swollen waterway. . . . In fact, the
name of Allah was enshrined in the second and
third syllables of my mother’s ojalá. I doubt
my mother knew that, though maybe she
did. I didn’t. The expression is a Spanish borrowing from the Arabic commonplace prayer
Insha’Allah—God willing.
I love the circularity of these explanations, the
way conjecture piles upon conjecture until we are left
with the very uncertainty God willing implies. I love
how the sentiment (and, in places, even the phrasing)
bleeds across the arbitrary borders we erect to bound
ourselves, blurring past and present, east and west. It
reminds me of the twenty-three “ultraconserved”
words discovered in May 2013 by researchers from
England’s University of Reading: words that appear
to have come down from an ancestral tongue fifteen
thousand years in the past. Part of what’s compelling

here is that it extends the lifespan of a language,
which was previously thought to top out at about
nine millennia. Even more intriguing, however, are
the words themselves—thou, I, not, that, we, give, who,
this, what, man/male, ye, old, mother, hear, hand, fire,
pull, black, flow, bark, ashes, spit, worm—words that
have to do with direct engagement, the vernacular
of a back-and-forth. This means that even fifteen
thousand years ago we were already using language
as a vehicle for negotiation, a device to bridge the differences between us, which suggests another way to
think about God willing: as a direct entreaty unto God.
Language is abstract, yes, an elaborate construction
of symbols, hieroglyphics, a rendering of reality into
metaphor. But language is also concrete, a mechanism
for asking or demanding or expressing, a structure by
which reality is created and we expose who we are.
When my friend says, God willing then, he is not just
mouthing a platitude; he is praying for the stability
of the world.
Is it too much to say the stability of the world relies
on language? I don’t think so, although it depends,
I suppose, on how you define the terms. For my
grandfather, who came to the United States at the
beginning of the twentieth century, language was, like
baseball and upward mobility, a way to make himself
American. I remember his turns of phrase, so exotic
to me as a boy in the 1960s: faster than you can say Jack
Robinson; two shakes of a lamb’s tail; keep your shirt on. No
coincidence that they have to do with time, with speed
or patience, since he was a man for whom the clock
functioned as both resource and lash. I remember him
in his rock garden, Saturdays or Sundays at the Fairfield
County farmhouse he bought in 1942, four years after
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the opening of the Merritt Parkway. He would drive
up from Brooklyn every Friday night and spend his
weekends digging, weeding, planting, rearranging,
the only constant his worn khakis, his brown shoes,
his ribbed white T-shirt, sweat etching the stringy
muscles of his forearms in syrupy rivulets. Sitting still
was not an option; there was always something to be
done. Eyes are rationed, two to a lifetime! he would bark
when he came upon me in the living room, reading.
He would switch on the lights, but the real message
was to get a move on. The oldest of five—four brothers
and a sister—he put not only himself but all of them
through school. My entire childhood he told me stories, as if words might smooth the chaos of existence,
ascribe an order to his life. His family had fled Russia
after the failed 1905 Bolshevik Revolution; he recalled
an uncle, who’d fought on the losing side, dismissing
the Russian tricolour as “a rag.” It’s telling, I think, that
I heard about that through the filter of his experience;
he lost a high school writing contest because of how
his uncle characterized the flag. This was around the
time of Woodrow Wilson’s third State of the Union
in 1915, with its virulent rhetoric against “citizens of
the United States . . . born under other flags but welcomed under our generous naturalization laws to the
full freedom and opportunity of America, who have
poured the poison of disloyalty into the very arteries
of our national life.” In his desperation to inhabit a new
(world) identity, what other option did my grandfather
have but to subordinate his history to the present?
Among other things, he gave up trying to write.
Two shakes of a lamb’s tail; keep your shirt on . . . these
were expressions of that present also, albeit without
clear origins: mongrels, much as he was. They are

associated with the vernacular of the late-nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries—the precise moment
of his remaking, in other words. “In two shakes of
a lamb’s tail!” declares a 1920 haberdasher’s ad in the
Pittsburgh Gazette Times. “Replenishing your wardrobe may take even less time than that—our stock
of Spring Suits and Overcoats is so ample.” The
implication is that the phrase was already identifiable enough not to need to be explained. Something
similar might be said of keep your shirt on, which refers
to the necessity, in troubled times and neighbourhoods—my grandfather was a product of both—of
removing one’s shirt before fighting. Not to say he
was a fighter—not a physical one, anyway, not a ruffian or a brawler—although he was tough enough
to recover from pneumonia in the last year of his life
with neither treatment nor medication and despite the
DNR my grandmother had signed. More to the point,
he created a persona (brash, contemporary, urban, a
product not of Russia but of Brooklyn) out of these
bits and snippets of linguistic DNA. In 1990, the year
after my grandfather died, William Safire suggested in
the New York Times that “a shirt, then, is a kind of flag:
that is why, in keeping calm, you keep your shirt on.”
But if that’s the case, the same is true of language. It is
a flag, a point of affinity. This is what my grandfather
taught me, that in the manner of our speaking, we
invent ourselves.
And yet, a flag, as my grandfather understood,
can be a complicated symbol—a reason to keep silent,
or a rag. That leads me to imagine everything he lost
or resolved away. In his final decade, scuttled by the
rising tide of Alzheimer’s, he drifted back to writing, three-quarters of a century after he had stopped.
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I have the notebook, fake leather embossed with gold
piping, pages unlined, filled with small-cut recollections, most no longer than a paragraph, inscribed in
a schoolboy’s looping cursive hand. His immigration
merits seven sparsely rendered sentences:
Mother had to make all the arrangements. A
passport, a Gubernator passport, had to be
obtained. Then an agent had to be procured
to make all the arrangements. It was arranged
for us to visit for ten days. We had to be at the
port of departure for the steamer, the Estonia.
The ship was small and the ocean rough. We
all survived.
The understatement is belied by its conclusion,
which suggests the passage was anything but assured.
Elsewhere, he invokes his own grandfather, a forbidding figure, bearded, brooding, whom I know from a
single photograph. “My grandpa had great hopes for
me,” he writes. “He would tell anyone interested that
I would recite Gemara when I grew up. Unfortunately he passed away while I was still very young.
He was the only Rabbi I had. Now there was no Rabbinical grandfather.” Gemara is the commentary in
the Talmud, read by rabbis known as Amoraim. They
are interpreters, analyzers, thinkers, readers, writers,
parsing the intricacies of language, the complexity of
words. I don’t (and have never) thought of my grandfather in such a context, he who used to warn about
my eyes. Still, how can I not see this as a corollary to
the saga of his uncle, another bit of lineage he left
behind? His grandfather wanted him to be a rabbi,
but he had secular designs.

In recent years, the last three or four, I’ve found
myself invoking fragments of his phrasing: Keep your
shirt on, I like to say. My daughter rolls her eyes, as
if my purpose were ironic, but it’s more a gesture of
memory. Along with my brother and my cousins—
even, or especially, the one who has made his own
move back to orthodoxy, who recites Gemara and
keeps the Sabbath holy—I am the product of my
grandfather’s secular dream. Although I recall, as a
small boy, going once with him to shul in Brooklyn,
although I can still see him chanting at the Seder
table, it’s all a lost language to me, prayers in a tongue
I’ve never understood. Even here, I’m relying on my
sacred texts, on Google, to tell me what I ought to
know. Twenty years ago, when I published excerpts
from my grandfather’s recollections in a small journal
I was editing, I was ignorant enough (worse: ignorant
of my ignorance) that I transcribed Gemara as Geniara, unable to make out either the spirit or the letter of
the word. Only in searching for the latter so I might
explain it properly have I realized my mistake. “This
mixture of vagueness and sheer incompetence is the
most marked characteristic of modern English prose,”
George Orwell observed in his 1946 essay “Politics
and the English Language,” and if his target was political speech and writing, a similar sensibility applies.
Precision, clarity, saying what we mean, meaning
what we say . . . especially, perhaps, when what we
seek to describe is beyond us, when what’s at stake is
nothing less than our standing in, and understanding
of, the world. “There was a cloud, a poison, that had
touched my mother’s life,” Alice Munro writes in her
story “The Progress of Love.” “And when I grieved
my mother, I became part of it.” That use of grieve,
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to indicate not merely loss but a state “worse, far
worse, than ordinary lies and tricks and meanness; it
was a really sickening shame”: this is what I’m talking
about, a word becoming what it signifies.
My friend, of course, recognizes that, just as he
recognizes that clarity is a passing fancy, a provisional
cure. Cure? Not even: a placebo, a panacea, a strategy
to reckon for a moment with the weight of our uncertainty. This is not about forgetting; what a phrase
such as God willing implies is the opposite of forgetting, an acceptance of everything we cannot know.
In that sense, it is the inverse of my grandfather’s linguistic reinvention, which was about telling himself
a story, creating a narrative in which the essential and
overlapping disconnections would, within the figure
of his person, resolve (by sheer will, if nothing else)
into a kind of resonance. His intention was to do away
with mystery, to blot out the grey areas of personality
or heritage with an onslaught of ready-made phrases
he could slip on like a new spring suit. That he failed
goes without saying; it is the same failure that awaits
us all. Two generations later, my friend, who comes
from a background not dissimilar to mine, brings a
different point of view to the interplay of language
and reality, less about looking inward than about
engaging outward, concerned not so much with
the self as with the self ’s passage through the world.
This is a natural move, a return to the landscape of
Gemara, in which existence presents itself as a puzzle
we must try (and never manage, fully) to decode.
That there are no markers, that it is conditional, is
key to the equation; language is, at best, a temporary
sustenance. “Then I would beat my head against my
mother’s stomach and breasts, against her tall, firm

front, demanding to be forgiven,” Munro tells us in
“The Progress of Love,” describing the limitations
of grieving—not the word but the sufferance. “My
mother would tell me to ask God.”
Here, we find ourselves brought full circle, asking
God, beseeching unto God. What other choice is there
but to acknowledge that it all may (will) change in an
instant, that identity, existence, is the most tenuous
state? The same, it could be said, is true of language,
which William Burroughs liked to characterize as “a
virus,” seeing it as one more system of control, one
more mechanism interposed upon the silence at the
heart of everything. That silence, however, will assert
itself soon enough; it is as inevitable as destiny. “We
shouted in joy and fear,” Frank Conroy writes in his
memoir Stop-Time, “sending our voices ahead to animate the bleakness, supremely conscious of ourselves
as pinpoints of life in a world of dead things, impurities that sand, coral, water, and dead mules were
only tolerating.” What he’s saying is that death, that
silence, is the static condition of existence, that life
is the anomaly. And yet, God willing, we are here, if
just for a moment, which means language is the only
tool we have. For my grandfather, caught up in the
practicality of his circumstance, that meant one thing;
for my friend (and, by extension, for myself ), it means
something else. For each of us, it is a form of taking
stock, of declaring a position, even if, like me, you
don’t know what—or if—you believe. God willing
that I might see you again, God willing that I do not
melt away. God willing that we may come to terms
with ourselves and with one another, with, as Munro
urges, “the stories, the griefs, the old puzzles that you
can’t resist or solve.”

Near
JAN ZWICKY

It arrives. The far dream
that terrified us—that put the steel
in our forearms, and we woke each morning
to its distant shuddering—
is far no more. Heavy-limbed, it sprawls
across the daylight, brushes back
the damp hair from our foreheads, stares
and laughs. And the axle of our will
is seized, the wheel splintered, an engine
that does not, does not
turn, and when we go below decks, find
it is missing, a hollow, a dark sift
of emptiness, and the ferry is slammed
against its moorings, helpless, the contagion spreading,
and the one who knows, the one who has been readied,
is absent from the table.
Near is the hard grief, the grief
from the pit, whose hands shake, which cannot find
the knife, which cannot stand, or kneel, or lie,
the grief that is tearless, that gags.
The clearcut, the dead zone, the gas-contaminated
well, the salt earth, the foreign
investment protection, the child soldier,
the rape, the spin, the addiction

to speed, the saving of labour, the image,
the image, the image, the image,
the genetic modification, the electromagnetic
field, the sense of entitlement, greed. The present
is thick-lipped and stunned; it sweats. The voice
of the century is a wild clanking, a loose stink that lifts
and settles in our mouths. Did you raise your hand? Did you
say something? Louder. Louder.

Note from Magadan
SEAN MICHAELS

While Andrei is securing the box full of guns, Natasha and I get in the car. It’s a black SUV
four-by-four, streaked with scratches, raised on huge, flinty tires. She takes the passenger seat,
I clamber in the back; I’m wedged in with rucksacks, and the whole inside smells like firewood.
“Great,” I say, as if I’m making a suggestion.
“Yes,” Natasha answers.
Then Andrei jerks open the driver’s door and pushes into his seat, shifting and slamming and
taking short little breaths. He is a Magadan native, six-foot and barrel-chested, bald, bulging at the
shoulders. He wears a tight black T-shirt and camouflage pants. He looks like he could wrestle a
tree into a river.
He says something to Tasha, who is my interpreter. They are an unlikely pair: he Shrek-like;
she apparently on loan from a Miami warehouse party, petite and dirty blond, with mirror shades
perched on her nose, and mammoth raver sneakers pillowing her feet. Her hoodie is Day-Glo blue.
“Let’s go?” she asks.
“Let’s go,” I say.
So we go. Thundering out of the junkyard, skidding onto Russian asphalt with the radio
shrieking a hard-rock Cat Stevens cover. Andrei is clutching the wheel, and I am clutching the
seats ahead of me, and my teeth are jittering in my jaw like a collection of clay souvenirs. Here I am
in Magadan, in Russia’s far east, en route to a former prison camp. I do not have a seat belt. There
is a crack in the middle of the windshield. Beside the driver sits a black-and-white GPS screen, a
dash-mounted DVD player. Andrei does have a seat belt, but he is not wearing it. He never wears
it. For the next five hours, the no seat belt alarm will ping and ping, ignored. It is almost soothing.
It is almost, almost soothing.
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This is the Magadan Oblast federal road to
Yakutsk. The name looks more elegant in Cyrillic:
Якyтск. (We are not actually headed to Yakutsk;
Yakutsk is twelve hundred miles away.) Though
paved, the road is pitted, lumpen. We fly past Magadan’s crumbling tenements and its soaring radio towers,
past the abandoned fairground and the region’s most
popular tourist destination—the Mask of Sorrow, a
monument to victims of the Gulag. We don’t make
any small talk, not about wild dogs or sports teams or
the Mask, that doleful face on the mountainside. And
soon Magadan has poured away behind us. We are
among acre after acre of scrub, then thick forest, rolling hills, pines like plumes along the cascading slopes.
A bundle of reindeer bristles swings above Andrei’s
head, suspended in the space that is traditionally
reserved for fuzzy dice. The bristles are a souvenir
from the town of Oymyakon; they say so, in beading,
and memorialize Oymyakon’s lowest recorded temperature: minus seventy-two degrees Celsius (minus

ninety-six degrees Fahrenheit). I admire this doodad
for many moments before realizing that although the
bundle hangs where fuzzy dice might swing, it is not
swinging from a rear-view mirror. This is because
there is no rear-view mirror. Someone has torn it off.
Andrei pushes a button on his USB flashdrive and the
music changes: Russian dance music, pounding and
insistent, like an overjoyed headache.
I watch the taiga streaming past our lowered windows, and then I lean forward to make sure: “We’re
driving through ‘taiga,’ right?”
Natasha translates. Andrei nods. He clears his
throat. This seems to have been a stupid question.
But look at all this taiga! The sparse, scattered
conifers remind me of Northern Ontario. I am
embarrassed by my mental analogy: here we are on
the other side of Siberia, near Soviet permafrost,
and I am comparing the scenery with Northern
Ontario. I don’t know enough about geology, ecology, geography; I remember a place by its shades of
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brown and green. Here and there, dandelions skirt
the side of the highway, as though we are simply
skimming down a suburban off-ramp. In other spots,
the paving disappears—gigantic trucks rumble past,
dust clouds like the trails of comets. We buzz our
windows up and plunge ahead.
Andrei accelerates with confidence. We surge
over potholes, suspension sagging. I am flung from
one side of the car to the other. The no seat belt alarm
pings on. I can’t decide if I feel more like a chauffeured businessman or the terrorized victim of a
kidnapping. The car climbs a hill and now we emerge
into new landscape: instead of raking hills this is a
plateau, a valley, ringed with mountains. The town
of Atka passes in a blur. I see a concrete hammer and
sickle, apartment blocks, what could be a lake but
what is instead a slab of ragged white ice. It is June.
The car’s bass booms. “This is Black Lake,” Natasha
says, pointing through a break in the trees. She translates for Andrei, who explains that Black Lake has no
birds or fish, no wildlife. I ask him why. “Nobody
knows,” Andrei says.
He has a five-year-old son, he tells us. He wants to
give him a motorcycle.
At Dneprovsky, we traipse through fields where
dozens died. A former pewter mine and Gulag prison
camp, now an overgrown valley with collapsing
barracks, collapsing guardtowers, collapsing adits
where machines raised metal from the earth. It is

reassuring that so much has collapsed. The horror
site is disintegrating. Curious Natasha, stern and
kindly Andrei—we stand in a clearing with our indestructible SUV, and I feel like we won. Not Western
capitalism: curiosity, stern kindness. The world was
going mad, stupid and cruel and mad, and we beat
the madness back. Didn’t we? Almost immediately
I discard my silly thesis, mock my naiveté. What the
hell did we win? Who’s “we”? Where is this happy,
gentle-hearted utopia?
Andrei, beside me, kicks a coil of hard, dried shit.
“Bear,” he says.
At nightfall, ten million mosquitoes rise up from
the land. Barely visible, they hang in the air like dust
motes. Andrei uses a Zippo to light a dozen mosquito coils. He sets the table. We eat instant ramen
from plastic bowls, spear chunks of horse-coloured
canned meat. There is bottled water, vodka, cranberry juice. Wisps of smoke lift from the ends of the
coils. We talk about prisons and liberties. The stars
are out—a canopy over our tent. Mosquitoes wait
in the dark.
Then when it’s time to go to sleep Andrei rummages in the car until he finds a hunter’s knife, which
he gives to Natasha, and a pickaxe, which he gives to
me. He opens the clasps on the gun box and takes out
a rifle. The valley feels still and open, like a wilderness
that goes on forever. If there is a bear, we will try to
kill it.

Fidelity
JESSICA MICHALOFSKY

Princess Anna Arkadyevna Karenina
When I was fifteen, I once hid out in a train station overnight. Although the ticket window was
closed, and there was no one around, the waiting room was open. From a giant vent in the ceiling
blew hot air. It was frigidly cold outside. January and a dry snow driving in the wind. I had been
walking around the city at night. Do you know what a city feels like when everyone is sleeping?
The streetlights change colour all by themselves. The wind sweeps down stretches of road in a
way you never see during the day. And the sky is different too. The clouds arrange themselves
in a completely different order. So that things that happen come away from themselves, become
detached. One can be another person at night.
The waiting room had rows of long wooden benches that had been polished by a century of
waiting. The ceiling was high, and when I looked up, I could see that the room was illuminated
by quaint glass lanterns that gave off an old, pinkish light. On the walls were schedules of trains to
places I had never been, except one. But since I was going nowhere, I instead unwrapped my many
layers of clothing and looked at my shoes. They had been described to me as men’s shoes. Why was
I wearing men’s shoes? This was a question that a man had asked me only an hour previously. I had
been sitting in his car. He was paying me to take off my clothes.
Count Alexei Alexandrovich Karenin
Actually, before I met the man who asked me about my shoes, I had been robbing a car. The car was
a taxi. The taxi was parked at the train station. The train station was an old brick building from the
last century. I had been walking around town getting into parked cars and stealing stuff. This is how
I found the taxi, and how I came to steal the radio out of the taxi. The radio was difficult to steal. The
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Count Alexei Kirillovich Vronsky
In a story called “Calligraphy Lesson,” a Russian, a
contemporary of ours, describes in detail a series of
events that, while deriving from literature, bear some
resemblance to characters in this present story. But,
thinking about it now, there is no reason to withhold
his name. I was thinking of the mystery of mouths and
voices, but this is a preoccupation of mine that need

not hinder your understanding or enjoyment. Who
said what and so forth. The fellow’s name is Shishkin.
Mikhail. Born in the same year that the wall dividing
East and West Germany went up. In this fiction of his,
one of the things that struck me was his saying, “You
see, I can never get anything right.” Then he follows
this insistence (we think it may be disingenuous) with
a discourse marker that undermines the event that
follows: “For instance [emphasis mine], a few days ago
I decided to drown myself.” It gets murky here, and I
know that your inclination is to want to know who is
speaking. But separating the narratives is, in my opinion, counterproductive because the whole objective is
to enable characters to freely emigrate to and inhabit
neighbouring narratives, to wander across the borders
of space and time, fiction, myth, and history.
“Really, don’t laugh[!]” Then he says (he’s in
character), “I dashed off a note and taped it to the
mirror. But first, for some unknown reason, I decided
to stop in at the bathhouse. I have no idea why. Oddly
enough,” the author “remember[s] this one sturdy
woman washing her red hair across from me [the
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radio had a system of wires that was nearly impossible
to yank out. I pulled and pulled. I could not cut them
as I had no tools. I was not a very professional thief.
Finally, I got the radio out of the taxi, but I became
nervous that someone, from a window of a neighbouring building, might have seen me. So I stashed
the taxi radio in a garbage can at the train station.
I would, I thought, take it to the pawnshop when it
opened in the morning. I knew a crooked pawnbroker
who would buy things from me. After I stashed the
radio, I wanted to stay close by; I wanted to come back
in an hour or so and collect it, so I went to an all-night
doughnut shop a few blocks down the street.
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author]. She was sprinkled all over with freckles—on
her breasts, her belly, her back, her legs. Her hair was
thick and long and soaked up so much water that
when she straightened up, the washtub was nearly
empty and an entire waterfall came crashing down
into it.” Wouldn’t you say this is a fundamental
image? I think so too. But wait for what follows. He
[she] says, “When I finally got to the bridge, a barge
was drifting by below. The men down there shouted
something and laughed, as if to say, Come on, jump!
I waited for it to pass, but right behind came another
barge and another. They [the characters] kept shouting and laughing from each one and there was no end
to those barges in sight. All of a sudden it struck me
[me] as funny, too, so I went home, arriving before
anyone else, thank God. I took down the note,
grabbed a loaf of bread, and gobbled up the whole
thing practically. Actually, this is all totally beside the
point. Go on. Now where were we?”
The man’s car was a Volvo; it had leather seats. We
drove away from the doughnut shop, me smoking one
of his cigarettes. “But, wait, where am I going with all
of this?” Back up, pack up. Unpark. Undark. Unbind.
Unchart. Untime. Discreet. Unfreeze. Unmap. Unthaw. Underneath. Undress. Release. Confess. Clothes
back on, button. Money back, chitchat. Words back.
Mouth on. (Bong, bong, bong, bong.) Drive back. Lie
back. Doughnut shop. Watching the sky for signs of
morning, sunrise, sun up, cock crow, daybreak, glory.
(Dark, dark, dark, dark.) Glass door. Sit down. Once
upon. Come on. Story.
Brogues, he said. Fifteen-point, he said. Why was
I wearing men’s shoes?

Princess Ekaterina “Kitty” Alexandrovna
Shcherbatskaya
I had also been wearing men’s pants. And a man’s
green greatcoat. It was my uncle’s, who is now
dead. It was from a war, I think. The shoes were
marvellous. A magnificent chestnut colour, the
polished leather sturdy from use. On the toe, and
around the base of the heel, a series of patterned
holes. They reminded me of those lanterns you can
make with a tomato juice tin and a nail. Designs
around a central radiant point. Say you are sleeping
outside, under the night sky. Curlicues of light like
the repetitions of stars, like the spreading stems of
flowers, the unfurling of leaves, dotted all over in a
very pretty way.
After all that, I walked back to the train station, to
check on my radio, but of course it was gone. That’s
what made me think about just sitting in the waiting
room. It looked empty in a way that was inviting.
I liked the dark way the glass shone, and really, there
was no one around for miles. According to the schedule, there wouldn’t be a train till morning, which was
both a long and a short time off. It would give me
time to think.
What popped into my head was the tragedy of
Vronsky’s horse. How pretty she had been. Mediumsized, we are told. Muscles and sinews, covered over
with a skin as hard as bone, we are told. The bloodred flaring nostrils, the slender bones of her legs,
no bigger than a finger, we are told. One of those
animals, we are told, who seem unable to speak only
because the physical construction of their mouths
does not allow them to.

The Pope of Opium
GRANT BUDAY

Reality is troublesome. My first attempt at university didn’t go quite as intended. I spent most of
my time avoiding class, smoking pot, eating magic mushrooms, and wandering the forest trails
around Simon Fraser University just outside Vancouver. When the weather was bad I wandered
the library. I discovered Lawrence Durrell’s Alexandria Quartet, Peter Matthiessen’s Far Tortuga,
and a fourteen-volume set of Thomas De Quincey’s Collected Works (1890). The very ornateness of
the De Quincey books was half their appeal, as was the fact that scores of pages were still uncut.
In a study carrel in the most obscure corner I could find, I cut those pages with a knife I’d swiped
from the cafeteria. To be the first to read pages in a book that was nearly a century old added to the
experience of discovery. It heightened the sense of communing one to one with the author. And
so, tucked away in the library, I read De Quincey’s gothic novel Klosterheim, his essay “On Murder
Considered as one of the Fine Arts,” and of course Confessions of an English Opium-Eater.
Most of the many dope books I’ve read are darkly funny. Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, Naked
Lunch, parts of Jim Carroll’s Basketball Diaries, Lenny Bruce’s How to Talk Dirty and Influence People,
and most recently, Edward St. Aubyn’s Bad News. De Quincey is the father of them all. Poe read
him. Balzac, Baudelaire, and Cocteau read him. Burroughs said that De Quincey wrote “the first,
and still the best, book about drug addiction.”
Confessions of an English Opium-Eater was first published in 1821 when De Quincey was thirtysix years old. The apostle of his drug, he wrote his book “to emblazon the power of opium—not
over bodily disease and pain, but over the grander and more shadowy world of dreams.” And he
was very much a dreamer. He freely admitted that his “constitutional infirmity of mind ran but
too determinately towards the sleep of endless reverie, and of dreamy abstraction from life and
its realities.”
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To see such an attitude set in such an elegant font in
such a venerable tome exhilarated me. As did the fact
that De Quincey had fled school at the age of seventeen to wander the countryside, doss in a London
tenement, and befriend a young prostitute. Escape
has a bad reputation in our culture. We’re urged to
confront, to man up. But dreaming can be formative
too, especially if you live by your imagination.
De Quincey needed to escape the “formidable
curse of taedium vitae,” and opium was cheap and legal.
His idol, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, was an addict,
though, as De Quincey writes, the poet claimed to
have fallen “excusably . . . into this habit . . . as the one
sole therapeutic resource available against his particular malady.” De Quincey blithely observed that
this must make himself, in contrast, a wretch who,
“being so notoriously charmed by fairies against
pain, must have resorted to opium in the abominable
character of an adventurous voluptuary, angling in
all streams for variety of pleasures.”
De Quincey is performing here and also being a
little uncharitable. On their first meeting, Coleridge
confessed that he was “under the full dominion of
opium” and warned De Quincey off the stuff. Nonetheless, in his Confessions De Quincey dishes up an
absurdist scenario in which a scarcely disguised and
thoroughly desperate Coleridge—having directed
his porter to under no circumstances allow him to
procure opium—tries to overturn the directive.
Porter. But, really now, you must not, sir.
Didn’t you say no longer ago than yesterday—
Transcendental Philosopher. Pooh, pooh! yesterday is a long time ago. Are you aware, my

man, that people are known to have dropped
down dead for timely want of opium?
Porter. Ay, but you tell’t me not to hearken—
Transcend. Philos. Oh, nonsense. An emergency, a shocking emergency, has arisen—
quite unlooked for. No matter what I told
you in times long past. That which I now tell
you is—that, if you don’t remove that arm of
yours from the doorway of this most respectable druggist, I shall have a good ground of
action against you for assault and battery.
Coleridge’s son Hartley threatened to hunt De Quincey out and cudgel him after this.
That this elfin creature could wield such a barbed
pen shocked people. Tiny even by the standards of
the day, De Quincey stood less than five feet tall, was
fine-boned, fine-featured, and flaxen-haired. But, in
an era when the average life expectancy was forty, De
Quincey beat the odds and stayed high until his death
at seventy-four. And though by the age of sixty-five
he was all but toothless, his upper lip collapsed and his
lower lip protruding, he retained his elegant manner,
his clothes shabby and his eyes glazed, one veering off
out of alignment with the other.
De Quincey claims that from the ages of nineteen
to twenty-seven he was content to do opium only
once every three weeks in order to enhance his
enjoyment of the opera. In his 2010 biography of De Quincey, Robert Morrison
notes that every few weeks the young
addict would escape the grind of
college and head for London,
where he’d get high and
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wander the streets of the city’s meaner districts.
Small, ragged, unobtrusive, he posed little threat and
was readily accepted.
Strictly speaking, De Quincey was both an opiumeater and a laudanum-drinker. Laudanum is fortyproof alcohol with approximately 10 percent powdered
opium. A quart-sized decanter of laudanum, rubycoloured and bitter to the taste, paired with a book of
German metaphysics, was De Quincey’s idea of a fun
evening. But as rollicking as German metaphysics can
be, eventually De Quincey was simply getting too
high to do anything, much less read. His habit reached
such proportions that he was taking three hundred and
twenty times the daily dosage of laudanum for a hospital patient, admitting that but “for misery and
suffering, I might, indeed, be said to have existed in a

dormant state.” Yet even as his body and will were
paralyzed under the “Circean influences” of opium, he
continued to wonder at the “insufferable splendour” of
his dreams. Four times De Quincey tried to kick his
habit, and four times he lapsed.
I read De Quincey’s confessions and essays the
way I watch silent films, as much for the minutiae in
the background as for the main narrative: what sights
flood the opium visions of a man who was born in
1785, just before the French Revolution, and who
died in 1859 in the age of steam? What did he find
funny? A master of the wry, he called himself the
Pope of Opium and “consequently infallible.” He
referred to the druggist—in effect, his dealer—as
“a beatific vision . . . sent down to earth on a special
mission to myself.” He reportedly got a kick out of
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the fact that Immanuel Kant wore an “elaborate contraption to hold up his stockings because he feared
garters would hinder the circulation of the blood.”
Then there is his lament at the decline in the art
and craft of the English murder: “For if once a man
indulges himself in murder, very soon he comes to
think little of robbing; and from robbing he comes
next to drinking and Sabbath-breaking, and from
that to incivility and procrastination. Once begin
upon this downward path, you never know where
you are to stop.”
De Quincey’s downward path was long and steep
and led through a phantasmagoria of imagery that
says much about the man and his times. His most
famous opium dream, included in the section titled
“The Pains of Opium,” is his journal entry for May
1818. Scarcely three pages, it is by turns poetic, racist,
and downright nutty.
I ran into pagodas, and was fixed for centuries at the summit, or in secret rooms; I was
the idol; I was the priest; I was worshipped;
I was sacrificed. I fled from the wrath of
Brama through all the forests of Asia; Vishnu
hated me; Seeva lay in wait for me. I came
suddenly upon Isis and Osiris: I had done a
deed, they said, which the ibis and the crocodile trembled at. Thousands of years I lived
and was buried in stone coffins, with mummies and sphinxes, in narrow chambers at the
heart of eternal pyramids. I was kissed, with
cancerous kisses by crocodiles, and was laid,
confounded with all unutterable abortions,
amongst reeds and Nilotic mud.

Capable of great generosity and empathy toward
the poor, De Quincey was also a rabid nationalist and
hard-line Tory who endorsed Britain’s role in the
Opium Wars. He regarded the Chinese as “antediluvian,” and the Indian “mutineers” as “infatuated savages,” while the English were utterly blameless and the
British colonial project inviolate. His vehemence may
be partially explained, though not excused, by the fact
that his eldest son died in China in the army; as well,
when the “Indian Mutiny” broke out in 1857, his eldest
daughter Florence, pregnant and vulnerable, was in
Roorkee, just one hundred miles north of Delhi.
As a result of his habits, De Quincey was chronically in debt and behind schedule. Wordsworth
and Coleridge found him exasperating. Editors and
creditors harassed him. Yet he charmed most everyone he met, even as he was hitting them up for a few
pence to get high. Each time he turned in a manuscript, he took a small brush from his coat pocket, and
before handing over each sheet he brushed it clean.
Thomas Carlyle’s wife, Jane, was so entranced by his
eloquence that she declared: “What wouldn’t one
give to have him in a Box, and take him out to talk!”
But he couldn’t talk himself out of debt. He was
“put to the horn” repeatedly. In Scotland, where he
spent much of his later life, this meant that the messenger-at-arms went to the marketplace in Edinburgh
and gave three blasts with a horn before heralding the
judgment of outlawry for not answering a summons.
To avoid prison, De Quincey was often forced to take
refuge in Holyrood debtors’ sanctuary.
Inevitably his financial woes affected his family
life. Had his wife, Margaret Simpson, known
what was in store, she might have reconsidered his
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proposal. Not only did Margaret bear the brunt of
the child-rearing, but she also dealt with the stress of
having to pack up and flee from address to address
avoiding creditors. De Quincey often lived apart
from his family. He disguised himself, couch-surfed
for weeks at a time, and darted about after dark,
avoiding the bailiff. This existence took its toll on
Margaret, who died at the age of forty-one, leaving
De Quincey devastated as well as bewildered as to
how he would cope. The answer was more laudanum
and more writing. It seems that crisis was a necessary
spur to get him to work. He continued to churn out
essays—under the nom de plume The Opium Eater—
on German existentialism, political theory, and
economics; he did character sketches and wrote book
reviews for Blackwood’s and other magazines, but he
could never get completely out of debt.
A compulsive book buyer, he was forced to rent
two houses: one for his books and one in which to
live. His study would be a foot deep in manuscripts
while he was reduced to a small corner. Even his bathtub was full of papers. Along with his writing income
he had an annuity of one hundred pounds. Only late

in life when his three daughters took control of his
finances did he gain anything approaching stability.
They bought a house in the village of Lasswade just
outside Edinburgh, and he lived with them off and
on. They would of course have been used to Daddy’s
ways, especially the sight of him walking around and
around the backyard, the circumference of which was
exactly forty-four yards, De Quincey having measured it. He would put in ten miles a day in this fashion. In his typically contradictory style, he believed
in the not-so-twin virtues of opium and exercise.
For all his faults, I still find De Quincey endearing. Perhaps it’s the importance he places on excellent
manners and bright conversation, or the fact that
he laments the loss of the English stage coach to the
steam engine. The world was growing all too fearfully hectic for his taste. “Very soon, I am convinced,
out of blind sympathy with railway trains, men
will begin to trot through the streets.” Or maybe it
is simply his inability to cope that engages me, his
haplessness in the face of the day-to-day demands
of making ends meet, and the fact that he often accidentally set himself on fire.

Journey used argot as if slang had been approved
by the French Academy, punctuation that slid
phrases together on a sustained note, and seemed
to have rid literary French of its three handicaps,
which are rigid syntax, small vocabulary and that
compulsive intellectual tidiness that can turn books
into filing cabinets.
— On Céline by Patrick McCarthy
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Menton, 1950s

Mofussil Junction
AMITAVA KUMAR
Mofussil: “The provinces”—the country stations and districts, as contra-distinguished from “the Presidency.”
— Hobson-Jobson, second edition, 1903.

My son turned four the other day. Every night I read to him, and sometimes we read together a
picture book about trains. This is a book my son likes very much. The pictures show trains in bright
colours from many different countries. Most of them carry passengers, of course, but there are
others that carry freight, or they clean rail-tracks, or plow snow. There is only one picture from
India. The picture looks dated. The caption beneath the train reads “Timber Train.” Its steam engine
has a sign on the side: “Insular Lumber Co.” The palm trees in the background suggest the picture
was taken somewhere in south India, maybe Kerala. My son, who was born and has grown up here
in the United States, unfailingly asks the same question: “Dad, have you travelled on that train?”
I was in my twenties and travelling alone to Patna from Delhi in an unreserved compartment. There was not an inch of empty space inside. I sat on a sack wedged between two berths.
Beside me was a dying man who was being taken home by his family; a plastic bag was connected to his insides and through the night the bag filled with waste. There was also another
smell coming from the man, a strong smell of rotting flesh, and many times that night I thought
that what I had in my nostrils was the smell of death. Many years later, I put that scene in my
novel, Home Products. Except that the dying man in the novel, the narrator’s father, is jauntily
telling stories about death. For instance, about the death of Gandhi’s pet goat. When Gandhi
died, kitchen fires all over the nation were put out. In Birla house, the dough that had been
rolled for rotis was left untouched. That night, Gandhi’s goat wandered in and ate all the dough.
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By morning, it was dead from a bloated stomach. Its
eyes had popped out.
Once, when I was going in the opposite direction,
this time from Patna to Delhi, an old man in a dhoti
began to tell people that he was Jawaharlal Nehru. It
was extremely hot outside. The train was crowded.
We had just left Aligarh, and all around me were
petty traders who had boarded the train with their
goods, plastic toys, women’s clothing, cheap bric-abrac. One man on the berth above me took off his
chappal and hit the old man, who, in turn, began to
pour abuse on the men who were laughing and jeering at him. The traders from Aligarh had so far been
playing cards. Now they had a new game. Everyone
had a go at hitting the old man. He lost his dhoti.
The men asked him to clean the floor of the train
compartment, which he did, and all the time that he
was being beaten or cursed he was always respectfully
called Jawaharlal Nehru. I think I put that in the novel
too. The same goes for a handcuffed prisoner whom
I had seen sucking on an ice-lollipop. He was seated
between two police constables. I can’t remember
now whether I had seen the policemen taking money
for the lollipop from the prisoner’s shirt-pocket or
whether I made that detail up.
My novel’s narrator arrives at Patna Junction and
finds waiting for him there the woman he is going
to marry. I had modelled this woman on someone
I had known. In the novel, I have the narrator say that
he hated the smell of toilets in the trains and felt that
they clung to his body. He forgets the smell when he
sees the woman who is waiting for him. I had once
waited like that for my sister. The train was ten hours
late. When my sister got down from the train, she

was followed by the young woman who was to later
find fictional form in my novel. I had for a long while
secretly liked this woman. She didn’t say much to me,
and perhaps because of that I found her very alluring. No one had eyes like hers; no one possessed her
shapely mouth. That night at the station, however,
her lips were dark and parched. I commented on
this to my sister when we were by ourselves, and she
replied that the two women didn’t want to risk a trip
to the dirty toilet in the train. There might also have
been a question of safety. They had together decided
not to drink any water.
When I return home at night from New York
City, my daughter will hug me and then inevitably
say that I smell of the train. I make the trip from
Poughkeepsie to New York City in less than two
hours. My Metro North train runs along the Hudson
River; the landscape is beautiful, especially in the
fall when the leaves turn red, orange, and gold, but
I find the trip uncomfortable. If there is any advantage to train travel, it is just that I can get time to read
or grade student papers. Once or twice on the train,
I have also seen Anita Desai. She lives in a nearby
town. I had learned that she has been unwell, and
when I saw her the last time, I asked her if I could
bring her soup. She is so gentle and such an important writer. I would love to be able to help. When
I made the offer, however, she smiled and brushed it
off. When I was in college and living in Delhi (I’m
talking now of thirty years ago) I’d see Anita Desai
walking in Lodi Garden. She looked delicate in her
crisp cotton saris, her hair pulled back in a small bun.
She would look on with a silent smile when her dog
leaped into the water fountain in the park.
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An hour from my home mofussil station in
Poughkeepsie, I pass the Sing Sing prison. John
Cheever taught there. I see the shining rows of barbed
wire atop the prison’s surrounding walls and think of
Cheever’s tortured art. He used to live in the town
of Ossining, which is also located beside the Hudson.
When the train crosses that town, I sometimes take
out my iPhone and click on the Kindle app. I have
Cheever’s Journals on Kindle and read a few paragraphs
from time to time. Here is a paragraph I just found:
I take a train up the Hudson Valley on a brilliant autumn afternoon. Read, drink. Strike
up a conversation with a heavy woman. Decorous. Educated as a schoolteacher, she has
an accent that is prim and enlightened. She
mistakes me for an Englishman and I lead her
on. She is at first afraid of my intentions.
Ultimately, I am afraid of hers.
When I go to India these days, I seldom travel by
train. Part of the reason is that plane travel has become
cheaper, but part of the reason also is that trains have
lost their charm for me. I’m writing this while travelling on a train: Train 2160, Acela Express to Boston.
I will readily admit that I like the touch of luxury
on this train. I’m also grateful that Wi-Fi is available
for all passengers. The compartment in which I’m sitting is the Quiet Car; no conversation is allowed and
mercifully no ringing of cell phones. It is possible to
say that there is also, therefore, no romance. But I’m
not complaining. I am far from that moment in my
youth when a friend told me that the long, piercing
cry of a train whistle at the end of a Meena Kumari

song in Pakeezah was the stand-in for the sound of a
woman in orgasm.
Trains mean less to me now. Wouldn’t this be
true of so many others in India too? In Home Products, I inserted a mini-essay on trains: “In the work
of classic film-makers like Satyajit Ray, as in the Apu
trilogy, the train is a marker of the arrival of modernity. The sound of the train cutting across the frame
signals the invasion of the city into the space of the
village. When the train leaves, the city has claimed
the innocence of the village-dweller.” But that space
of innocence is no longer available to us, or certainly
not to me. Similarly, a romance that blossoms on the
train, or culminates with an escape on the train, is
more than a little implausible now. Trains have aged,
and so have I.
Trains take me not to the future but to the past.
Several years ago, while watching the film Train Spotting in a theatre in America, with its strung-out boys
horsing around the railway tracks, my mind went
back to Patna: my friends in school would get high
on heroin and stand beside the tracks to feel the rush
of the wind as the train blasted past them. (Yes, I put
that into the novel too.) When I think about this,
it makes sense that writers such as Ian Jack went to
India to find their own past by looking at trains. On a
train, depending on whether you are from the city or
from the village, the trip is either to your past or your
future. I’m forever trying to say goodbye to nostalgia.
Having said that, let me quickly acknowledge that
tomorrow I will happily board trains, first the Train
2155, Acela Express to Washington, D.C., disembarking at Penn Station, and then the Metro North to
Poughkeepsie, so that I can be home again.

Who Was
Eliza McLean?
MYRNA KOSTASH

I first met Eliza McLean in The Frog Lake “Massacre”: Personal Perspectives on Ethnic Conflict by Stuart
Hughes. Published in 1976, this mass-market paperback has long been out of print, but I found it
wedged between larger, cloth-bound histories of Canada’s northwest on a shelf at the University
of Alberta library. The “massacre” at Frog Lake of nine unarmed civilians at the hands of Plains
Cree warriors, took place April 2, 1885, in the little settlement whose vestiges now border Frog
Lake First Nation in northeast Alberta. At the time, it was adjacent to a reserve of Woodland Cree,
with whom the people of Plains Cree Chief Big Bear had made camp.
Stuart Hughes’s anthology gathers various first-person accounts to tell the story of what happened at Frog Lake. Eliza McLean’s three-part narrative picks up the story after the killings. She
and her siblings and other residents of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Fort Pitt were deputized by
her father, William, the HBC factor, to bear arms as the fort came under siege. The besieging Cree
were under the leadership of war chief Wandering Spirit, a celebrated buffalo hunter and man
of many coups. A much-reproduced illustration in the Montreal Daily Star announced: “Noble
Women on the Defensive: The Misses McLean show great courage, each one rifle in hand, stands at
a loophole.” This was April 15, as they waited for the coming assault. Eliza was sixteen years old, in
skirts, and knew what to do with a rifle.
The Illustrated London News published a contemporary illustration of the assault from the point
of view of the attackers, depicted as an unruly group of red-skinned Cree in breeches and feathered
headgear crouching among bushes and shooting at the tidy little palisaded fort below on the bank
of the North Saskatchewan. It looks ominous, but the illustrator got a few facts wrong. Eliza wrote
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that there was neither wall nor stockade protecting
them and that it was only the fort’s cattle the warriors
were after because they were hungry.
Eliza rode horse on a hunt around the fort. She
spoke Cree and Saulteaux. I found an undated picture
of her standing in knee-high grasses, in skirts, her hair
in a long braid, and her rifle dangling from her hand,
at the ruins of Fort Ellice on the Carlton Trail. She
is turned three-quarters away from the camera, presenting a sweet profile, which is not how I think of her.
In the end, Wandering Spirit forcibly took the
fort’s residents into his camp at Frog Lake, where
they joined up with the survivors and the widows of
Frog Lake. History recorded them as “hostages,” but
by William McLean’s own account, he and his entire
family agreed to enter the camp in exchange for the
release of the handful of North West Mounted Police
stationed at Fort Pitt.
From this point on, I see Wandering Spirit as
Eliza saw him over the two months she was in his
camp: an inspiring figure of courage, fortitude, and
virility whose bellicosity eventually yields to moroseness, regret, and surrender. I follow in the wake
of her complicated feelings about him, from fright
to admiration, from empathy to compassion to kinship. She astonishes me with the richness of her selfawareness, not to mention her capacity for tenderness
toward an adult male “other,” of whom she would
have been expected to be terrified.
But here also is where I begin my fabulism about
their relationship: between her lines I read an erotic
subtext that she may have been wholly unconscious
of. Eliza McLean was falling in love with this doomed
warrior. In conjecturing this, I project myself onto

her and into the irrecoverable past, where I give
myself—whose family has been in the Canadian
parkland a mere three generations—a pre-history.
Eliza McLean, c’est moi.
As writer Susan Crean puts it: “The de-personalization of history is one way to forget it.”
Eliza noted Wandering Spirit’s “wonderful,”
“transfixing” large black eyes and the “jet black hair”
that hung in waves down his back. She wrote a virtual
“girl’s own” adventure story as she trudged along
with him and the rest of the Cree in flight from the
Canadian militia, willingly sharing their privations
even as other hostages melted away in the bush and
rushed to freedom among the Redcoats, as though
she were clinging not just to her “captor” but to his
vision as well. Her observations are vivid, acute,
and full of sympathy, led by her parents’ sentiments,
especially her mother’s. It was to Helen McLean (née
Murray), the mixed-blood daughter of the northern
fur trade, that Wandering Spirit confessed his spiritual agitation: “What would your God do to a man
who had done what I did?” he asked this Catholic
mother. “She found it difficult to answer him,” Eliza
wrote, “but when he persisted she told him that it
said in the Great Book that man would be punished
for his sins. We began to notice that his hair was turning gray very fast.”
In William Cameron’s iconic Blood Red the Sun (a
survivor of the massacre, he went on to be a journalist
and author), there is little mention of the McLeans,
and only once does Eliza mention Cameron in her
narrative. But Cameron, for all his wariness of the
war chief with the long hunting knife and the “black
scowl” on his face, shared Eliza’s admiration of the
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physical audacity of Wandering Spirit, whom he
observed preparing for action at the Battle of Frenchman Butte, facing off against an advancing militia.
Wandering Spirit appeared riding the tall
grey mare, her sides streaked with paint, eagle
plumes floating from her tail and foretop.
Naked except for his breechclout and moccasins, his curling black hair tossing in the wind,
his strange eyes flashing, at a mad gallop he
circled the camp, shouting the long war-cry
of the Crees. He was belted with cartridges;
across his chest like the sash of some military
order hung a second band. He carried the Winchester without which he never left his lodge.
I imagine Eliza, as she crouches in a rifle pit for
protection, peeking through the flour sacks piled up
around the pit, excited, and watching him too, his
hair, his horse, his naked body.
Eliza and her family were with Wandering Spirit
to the bitter end. North of Frenchman Butte near
Loon Lake, after several days of exhausting travel
through dense bush, wet, hungry, and miserable,
with Sam Steele’s Scouts hot on their heels, the war
chief released the McLeans from his woebegone
camp to make their way back along the trail of tears
they had just shared with the Cree, back to Fort Pitt
and the saviour soldiers.
Here Eliza’s narrative abruptly changes voice. She
is now exultant about being “freed,” about being
“serenaded from the river bank” by the soldiers, given
new clothes and a meal and put on a steamer to go
downstream to Prince Albert, “where we resumed

our normal way of living.” The journalists who had
congregated for this scene quoted her older sister,
Amelia, that, “on the whole,” the family looked back
on their months with the Cree “with enjoyment.”
But in Eliza’s published narrative, she titled this “Our
Captivity Ended.” And concluded the narrative in a
hurry: “My father was sent to Fort Alexander at the
mouth of the Winnipeg River. Then all through the
nineties we lived at Lower Fort Garry. It was from
there that he retired from the service of the [Hudson’s
Bay] Company in 1898.” And there is nothing more.
Why would she have so readily assumed the
point of view of the white antagonists who were
bent on destroying Wandering Spirit, as though she
had switched allegiance as soon as she was among
them again? Why did Eliza insist that she had been
in “captivity” when her own sister reported a certain
“enjoyment” of the experience? And, most perplexing, why had she nothing to say about the fate of
Wandering Spirit, who over the next five months
surrendered, attempted suicide, was imprisoned,
shorn, shackled, tried, convicted, and hanged,
together with seven other warriors? Where was her
sympathy, her powers of observation, her candid
partisanship, even perhaps her erotic mania, when
he was carried on a pallet into the courtroom at Fort
Battleford and said nothing in his own defence? The
event was sensational—there were scores of witnesses—and she would have read of it. But she was
free, and silent. Wandering Spirit was later buried
in an unmarked mass grave, and Eliza McLean disappeared from history at the age of sixteen.
Now I become intent on finding traces of her after
1885. There is a family portrait—the children, twelve
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of them, but not the parents—taken a decade later, in
1895 in Fort Garry. Eliza sits in the middle row wearing a dress with a bodice so stiff with embroidery she
may have stopped breathing. With her siblings, male
and female, she shares the long nose, the kinky hair,
the contemplative gaze. What is she thinking? Nothing more is ever going to happen to me?
After this, nothing, until I try to find her through
the original publication of her narrative. From the
bibliographical notes in Hughes’s anthology, I learn
that her account had first been published in three instalments in the Beaver, the house organ of the Hudson’s

Bay Company, in 1946 and 1947. If she were still alive
at that time, she would have been seventy-seven.
The Hudson’s Bay Company Archives have digitized some but not all back issues of the Beaver, and so
I periodically search for the three issues on used books
sites until, bingo!, I reach a bookseller in Victoria,
B.C., who has the second and third issues with Eliza’s
chapters, “Prisoners of the Indians” and “Our Captivity Ended.” They are about twenty dollars each, and
I buy them on the spot. Surely, I think, the magazine’s
editor will have something to say about the writer and
how the pieces came to be written and published.
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About the writer, Miss Elizabeth McLean, I learn
two things: clearly, she never married; and late in
1946 she passed away before she could see the last
instalment of her memoir published. About the provenance of the memoir, I learn that, as published, it is
“as told to Miss Constance James.”
Who?
No search combination of Constance+James+
Beaver+writer+Winnipeg produces a result. By now
I’m wary of Miss James anyway: Is it her editorial
intervention that truncated Eliza’s account and put
“prisoners” and “captivity” into the titles? Have she
and her editor “cleaned up” Eliza’s version of events?
Is it possible that Eliza never actually wrote a word of
her memoir? That it is the voice of Constance James
we hear as we read it? But this seems unbelievable; the
voice of her narrative is so distinctly one of someone
present at the events described. Still, I am distressed
to think that Eliza’s story in her own voice may have
been erased, expunged, from the historical record. Or
what if James has got there before me, inserting the
erotic undertones into Eliza’s account of her relationship with Wandering Spirit? On the other hand,
I am also intrigued to think that the two women are
in a sort of collaboration, into which I boldly invite
myself, with Eliza leaving bits of confided crumbs for
her interlocutor to follow and enhance. When was
it “told to” Miss James? Was it told by the septuagenarian Elizabeth, who was somehow still able to
channel her sixteen-year-old self in fully articulated
sentences? Or had Eliza already produced a written
account straight from her young girl’s heart and only
disclosed her story sixty years later as an oral narrative to Miss James, who then revised it for her own

reasons? Did Miss Eliza McLean ever get the chance
to read the first two chapters, and, if so, did she make
a fuss, an objection: That isn’t what I said! Or, even
better: That’s not how it ends!
Now I am in full pursuit.
Of the intervening fifty-some years between the
last identified photograph of Eliza in 1895 in Fort
Garry and her appearance in the Beaver, I find nothing certain. Is she the Miss Elizabeth McLean listed
among “teachers at Berry Hill School through the
years” on the website of the Manitoba Historical
Society? She does not show up in a search of the Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online. Her older sister,
Amelia, merits her own link from her father’s biography in the Dictionary because, as Amelia Paget, she
wrote a small book (recently reissued) on the culture
of the Plains Cree; but Elizabeth is mentioned only
as among William McLean’s children. And so it goes
until a friend who works in the Hudson’s Bay Company Archives sends me a photocopy of Elizabeth
McLean’s obituary published in the Winnipeg Tribune,
April 11, 1947. This is it in its entirety:
Elizabeth McLean Death Ends Link With Pioneer
Days. Elizabeth McLean, formerly of Ste. 8
St. Elmo apts, who died Saturday at the age
of 78, was a pioneer of Western Canada. Born
at Fort Liard, Northwest Territories, in 1869,
she knew the experience of living in lonely
trading posts on the prairies. Miss McLean
was sent with her sisters to Winnipeg to
receive schooling at St. John’s Ladies’ College,
but she soon returned to live with her family
on the prairies. In 1885, when her father was
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stationed at Fort Pitt, the Indians rose in
the second Riel Rebellion. The family was
forced to surrender and became the prisoners
of Chief Big Bear and his tribe. The family
was kept captive and near starvation for two
months. In 1892 Miss McLean came with her
family to Winnipeg. She gave up a musical
career to continue to keep the home after
her mother died. She was one of the workers
who established the First Church of Christ,
Scientist, in the city. She was elected a reader
in 1907.
Note the (re)circulation of stereotypes and prejudices, sixty-two years after the events, about the
nature of Eliza’s experience in Big Bear and Wandering Spirit’s camp. Despite their own testimony to the
contrary (as eventually gathered together in The Frog
Lake “Massacre”: Personal Perspectives on Ethnic Conflict), the McLean family was assumed to have been
“captives,” “prisoners” “kept” in near starvation by
the rebellious Cree. (In fact, they shared the Crees’
own destitution.) Very similarly, the published narrative Two Months in the Camp of Big Bear by two other
former hostages and Frog Lake widows, Theresa
Gowanlock and Theresa Delaney, blatantly contradicted their testimony at rescue. This from an essay
I wrote for the Literary Review of Canada:

of the community of Aboriginal women,
making bannock and crocheting baby clothes.
They were well-fed and always rode beside
the trudging band. Yet Gowanlock concludes with the cry, “Oh! what we suffered,
Oh! what we endured, during those two
long months as captives among a horde of
semi-barbarians.”
Admittedly, the women’s husbands had
been brutally killed in front of them—“he
put out his arms for me and fell” and “I bent
down and raised his head upon my lap”—and
the trauma was unstanched. Nevertheless, as historian Sarah Carter argues, their
published accounts conformed neatly “to
the expectations of the nineteenth century
Indian captivity narrative,” in which virtuous
white women are imperilled by brutal savages, only to be rescued in the nick of time
by white heroes and returned “to the sacred
precincts of the paternal hearth.” The media
had been in a frenzy of indignation over their
imagined rape, murder and dismemberment,
P. G. Laurie, editor of the Saskatchewan Herald
even insisting that they must have suffered
“indignities.” Neither woman had a word to
say about their erstwhile captors delivered to
the courts and the scaffold.

The two Theresas are grateful for the protection of Métis families in the Cree camp,
especially that of John Pritchard, “in my estimation the type of God’s noblest creatures,”
according to Delaney. They had become part

Perhaps they had Sarah Wakefield’s fate in mind.
A hostage for several weeks during the Dakota War of
1862 in Minnesota, Wakefield campaigned in vain to
save a Dakota man named Chaska from the gallows.
Chaska had kept her and her children in his family’s
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tent, in effect under his protection. And in her book,
Six Weeks in the Sioux Tepees, published in 1863, she
spoke against the fury of public opinion toward the
Dakota “savages”: “If it had not been for Chaska,
my bones would now be bleaching on that prairie,
and my children with [Dakota chief ] Little Crow.”
Chaska respected her dignity—“very few Indians,
or even white men [italics in original], would have
treated me in the manner he did”—and promised “he
would give me up as he took me.” He was as good as
his word. But rumours spread that she and Chaska
had been lovers, that Chaska was Wakefield’s “dusky
paramour.” She vigorously defended both of them,
but he hanged nevertheless. Perhaps Constance James
and even Eliza McLean herself knew this story and
were reticent to say anything more about Wandering
Spirit after the McLeans’ safe return to Fort Pitt.
Oh, I’ve seen their looks, how thrilled they are
by the very idea that I was helpless in his clutches.
Maybe it’s just for the thrill of the idea that I, Elizabeth McLean, was so nearly violated—or maybe I
was!—by that “copper heathen” Wandering Spirit
. . . Who cares what happens next?
History does.
History. I hate history. It always has the last word.
Eliza’s obituary gives only fragments of a life
story. Of greatest interest to posterity, as far as the
newspaper was concerned, was the still-sensational
tale of captivity and starvation. Nothing more is
ever going to happen to me. But I am tantalized by, in
fact, my heart aches for, the twenty-three-year-old
who had an afterlife in Winnipeg—the “musical

career”—perhaps as a pianist in a genteel tea salon or
a piano teacher in the parlours of the up-and-coming
bourgeoisie of the Fort Rouge neighbourhood.
Then, suddenly, the death of her mother at
age fifty-eight terminated whatever independent
life Eliza had managed to organize, and she had to
“keep home” for her widowed father and her several
younger siblings: she was, after all, Miss McLean, with
no known claim on her affections. The final notable
detail in this version of a life story leaps off the page
of the Winnipeg Tribune obituary: in 1907 Elizabeth
McLean somehow got out of the house and into the
First Church of Christ, Scientist, as one of its “builders” and readers.
Services were held in the still-uncompleted
building in 1911, with the first service in the finished
building in May 1916. A reader’s platform stood at
one end of the auditorium, and here I imagine my
(forty-seven-year-old) Eliza in a boot-length pleated
skirt and three-buttoned jacket with long lapels (I am
looking at a drawing of a woman’s summer suit circa
1915), blushing with pride as she looks down on the
assembly. Wherever else she may have been silenced
or revised or cut off or unheard—Manitoba women
were still nine years away from the right to vote provincially—here she is in full throat, calling down the
healing power that is Christ, Scientist, that dissolves
suffering and sorrow and grants a profound feeling of
being loved and being well at last.
As for Wandering Spirit, there are no known
photographs of him, which is odd given that several
of the men with whom he hanged are identified in
a photograph taken inside Fort Battleford in 1885.
When I am first shown this picture, my attention is
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directed to one of the unidentified prisoners, his face
hidden in the shadow of his broad-brimmed hat and
with what I can be persuaded to agree are luxuriant
waves of black hair tumbling to his shoulders. I know
that this wavy black hair was the singular feature of
Wandering Spirit’s appearance, so I am invited to
speculate that this may be him. But I reject this. For
one thing, we know from Eliza’s account that his hair
had turned grey on the last flight north through the
bush; for another, it is inconceivable that Wandering
Spirit would have remained “unidentified,” he the
second-most wanted man, after Chief Big Bear, for
the killings at Frog Lake.
I’ve written a play. There are three characters,
Wandering Spirit, Liza McLean at sixteen, and Eliza
McLean in her forties. They are ensnared in a ferocious triangular struggle to gain ownership of the
story they share: What really happened in Wandering Spirit’s camp? Where is the “missing ending”?
What is permitted to be told? Does “history” have
the last word?

Wandering Spirit: That’s not how this story ends.
Liza: What was that story?
Wandering: You saw it, you heard it. You were at
my side. I let you go because you had a story to tell.
Liza: Unfinished.
Eliza: One version, perhaps.
Liza: There’s only one that matters.
Eliza: There’s never only one.
Wandering: Then tell mine.
Eliza & Liza: I love you.
Wandering: [anguished] That’s not the story.
Eliza & Liza: What’s yours?
Wandering Spirit remains for me as I imagine
Eliza saw him from the rifle pit—dressed in loincloth,
moccasins, and the war bonnet of lynx fur and eagle
feathers, with yellow streaks of war paint across his
cheeks and the Winchester that never left his side.
I see him as the war chief, lithe, sinewy, who pranced
and stomped his war dance somewhere between Frog
Lake and the gallows.

Goodbye, Seamus
RICHARD SANGER

It wasn’t the dead of winter; it was the very end of summer, and the airports, I suspect, were
busy. Perhaps because Seamus Heaney died on the last Friday in August, just before September
and serious work and school resumed, it feels as if his death hasn’t completely registered. After
a few weeks, I’m used to being back at work, have learned the names of my students, but I still
haven’t got used to the idea that the man many considered the greatest living poet in English has
died. Of course, the poems remain, and I’ve reread them over the last month, but now I know
there will be no more. It’s a bit like going to the grocery store and being told there aren’t going
to be any apples anymore.
But there was also something fitting about the time of year—and not just because the man and
the work were, as Paul Muldoon said, so bountiful. In “The Lagans Road,” a short prose poem in
his second-last collection, District and Circle, Heaney described the walk he took on his very first
day at school in the company of his red-haired neighbour, Philomena, “a fey, if ever there was
one,” and compared it to the departure he’s just undertaken:
From about a quarter of a mile away I could see youngsters running about in the road in
front of the buildings and hear shouting in the playground. Years later, when I read an
account of how the Indians of the Pacific Northwest foresaw their arrival in the land of
the dead—coming along a forest path where other travellers’ cast-offs lay scattered on the
bushes, hearing voices laughing and calling, knowing there was a life in the clearing up
ahead that would be familiar, but feeling at the same time lost and homesick—it struck me
I had already experienced that kind of arrival. Next thing in the porch I was faced with rows
of coathooks nailed up at different heights along the wall, so that everyone in the different
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classes could reach them, everyone had a place
to hang overcoat or scarf and proceed to the
strange room, where our names were new in
the rollbook and would soon be called.
Anyone who knows their Heaney will recognize
certain things. The idea of feeling “lost and homesick” in a place that is nonetheless familiar recalls—in
a much more benign setting—the end of one of Heaney’s best-known “bog” poems, “The Tollund Man”:
Out there in Jutland,
in the old man-killing parishes
I will feel lost,
unhappy and at home.
Likewise, this momentary early bout of homesickness will not surprise those familiar with such poems
as “The Ministry of Fear” and “Mid-Term Break,”
in which a younger Heaney describes his feelings as a
twelve-year-old scholarship boy sent away to boarding school. (One of the sadnesses that accompanies
his death is the awareness that the admirable postwar British education system that fostered bright
children from backgrounds like Heaney’s, egalitarian
and uncompromising as it could be, has been completely dismantled.)
But what is most noteworthy in “The Lagans
Road” and illustrates Heaney’s strength best, is that
last phrase, “would soon be called”; a banal, everyday
phrase resonates with ominous and mythic power,
both school roll call and divine summons. “Words
would have first been magic symbols,” Jorge Luis
Borges tells us, “which, with the passage of time,

have lost their power. The poet’s task is to return to
words something of that primitive and now hidden
quality.” No poet took greater pleasure in deploying
a plain phrase in a new context, in making us hear the
magic and history in otherwise overlooked words.
“I rhyme / to see myself, to set the darkness echoing,” Heaney wrote in his first book—and, especially, it seemed, to set words echoing. At the end
of another famous bog poem, “The Grauballe
Man,” Heaney describes the Bronze Age victim of
ritual sacrifice lying “with the actual weight / of
each hooded victim / slashed and dumped”—and
that word actual reverberates with both its English
meaning of real and precise (suggesting vengeful
scorekeeping) and the French-derived meaning of
current or present day (evoking the sectarian killings of 1970s Ulster when it was written). Later, in
a poem simply entitled “Tollund” dated September
1994, right after the IRA–Loyalist ceasefire of that
August, he would revisit Jutland, imagining himself
and his compat-riots “footloose, at home beyond
the tribe”:
to make a new beginning
And make a go of it, alive and sinning,
Ourselves again, free-willed again, not bad.
Of course, that not bad echoes in all kinds of
ways—as a judgment on character and on the new
beginning of the ceasefire. After he had won the
Nobel Prize and was called upon to make more public
pronouncements, after the Good Friday agreements
had brought some end to the Northern Irish conflict,
he would use the phrase for good: “remember you are
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here for good in every sense of the term,” he would
tell a graduating class at York University.
For me, however, it wasn’t just such words he
made me hear anew; it was English. I came to Heaney
late. Having gone to university to study English and
philosophy, I’d fallen for Spain, and Spanish poetry
in particular. So much writing in English at the time
seemed pale and inconsequential in comparison. Like
most young people, I wanted life, passion, music in
my poetry, and the great poets of the Spanish Civil
War and the anti-Franco movement offered this in
spades. But I wrote in English, and I kept hoping
I would find a poet who could make English that compelling. Then, in 1984, while I was living in Seville, a
friend sent me a copy of Station Island, and I read that
book’s opening poem, “The Underground,” with its
recasting of the Orpheus myth in the London tube:
To end up in a draughty lamplit station
After the trains had gone, the wet track
Bared and tense as I am, all attention
For your step following and damned if
I look back.
I was hooked and—once I had got the taste of
his guttural muse, and words like japped and bleb—
read back through all his work. Field Work, with its
extraordinary elegies and daring love poems, became
my favourite: it had the life-and-death qualities
I’d looked for in Spanish. The next year the British
Council invited three writers to West Berlin, where
I had moved, and Heaney was one of them. I remember his voice—a gentle, precise brogue—and how he
got us to listen. In the middle of his reading, apropos

of “Digging” and his early work, he paused to compare the sound of the words for potato in French and
Dutch: pomme de terre sounded as insubstantial and
unpotatolike as soap bubbles bursting (he pretended to
blow them), but aardaappel, now that was a word you
could use, a spade crunching into the stony ground.
After he read, it was announced that he would
like to meet local writers. As an aspiring poet, I went
along to a university seminar room the following
day and there he was, looking genial and countrified
in a tweed jacket—everyone in Berlin wore black in
those days—but sharp underneath, especially when
he narrowed his eyes to focus on what someone
was saying. And he really did want to listen to us,
that ragtag multinational group who had turned
up that day. Who were we reading? Who’s good?
One of the Germans present mentioned poet Peter
Huchel and began to explain who he was. “Oh, I’ve
read him,” said Heaney. What about John Ashbery?
“I find sometimes in the United States, there’s so
much money . . . and no sense of history.” His great
enthusiasm at that point was Czesław Miłosz. He
looked up, and two heads—Poles?—nodded. I asked
if he would ever undertake a long sequence like
Station Island again. Hearing perhaps some ambivalence I didn’t intend in my voice, he compared the
sequence to a great big rusty barge and laughed:
“I had all these things I just wanted to dump on it
and send it off.” It was a poem all kinds of famous
critics (including Richard Ellmann) had just praised,
and yet there he was, ready to hear and respond to
what he assumed were a stranger’s misgivings.
That was the only time I spoke to him. When I
moved back to Canada, I would hear him read three
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or four more times and become secretly proud of the
role that his friend and my compatriot, the scholar
Ann Saddlemyer, had played in his career, lending
him the house at Glanmore in which he wrote much
of his greatest poetry. I have sometimes wondered
why he wanted to meet us young writers that day in
Berlin. He certainly didn’t have to—neither of the
two other invitees, Doris Lessing and Anthony Burgess, had done so. Perhaps it was his devotion to East
European writers: West Berlin, in those days, was
often the first stop for Russian and Polish exiles. But
I think he really just wanted to hear what was going
on, “to swim in touch with soft-mouthed life” (“The
Guttural Muse”). His concern, you felt, was the craft
and not his career. When American critics saluted
him as “the best Irish poet since Yeats,” he would
take care to mention the poets they’d ignored, such
as Patrick Kavanagh and his own contemporaries,
Derek Mahon and Michael Longley. The compassion
he felt for those less fortunate (and less eloquent) also
extended to his fellow writers:
My old hard friend, how you sought
Occasions of justified anger!
Who could buff me like you
Who wanted the soul to ring true
And plain as a galvanized bucket
And would kick it to test it?
Or whack it clean like a carpet.
So of course when you turned on yourself
You were ferocious.
(from “Two Quick Notes,” The Haw Lantern)

Of course, Heaney went from success to success
and yet somehow never seemed to let it go to his head.
Even when he began “crediting marvels” and using
words like soul and vision, he could mock himself as
“Mr. Honey.” Coming from Northern Ireland and
“the tight gag of place,” he knew others were listening and ready to bring him down a peg if he got selfimportant. There was always a Paul Muldoon to send
him up, taking, for example, Heaney’s favourite image
for the interaction of history and art (the way a passing train would make the surface of the water ripple
in the basin of his childhood kitchen) and reversing it
absurdly: “the displacement of soap suds in a basin /
may have some repercussion / for a distant ship.”
It may be that it was Northern Ireland (where
“smoke-signals are loud-mouthed compared with
us”) that trained his ear and made him into the great
listener he was—one who would, with uncanny
accuracy, hear how a horse “whinnied” when his
refrigerator in California cut out (“The Skunk”). At
the start of his career, he heard something new and
essential in two poets as unfashionable as Wordsworth
and Hopkins. Later on, in his beautiful and incisive
essays on poets as different as Yeats and Bishop, Herbert and MacDiarmid, Plath and Auden, he would
give further proof of his extraordinary ear. He also
kept reading contemporary poets and, with a sense of
poetic sport, would play them at their game, whether
it be East European parable poems, Martian imagery,
or the discursive “conversation poems” of younger
Belfast poet Ciarán Carson. In memory of his friend
Joseph Brodsky, that great devotee of Auden, Heaney
would take the rhymed trochees of the Yeats elegy
for a spin:
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Pepper vodka you produced
Once in Western Massachusetts
With the reading due to start
Warmed my spirits and my heart.
And he kept listening to himself. Introducing
later in life “Digging,” the first poem in his first book
and an early ars poetica, he would say he sometimes
felt the poem had more of “the swagger of a gunslinger” in it than the terse manner of the potato
farmers it holds up:
But I’ve no spade to follow men like them.
Between my finger and my thumb
The squat pen rests.
I’ll dig with it.
Still later, he would jokingly quote Gwendolen
from Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest

when introducing the poem: “I am glad to say that
I have never seen a spade.”
But perhaps most of all he listened to—and
heard—what he called “the music of what happens.”
As we got up to leave that seminar room in West
Berlin, a young woman who had been quiet for the
whole session went up to Heaney and shyly handed
him a piece of paper: “I brought a poem for you,”
she said. The rest of us watched to see how he would
react. Like others there, I’m sure, I’d debated whether
to bring him some of my poems and decided against
it, afraid it would seem like careerism or a request for
approval. But Heaney took the poem from her and
said, “Thank you. How kind,” in the most genuine
way possible as he slid it in the pocket of that tweed
jacket. What we had heard as an imposition, he heard
as something much simpler: a gift, a tribute. And that
ability to hear more deeply, more fundamentally, and
more generously was one of his greatest gifts.

EAT OR DIE

Trul y Old er
JIM HARRISON

When you’re seventy-six, as I am, you can die in ten minutes, ten hours, ten months or maybe ten years, or every
minute in between. About fifteen years ago I had intuitions of doom and wrote a memoir. Now fifteen years
later I have noticed that I’m not dead yet. There is a temptation to bring the memoir up to date in the form of a
novella. I am fiction anyway, lock, stock, and barrel. I made myself up from scratch and started fibbing as a baby.
This February I had to cancel a book tour trip to Paris because I was feeling poorly. I thought that maybe
I had been feeling poorly for seventy-six years, though in my thirties and forties I walked a couple of thousand
miles in wilderness forest. I hated to miss the duck and goose fat I need to keep going in this woeful life. Also
the oceans of wine across the wine-dark sea. But to be frank I didn’t want to go to Paris and feel ill in the
middle of winter when the body craves fuel. My publisher, Flammarion-Gallimard (they recently united), had
promised to build me a little temporary igloo in the Luxembourg Gardens to save hotel money. French women
love to rub their hot butts against chunks of ice or so I’ve heard around the quad. Also you don’t want to be sick
without your momma and she’s been dead twenty years and is no longer available. Of a family of seven there
are only three of us left. Life is like that.
Unfortunately my illness isn’t faked to get out of a book tour, which I’ve done here in America. My doctor
found it inscrutable that my blood pressure had dropped to ninety over fifty which is perilously low. I am
drastically lethargic though I still write every day like a good Scout. I suppose I am losing specific density and
might blast from earth into an azure haze.
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Somehow I remain roaring with largely irrelevant ideas and plots. Instead of living in a confused
state of what I call the “high whine” why doesn’t the
Republican Party settle down and figure out how to
recycle toilet paper? It would save hundreds of millions to build prisons to house the poor, who they
loathe. You dunk water and Clorox along with the
toilet paper into the oil barrels that they love. On a
hot day you dump them on the neighbour’s tennis
court. Voila! By evening you scoop up the detritus
with snow shovels and you have precious toilet paper.
Naturally I should patent this brilliant idea but as an
artist I don’t have time to deal with legalities.
That’s just a starter in a list that includes using
atomic canons to fire tens of thousands of condoms
into poor neighbourhoods from a distance of thirty
miles. Keep that population down by every means.
I’m also in favour of a high tax on poets for their
poetry. We abound in the mediocre and somebody
has to do something about it, though it might deliver
us into the hands of rich poets.
Stop women from denying dates by saying, “I have
to wash my hair and do my nails this evening.” Any
idiot can do this in ten minutes. It hurts bad to take
second place to grooming.
Of late I’ve been rereading John Keats. He is
where I started at age fourteen when I first contracted
the disease of writing. I read “The poetry of earth
is never dead” and was utterly won over. I’ve never
stopped writing poems since then, though early on
I worried how I was going to make a living. My first
volume, Plain Song, came out in 1965, just short of
fifty years ago. Recent to that date I had been flunked
out of graduate school for what a professor called

“arrogance.” Imagine that! Anyway they changed
when I got a book published by a New York publisher,
W.W. Norton, which had never happened to one of
their students before. I got a job at a university on
Long Island on the basis of this slender book of verse.
This was a mixed blessing indeed as I did not thrive in
an academic atmosphere. It made me drink too much.
Again, imagine that. Sadly I could not thrive in that
atmosphere which was too fustian and pimpy with its
craving for tenure. By the grace of two years of grants
we moved to a small farm back in northern Michigan
and stuck it out. For a period of ten years I never quite
made ten grand a year, short rations with two kids. We
had a huge garden and ate a lot of venison and fish that
I caught. I wrote a novel, Wolf, which did so-so and
one called Farmer, which failed, but then struck pay
dirt with a novella, Legends of the Fall. Unfortunately
I got mixed up in Hollywood with which I didn’t deal
well. Now as an old man I have published thirty-six
books and I’m tired indeed. I wish I could afford a
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fishing sabbatical. Philip Roth quit everything and
I was a bit jealous but then he’s real famous and could
afford it, which I can’t. However it’s gross to complain
when I’ve done fairly well as a writer, and any writer
who makes close to a livelihood is fortunate indeed.
Was it that nitwit Edna St. Vincent Millay who
said, “Life must go on I forget just why”? Try to
remember, kiddo, the reason for life is simply life.
The part that is barely endurable is that I was an
epic walker in my life but two years after spinal surgery
I’m now what you must call a “shuffler.” There are
worse things. Before surgery I couldn’t walk at all so
I was quite grateful when I learned to walk again.
So was my dog who was terribly melancholy in my
inoperable stages. Now I take her down to our creek
early every morning where she flounders with delight.
The other emotional mainstay on the Mexican border
where we live in the winter is the virtual flood of
birds that migrate through our property on the creek,
beginning in late February through March and April.
The profusion of these songbirds is consoling.
I was so sorry to miss my trip to Paris. My behaviour there seems a bit peculiar to some of my local
friends. I get up very early and walk three or four
hours, often having an omelette full of lardons to fuel
my effort. I usually walk through the Luxembourg
Gardens, first stopping to look at le jardin fruitier, a small
fenced garden of fruit trees that was begun in the seventeeth century. For reasons of energy and hydration
I stop at cafés for a verre de rouge. Any fool knows that red
wine is the best energy drink if you keep it within two
bottles. A light lunch and a nap and I’m ready for my
ceaseless interviews in which I extravagantly fib about
the past. Each evening I have an elegant dinner with

my publisher or the usual lust-crazed actress. French
actresses invariably ask me, “Can you help me off with
my undies,” and I always say, “Not today, I am doing
my hair.” They weep, of course, but I maintain my
impeccable standards in foreign countries. I nearly got
thrown out of Russia for lying on my visa but I begged
them to let me stay until I saw the tomb of Dostoevsky.
The peculiar thing about Paris for me is that
I always keep the same schedule as in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, that depleted and over-timbered
wilderness. Up very early, walk my bird dog for several hours, back to the cabin for breakfast, a little nap,
then work inventing a new universe.
Luckily my books do very well in France. The
surge came at a time when I had just quit screenwriting. It was a time of financial insecurity as I had to
make enough to feed my savagely hungry daughters.
The French saved my little family for which I’ll
always be grateful. I had many bestsellers over there
but never in America.
I didn’t want to drop dead in the middle of
Hollywood and have producers rape and rob my
body. I got a couple productions off the muddy floor
out there but nothing of the quality to write Mom
about. She was convinced the place was immoral and
that I was daffy. She was right on both counts. So
much alcohol, drugs, money, and beautiful women.
I told Mom that showbiz wasn’t built as a cathedral.
I was relentless and never got a dime from the profits of Legends of the Fall. I have recovered by fishing,
hiking and watching birds, and writing poetry,
taking countless naps, and talking to my dog. Maybe
I could write a bestseller about naps, then move to
Montreal and eat.

He thinks of the ice wagon going down the street.
He sees something he has never seen in his life—
a Western town that belongs to Agnes. Here is
Agnes—small, mole-faced, round-shouldered
because she has always carried a younger child.
She watches the ice wagon and the trail of ice water
in a morning invented for her: hers. He sees the
weak prairie trees and the shadows on the sidewalk.
Nothing moves except the shadows and the ice
wagon and the changing amber of the child’s eyes.
The child is Peter. He has seen the grain of the
cement sidewalk and the grass in the cracks, and
the dust, and the dandelions at the edge of the
road. He is there. He has taken the morning that
belongs to Agnes, he is up before the others, and
he knows everything. There is nothing he doesn’t
know. He could keep the morning if he wanted to,
but what can Peter do with the start of a summer

day? Sheilah is here, it is a true Sunday morning,
with its dimness and headache and remorse and
regrets, and this is life. . . . He touches Sheilah’s
hand. The children have their aunt now, and he
and Sheilah have each other. Everything works out,
somehow or other. Let Agnes have the start of the
day. Let Agnes think it was invented for her. Who
wants to be alone in the universe? No, begin at the
beginning: Peter lost Agnes. Agnes says to herself
somewhere, Peter is lost.
— “The Ice Wagon Going Down the Street”
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Wiebke See, Motek Sherman, Ian Slayter,
Maureen Sless, Adam Sol, Karen Solie, Janet
Somerville, Penni Stewart, Merna Summers,
Alexandre & Amy Thiltges, Kathleen Thurber,
Deborah Torkko, Lola Tostevin, Sally Vernon,
Abigail Vines, Genanne Walsh, Terence Ward,
Edmund White, Jane Wintemute, Donez Xiques

Why not join these stalwart Brick supporters and have your name engraved on the Brick Wall?
We will happily accept your cheques, or you can visit brickmag.com and click on ‘donate’

The Usual Suspects

Grant Buday’s new novel, The Delusionist, is due this
spring from Anvil Press.

Jim Harrison’s most recent book is a collection of
novellas, The River Swimmer, published by Grove Press.

William Everson (1912–1994), also known as Brother
Antoninus, was a poet of the San Francisco Renaissance, a literary critic, and a small press printer.

Michael Helm is an editor at Brick and the author of
three novels, most recently Cities of Refuge.

Damon Galgut was born in Pretoria in 1963 and now
lives in Cape Town. He has published eight books.
His new novel, Arctic Summer, deals with E. M. Forster and the writing of A Passage to India and will be
released in Canada in October.
Laurie D Graham is an editor of Brick, the author of
Rove, a rider of bikes, a player of songs.
Alison Harris is a photographer based in Paris. She
has taken photographs for more than two dozen
books and most recently contributed a photographic
insert to Paris to the Pyrenees: A Skeptic Pilgrim Walks
the Way of Saint James. Her work has been exhibited
in both solo and group shows in New York, Chicago,
and Houston, as well as in Italy and Paris. She is currently working on her next show.

Life-long Edmontonian Myrna Kostash is a fulltime writer, author of All of Baba’s Children, Bloodlines: A Journey Into Eastern Europe, The Frog Lake
Reader, and Prodigal Daughter: A Journey to Byzantium.
She is thinking about how she is going to write her
next book, provisionally titled Men in Photographs.
Amitava Kumar is the author of several works of
non-fiction and a novel. His latest book is A Matter of
Rats: A Short Biography of Patna. He teaches English at
Vassar College.
Zachary Lazar is the author of the novel Sway, the
memoir Evening’s Empire: The Story of My Father’s
Murder, and the forthcoming novel I Pity the Poor
Immigrant. His work has appeared in New York Times
Magazine, Los Angeles Times, BOMB, and elsewhere.
He lives in New Orleans.

B R I C K
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Deborah Luster is a visual artist living in New
Orleans, Louisiana, and Galway, Ireland. She is a 2013
Guggenheim fellow and a 2014 artist in residence at the
Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin. Luster has two
monographs published by Twin Palms Publishing.
Mark Marczyk is a writer, violinist, and founding
member of the Lemon Bucket Orkestra, Toronto’s
only Balkan-klezmer-gypsy-party-punk super-band.
John McIntyre is the editor of Memorable Days: The
Selected Letters of James Salter and Robert Phelps. He is
finishing his first novel.
Sean Michaels visited Magadan during the research
for his first novel, Us Conductors, which was published
this spring. His previous contribution to Brick, “The
Lizard, the Catacombs, and the Clock” (Brick 85), was
anthologized in The New Brick Reader. He lives in Montreal, where he writes about music for the Guardian,
McSweeney’s, and at the blog Said the Gramophone.

Sharon Olds is the author of nine books of poetry,
including The Dead and the Living and Stag’s Leap. She
teaches at New York University’s Graduate Program
in Creative Writing, where she has been involved
with outreach workshops, including the Goldwater
Hospital workshop, in its twenty-eighth year, and
the workshop for veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan.
Michael Ondaatje is the author of several books,
including Divisadero and The Cat’s Table. He was till
last year an editor at Brick. He lives in Toronto.
Francine Prose’s most recent novel is Lovers at the
Chameleon Club, Paris 1932. She is a distinguished visiting writer at Bard College.
Tara Quinn is a contributing editor of Brick and
the editor of The New Brick Reader. Her writing has
appeared in the Walrus, Toronto Life, and This Magazine,
among other publications. She lives in Scotland.

Jessica Michalofsky lives in Victoria. Her fiction,
non-fiction, and reviews have been published in Geist,
Joyland, the Globe and Mail, the Winnipeg Review,
Quarterly Conversation, the Rumpus, and Bookslut.
Andrew H. Miller grew up in southern Indiana,
moved away, and then moved back, more or less by
chance. He’s at work on a book titled On Not Being
Someone Else; an essay from it recently appeared in
Michigan Quarterly Review. He teaches English at Indiana University.

Mavis Gallant with Aleksander and Ola Wat, Venice, 1957
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Richard Sanger is the author of two collections of
poems, Shadow Cabinet and Calling Home, and quite a
few plays.
Rebecca Silver Slayter’s first novel, In the Land of
Birdfishes, was published by HarperCollins in spring
2013. She lives in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, where
she is at work editing her second novel.
Nadia Szilvassy is the publisher and managing
editor of Brick.
Madeleine Thien is the author of three books of
fiction, including her most recent novel, Dogs at the
Perimeter. She lives in Montreal and Berlin.
David L. Ulin is the author, most recently, of the
novella Labyrinth. His other books include The Lost
Art of Reading: Why Books Matter in a Distracted Time
and the Library of America’s Writing Los Angeles:
A Literary Anthology. He is book critic for the Los
Angeles Times.
Eleanor Wachtel has hosted CBC Radio’s Writers
& Company since its inception in 1990. She is also
the host of Wachtel on the Arts. Four books of her
interviews have been published, including Random
Illuminations and Original Minds.
Jan Zwicky has been active against technocratic
destruction of the planet since 1976 with, apparently,
little effect. Her latest publication is The Book of Frog.


Peter Matthiessen
May 22, 1927 – April 5, 2014

Gabriel García Márquez
March 6, 1927 – April 17, 2014

Alistair MacLeod
July 20, 1936 – April 20, 2014


Credits

Errata: In issue 92, photographs by Trevor Ydreos appeared
on pages 5 and 172, but his only credit pointed readers to
a photo-less page 152. We apologize for the error.
The quote by Mavis Gallant on our spine is from her essay
“What Is Style?” from Paris Notebooks: Essays and Reviews,
published by Macmillan of Canada, 1986.
Pages 2, 12, 15, 17, 19, 51, 91, 121, 141, & 163: Mavis Gallant
photographs and documents reprinted with kind permission of Mary Kae MacLeod.
Pages 5, 159, & 176: Honest Ed’s photos by Anna GallagherRoss (page 5) and Mark Byk.
Page 7: This quotation comes from Mavis Gallant’s introduction to her Selected Stories, published in 1996 by McClelland & Stewart.
Pages 10 & 17: Photograph of Mavis Gallant, Paris 2012, and
photograph of Mavis Gallant at the Dome, Paris, 1996,
© Alison Harris. Reprinted here by kind permission of
the photographer.
Page 18: This piece has been adapted from Michael Ondaatje’s
introduction to Mavis Gallant’s Paris Stories (New York
Review of Books, 2002).
Page 20: A version of this conversation was broadcast on
CBC Radio’s Writers & Company and produced by
Mary Stinson.
Page 36: This piece is excerpted from San Francisco Beat: Talking with the Poets, edited by David Meltzer, published by
City Lights Publishers in 2001.

Page 42: The quote by Elizabeth Jennings is from her poem
“Child Born Dead.” The Wallace Stevens quote is from
his poem “Sunday Morning.” The quotation from Jean
Renoir appears in Jean Renoir: Interviews, published by
the University Press of Mississippi in 2005.
Page 44: From BiblioOdyssey, “a time table indicating the
difference in time between the principal cities of the
world and also showing their air-line distance from
Washington,” in Mitchell’s New General Atlas by Samuel
Augustus Mitchell Jr., 1883; published in Philadelphia by
WM Bradley.
Page 47: Ben Westoby’s photograph of gallery goers watching Christian Marclay’s The Clock courtesy of White
Cube. The Clock was purchased in 2011 with the generous support of Jay Smith and Laura Rapp, and Carol
and Morton Rapp, Toronto, and is jointly owned by the
National Gallery of Canada and the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
Page 50, 91, 121, 141, & 162: “The Concert Party” by Mavis
Gallant appeared in The New Yorker in January, 1988
and was first reprinted in Best American Short Stories,
1989 (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1989). “Voices Lost
in Snow” appeared in The New Yorker in April 1976, and
was first reprinted in Home Truths (McClelland & Stewart,
1981). “Speck’s Idea” appeared in The New Yorker in November 1979, and was first reprinted in The Selected Stories of
Mavis Gallant (McClelland & Stewart, 1996). The quotation from Gallant’s review of Céline by Patrick McCarthy
comes from Paris Notebooks (Macmillan, 1986). “The Ice
Wagon Going Down the Street” appeared in The New
Yorker in December 1963, and was first reprinted in Home
Truths. All excerpts are reprinted with permission.
Page 52: Quntus and Layla’s carjacking is recounted in State
of Louisiana v. Layla Roberts; Donald Cousan’s story is described similarly in State of Louisiana v. Donald Gene Cousan; and Justin Singleton’s crime is described in State of
Louisiana v. Justin Charles Singleton.
Page 92: Quotations in this essay come from E. M. Forster: A
Life by P. N. Furbank (Mariner Books, 1994); The Journals
and Diaries of E. M. Forster, edited by Philip Gardner (Pickering & Chatto, 2011); Oliver Stallybrass’s introduction to
the 1979 Arbinger edition of E. M. Forster’s Manuscripts
of A Passage to India; and Forster’s afterword to Maurice.

C R E D I T S

Page 102, 105, & 108: Photographs in the Review are courtesy of the Toronto Archives.
Page 110: This conversation took place in the Heinrich Böll
Institute at the Berlin International Literature Festival in
2012. In her introduction, Thien quotes Nwakanma in
an interview with him in African Writing, issue 10.
Page 112 &117: Photographs of Obi Nwakanma and Christopher Okigbo are courtesy of Obi Nwakanma.
Page 133: Quotations in this piece come from Mikhail Shishkin’s “Calligraphy Lesson,” translated by Marian Schwartz
and published online at Words without Borders.
Page 136: The quotations by William Burroughs and Jane
Carlyle, along with other details of De Quincey’s life,
come from The English Opium Eater: A Biography of
Thomas De Quincey by Robert Morrison, Pegasus Books,
2010. Other quotations come from Wordsworth Classics’
Thomas De Quincey: Confessions of an English Opium-Eater
and De Quincey’s 1890 Collected Works.
Page 142: Hobson Jobson definition of “Mofussil” is quoted in
Ian Jack’s Mofussil Junction.
Page 145: The quotation from Susan Crean comes from Myrna
Kostash’s personal correspondence with the writer.
Page 148: Photograph of Eliza McLean at the ruins of Fort
Ellice courtesy of University of Winnipeg Archives,
Western Canada Pictorial Index: image 7921.
Page 153: The quotation by Jorge Luis Borges in this piece
comes from The Undying Rose.
Thank you Steven Barclay, Mary Kae MacLeod, Liberty
Valance, Obi Nwakanma, Alison Harris, Daniel Matthes,
Erin Acland, Michael Small, and stef lenk.

at BrickMag.com

Page 98: Aerial view of elephant in NMNH Rotunda, 1981,
courtesy of the Smithsonian.
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$6,000 IN

LIGHT, poems
by Souvankham Thammavongsa

CASH PRIZES!
1ST PRIZE $1,250
2ND PRIZE $500
3RD PRIZE $250
in each category

SMALL,

GU T SY

AND GORGEOUS

in each category

in each category

THE BANFF CENTRE BLISS
CARMAN POETRY AWARD*
(1, 2 or 3 poems per entry,
max. 150 lines per entry)

INN OVA T I V E
CANADIAN WORKS
O F L I T E R AT U R E

pedla rpress.com

Judge: Jon Paul Fiorentino

JUANITA WILDROSE:
My True Life, a fiction
by Susan Downe

SHORT FICTION

(one story per entry,
max. 10,000 words)

Judge: Elisabeth de Mariaffi
CREATIVE NON-FICTION
(one essay per entry,
max. 5,000 words)

Judge: Wayne Grady

DEADLINE:
POSTMARKED
NOV. 30, 2014
Complete guidelines for all
contests at www.prairiefire.ca
For inquiries: prfire@mts.net
CONTEST WINNERS AND HONOURABLE
MENTIONS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN
PRAIRIE FIRE MAGAZINE

“The most harrowing
book of the season.”
– Toronto Life

“Stunning.”
– Inside Higher Ed

One Hour in Paris:
A True Story of
Rape and Recovery

by Karyn L. Freedman
April 2014

Fee: $32 per entry, which includes a
complimentary one-year subscription
to Prairie Fire.
*The Poetry first prize is donated in part by The
Banff Centre, who will also award a jewellercast replica of poet Bliss Carman’s silver and
turquoise ring to the first-prize winner.

freehand-books.com

world literature today
Your passport to great reading.

Each issue of World Literature
Today is filled with essays,
interviews, fiction, poetry, and
book reviews from authors around
the world, including:

Rohinton Mistry

Naomi Shihab Nye

Tahmima Anam

Samiya Bashir

Mark Tredinnick

Maaza Mengiste

Andrés Neuman
Etgar Keret
Adam Zagajewski
Nathalie Handal
Li-Young Lee
Claire Messud
Orhan Pamuk
Patricia Grace
Anthony Shadid
Sherman Alexie
Marina Carr
Raja Shehadeh
Mo Yan
Pia Tafdrup

Subscribe online today at

worldliteraturetoday.org

MFA
creative
writing

Applications are invited from
students wishing to enter
the tenth cohort (Fall 2015)
of this exciting two-year

m aster

f ine a rts
program in Creative Writing.
of

Students will take three intensive semester-long writing
workshops (genres include fiction, poetry, drama, and creative
nonfiction ). Plenary courses (Writers on Writing and Writers in
the World ) provide a forum for distinguished visitors (including
Atom Egoyan, Deborah Eisenberg, Francisco Goldman,
John Mighton, Dennis Lee, A.L. Kennedy, Michael Ondaatje,
Mark Strand, Ellen Seligman) and address a wide range of
issues relevant to the writing life.
A distinguished writer is assigned as a mentor to each student
for the Individual Study course in the third (summer) semester
of the program. All courses include a substantial reading
component. The degree program culminates in a creative thesis.

Core faculty includes
Dionne BranD &
JuDith thompson.
Other writers serving as instructors
or mentors have included Gil Adamson,
André Alexis, Ken Babstock, Anita Rau
Badami, Charles Bernstein, Roo Borson,
Margaret Christakos, Lynn Coady, Karen Connelly,
Kevin Connolly, Lynn Crosbie, Brad Fraser,
Camilla Gibb, Douglas Glover, Michael Healey,
Sheila Heti, Helen Humphreys, Daniel MacIvor,
Lisa Moore, Erin Mouré, Colleen Murphy,
Michael Redhill, Nino Ricci, Russell Smith,
Shyam Selvadurai, Karen Solie, Guillermo Verdecchia,
Michael Winter, David Young, and many others.
Catherine Bush serves as Program Coordinator.

The program is located in Toronto, within the University
of Guelph-Humber on the Humber College North campus.
Inquiries are invited at any time. Complete applications,
including portfolios, are requested by DEcEMbEr 15th, 2014.

Please visit guelphcreativewritingmfa.com for further
information. Inquiries should be sent to Meaghan Strimas
at mstrimas@uoguelph.ca

STRONGFINISH.ca
Editorial & Design Ser vices
Present Professionally
with Strong Finish
With more than 100 years of publishing
experience collectively and countless
satisfied clients, we offer truly premium
editorial and design ser vices at market
rates for all genres – and for all industries,
from Atwood to Visa.
Whether it’s fiction or finance , poetr y or
politics, adver tising or annual repor ts,
ALWAYS PRESENT WITH STRENGTH.
See us FIRST for the BEST in
editorial a nd design services:
editing & proofreading
copywriting & design
manuscript evaluation
For more details:

Heather Sa ngster
416-535-9222
www.strongfinish.ca
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steven beattie

micah toub

rhonda dynes

kelda larsen

dana hansen

Jeff latosik

nicola Winstanley

christoPher doda

Wendy PhilliPs

amber mcmillan

sarah armenia

amanda Watson

brad reed

eric foley

krista bridge

miranda hill

beverley cooPer

Wayson choy
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Priscila uPPal

Review

Fiction. Poetry. Essays. Reviews.
Submit. Subscribe.
www.losangelesreview.org

Web //

hu m ber l it e r a ry r e vie W.co m

aPril 1

live
With exclusive online content

d e pa r t m e n t
of english

Print // issue 1 volume 1:
sPring + summer 2014

may 14

l aunching
at the gl adstone hotel in toronto

Poetry by Laurie D Graham
ISBN: 978-1-926710-23-5
$17.95
“This brilliant, large-hearted poem
is where the quest of Suknaski,
Kroetsch, MacKinnon, and Zwicky
has gone, picking up new, idiosyncratic preoccupations along the way.
How good it is to have this book.”
— Tim Lilburn

Divergent, west coast literature

Visit w w w.losangelesreview.org for submission guidelines.
The Los Angeles Review is a publication of Red Hen Press.

hagiospress.com

Invisible	

   Dogs
Barry	

   Dempster
Memories of rural Mennonite
childhood from Victoria poet
Karen Enns.

-

Arleen	

   Pare

A beloved partner’s crossing into
Alzheimer’s from Vancouver poet
Jane Munro.

Lake	

   of	

   Two	

   
Mountains

A sardonic, stinging wake-up call
from Whitehorse poet Joanna Lilley.

Ordinary	

   Hours
Karen	

   Enns

Jane	

   Munro

Blue	

   Sonoma

“A poet with this many strong pieces
in their book is rare.” —Catherine
Owen, Marrow Review

Virtuosic poems for anyone who has
ever survived a broken heart
or made it past fifty.

The	

   Fleece	

   Era
Joanna	

   Liley

Don	

   Domanski

Bite	

   Down	

   Little	

   
Whisper

The	

   Lost	

   Letters
Catherine	

   
Greenwood

“This is... the finely honed word
sculpture of a master craftsman.”
—Halifax Chronicle-Herald

Advertise in Brick

details at BrickMag.com

Publishing new and established voices
in Canadian poetry since 1975
www.brickbooks.ca

A hymn to a beloved lake in
Quebec from Victoria poet
Arleen Paré.

Listen to their poetry podcasts at
www.youtube.com/
brickbooks

“A Public Space
has become one
of our most
remarkable
small magazines
by being a forum
for creativity,
tolerance,
experiment,
and witness.”
–Teju Cole

apublicspace.org

The New
Brick Reader
Summer Special

A Brick subscription plus
The New Brick Reader — only $55*
Subscribe, Renew, or Give!

Visit BrickMag.com and click on
“The New Brick Reader Summer Deal.”
*plus shipping for the Reader

Offer expires August 31, 2014

brick 93
Brick celebrates Mavis Gallant, with contributions
from Michael Helm, Francine Prose, Alison Harris,
Michael Ondaatje, and Nadia Szilvassy & Tara Quinn.
Aleksandar Hemon talks to Eleanor Wachtel
Obi Nwakanma in conversation with Madeleine Thien
Grant Buday on Thomas De Quincey
Damon Galgut on E. M. Forster
Andrew H. Miller watches The Clock
David L. Ulin traces our expressions
Myrna Kostash searches for Eliza McLean
William Everson meets Theodore Dreiser
Richard Sanger says goodbye to Seamus Heaney
Tara Quinn follows Leonard Woolf to Sri Lanka
Jim Harrison misses Paris
A dispatch from Siberia by Sean Michaels
A riff on Tolstoy by Jessica Michalofsky
Amitava Kumar’s train stories
Mark Marczyk’s notes from Ukraine

brick £9.50

lison Har ri
s.

display until november 15

al lant by A

And Zachary Lazar on Angola Prison’s Passion Play,
with photographs by Deborah Luster

brick $15.00

of M av is G

Reviews by Laurie D Graham, John McIntyre,
and Rebecca Silver Slayter

Photograph

Poems by Jan Zwicky and Sharon Olds

